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ABSTRACT 
 
A combination of magnetic sensors with magnetic nanoparticles offers a promising 
approach for highly sensitive, simple, and rapid detection of cancer cells and biomolecules. The 
challenge facing the field of magnetic biosensing is the development of low-cost devices capable 
of superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)-like field sensitivity at room 
temperature. In another area of interest, improving the sensitivity of existing electromagnetic field 
sensors for microwave energy sensing applications is an important and challenging task. In this 
dissertation, we have explored the excellent magnetoimpedance and microwave absorption 
responses of soft ferromagnetic amorphous ribbons and microwires for the development of high-
performance magnetic biodetectors and microwave energy sensors.  
We have developed the effective approaches to improve the magnetoimpedance response 
of Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 amorphous ribbons by tuning their dimension and/or coating them with thin 
layers of CoFe2O4. Coating amorphous and crystalline CoFe2O4 films on the ribbon surface have 
opposite impacts on the magnetoimpedance response. Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is shown to 
be a novel in-situ annealing and coating method for improving the magnetoimpedance response of 
the soft ferromagnetic amorphous ribbons for advanced sensor applications. The 
magnetoimpedance responses are also enhanced in multi-microwire systems relative to their single 
microwires. We have introduced a new method of combining the magnetoresistance (MR), 
magnetoreactance (MX), and magnetoimpedance (MI) effects of a soft ferromagnetic amorphous 
xiii 
 
ribbon to develop an integrated biosensor with enhanced sensitivity and tunable frequency. While 
existing MI biosensors have limited sensitivities, we show that by exploiting the MR and MX 
effects it is possible to improve the sensitivity of the biosensor by up to 50% and 100%, 
respectively. The MX-based approach shows the most sensitive detection of superparamagnetic 
(Fe3O4) nanoparticles at low concentrations, demonstrating a sensitivity level comparable to that 
of a SQUID-based biosensor. Unlike a SQUID, however, the proposed MX technique is cryogen-
free and operates at room temperature, providing a promising avenue to the development of low-
cost highly sensitive biosensors. We have further improved the detection sensitivity of the MI and 
MX biosensors by patterning the sensing (ribbon) surface with nano/micro-sized holes, using the 
etching or focused ion beam (FIB) technique. These biosensors have been successfully employed 
to detect and quantify various bioanalytes, such as Curcumin-type anticancer drugs, bovine serum 
albumen (BSA) proteins, and Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC) cancer cells that have taken up the 
surface-functionalized Fe3O4 nanoparticles. Since Fe3O4 nanoparticles are widely used as magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agents, our biosensing technique can also be used as a new, 
low-cost, fast and easy pre-detection method before MRI. Finally, we have developed a new 
method of using a soft ferromagnetic glass-coated amorphous microwire as a microwave absorber 
for fabrication of a fiber Bragg grating-based microwave energy sensor with improved sensitivity 
and less perturbation of the microwave field. As compared to a similar approach that uses gold to 
absorb electromagnetic radiation, the microwire yields a device with greater sensitivity (~10 times 
at f = 3.25 GHz) relative to the perturbation of the microwave field. A correlation between the 
magnetic softness and microwave absorption in the microwires has been established, paving the 
way to improve the performance of the microwave energy sensor by tailoring their soft magnetic 
properties.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Overview  
 Magnetic sensors are of technological importance and inspire research interest in a wide 
variety of fields ranging from medical electronics [1] to ultra-high-density magnetic recording 
systems [2] as a means of  monitoring the changes in many physical, chemical, or biological 
systems[3]. Their capacity to work reliably without physical contact has made them superior in 
several applications where other techniques such as optical and electrochemical sensors interfere 
[4]. In addition, the magnetic sensors are easy to integrate with electronic chips and microfluidic 
devices, making them suitable for public purposes. Advances in the fabrication of soft 
ferromagnetic materials such as amorphous and nanocrystalline magnetic ribbons, wires, and films 
have greatly facilitated the development of magnetic sensors. A variety of magnetic sensors such 
as the superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) [5], the search coil [6], and the giant 
magnetoresistance (GMR) [7] sensors have been developed based on these materials and have 
found their practical applications. Although such sensors have eased the detection and 
measurement of magnetic fields arising in biological, geological, and several other areas of 
everyday practice, the limitations of these techniques render them ill-suited to fulfill the increasing 
demands of fast, low-cost, portable, and sensitive integrated devices. For instance, SQUID devices 
possess very high sensitivity but require cryogenic liquids to operate. GMR sensors perform under 
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ambient conditions but require a large operating magnetic field and have limited sensitivity in 
detecting very weak magnetic fields. 
  In this regard, the discoveries of giant magnetoimpedance (GMI) [8] and microwave 
absorption (MA) [9] effects in soft ferromagnetic materials including amorphous and nano-
crystalline ribbons, microwires, and thin films render them promising for the development of new 
generations of sensors for biodetection and microwave energy sensing. The GMI effect is a large 
change in the AC impedance of a soft ferromagnetic material subject to an external DC magnetic 
field [10]. It has proved as a viable alternative technology with the potential for cost-effective and 
cryogen-free sensing devices of ultra-high sensitivity [11, 12]. On the other hand, the MA 
exhibited by these materials has potential applications in structural health monitoring of composite 
materials [13] and electromagnetic field sensing [14, 15]. The current focuses of research in these 
promising fields are to optimize the GMI and MA responses for advanced biodetection and 
microwave energy monitoring. 
1.2 Objectives 
 In this dissertation work, we explore the excellent GMI and MA responses of soft 
ferromagnetic amorphous ribbons and microwires for biodetection and microwave energy sensing 
applications. The specific objectives of this dissertation are 
1. To tailor the GMI ratio and field sensitivity in Co-rich amorphous ribbons by modifying 
ribbon dimensions and/or by coating the ribbons with thin layers of CoFe2O4.  
2. To optimize the GMI ratio and field sensitivity in Co-rich glass-coated amorphous 
microwires by designing a system composed of multi-wires in a parallel arrangement. 
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3. To exploit and optimize the magnetoinductance (ML) effect in a non-magnetic inductive 
coil with microwire core for electric contact-free sensor applications. 
4. To integrate the GMI effect of surface-patterned amorphous ribbons with functionalized 
magnetic nanoparticles to develop a novel class of magnetic biosensors for highly 
sensitive detection and qualification of cancer cells and biomolecules. 
5. To explore and integrate the high capacity of microwave absorption of Co-rich glass-
coated amorphous microwires with the fiber Bragg grating (FBG) technology to develop 
a new class of electromagnetic field sensors for microwave energy monitoring.  
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation 
The dissertation is organized systematically to address the objectives mentioned in the 
previous section. It contains a total of eight chapters including this introductory chapter. The 
remaining chapters are compiled as follows: 
Chapter 2 presents the basic concepts of the GMI and MA effects in soft ferromagnetic 
ribbons and microwires, reviews the materials exhibiting these effects and their sensor 
applications. Magnetic nanoparticles, their superparamagnetic properties and biomedical 
applications are also reviewed in this chapter. 
Chapter 3 describes the working principles of the experimental techniques used in this 
dissertation. The techniques for preparing the soft ferromagnetic amorphous ribbons and 
microwires and the instruments for characterizing their microstructure, magnetic properties and 
GMI effects are presented.  
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Chapter 4 presents the effective approaches for improving the GMI effect and field 
sensitivity in Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 amorphous ribbons by tuning ribbon dimensions and/or by coating 
the ribbons with thin films of CoFe2O4 using the pulsed laser deposition technique. 
Chapter 5 presents the novel methods for improving the GMI ratio and magnetic field 
sensitivity in soft ferromagnetic amorphous microwires. Relative to a single wire, a large 
improvement in the magnetoimpedance (MI), AC magnetoresistence (MR), and magnetoreactance 
(MX) ratios and corresponding field sensitivities are achieved in a system composed of 
Co68B15Si10Mn7 glass-coated amorphous microwires in a parallel arrangement. The longitudinally 
excited magnetoinductance (LEMI) effect and field sensitivity are shown to be greatly enhanced 
when the core of an inductance coil comprises multiwires of either Co68B15Si10Mn7 glass-coated 
amorphous microwires or Co68.2Fe4.3B15Si12.5 melt-extracted amorphous microwires. 
Chapter 6 reports on the development of a novel class of biosensors based on the GMI 
effect of a microhole-patterned soft ferromagnetic ribbon for detection and quantification of low 
concentrations of superparamagnetic nanoparticles and bioanalytes tagged to them. We have 
developed a novel approach to improve the detection sensitivity of the GMI biosensor by 
exploiting the real and imaginary components of the impedance. The magnetoreactance (MX) 
based probe shows the highest detection sensitivity, thus allowing for detection and quantification 
of various bioanalytes, including anticancer drugs (Curcumin), bovine serum albumen (BSA) 
proteins, and Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC) cancer cells that have taken up the surface-
functionalized Fe3O4 nanoparticles. 
In Chapter 7, we have explored the high capacity of microwave absorption of 
Co68B15Si10Mn7 and Fe4.97Co64.63B16Si11Cr3.4Ni0.02 glass-coated amorphous microwires and 
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integrated these microwires with the FBG technology to develop a novel class of microwave 
energy field sensors. The sensitivity of a microwire-based probe is evaluated and compared to that 
of a gold film-based probe. An effective approach to improving the sensitivity of the microwire-
based probe by tuning the magnetic softness of the microwires is presented.  
Chapter 8 summarizes the important results of the dissertation work, which also lead to the 
emergence of new and exciting research areas for advanced sensing applications that utilize the 
excellent GMI and MA responses of soft ferromagnetic materials. 
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2. FUNDAMENTALS OF MAGNETOIMPEDANCE, MICROWAVE ABSORPTION, 
AND SUPERPARAMAGNETISM 
 
In this chapter, we present the fundamental aspects of giant magnetoimpedance (GMI) 
effect, microwave absorption (MA), and superparamagnetism (SPM) in magnetic materials. A 
brief overview on the materials exhibiting the GMI and MA effects and their perspective 
applications is also presented.  
2.1 Giant Magnetoimpedance Effect 
2.1.1 Definition 
The GMI effect is a large change in complex electric impedance ܼ ൌ ܴ ൅ ݆ܺ (where R and 
X are resistance and reactance respectively; j is an imaginary unit) of a soft ferromagnetic 
conductor when it is subjected to an external DC magnetic field. Although this effect was first 
observed in wires in the 1930s but an intensive study began in the 1990s first in amorphous 
microwires [1, 2], then in amorphous ribbons [3], and films [4]. Since then, it has drawn 
considerable attention from both the fundamental understanding point of view and technological 
applications [5, 6]. By now, the GMI effect has been extensively studied in a variety of 
magnetically soft materials such as layered and nanocrystalline wires, ribbons, films, etc. [5-10], 
and a number of sensing applications have been suggested [11-17].  
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The GMI effect can be considered as a high-frequency analogue of the giant 
magnetoresistance (GMR) effect, but its origin is different. It has been recognized that the GMI 
effect originates from the magnetic field dependence of transversal permeability (ߤ௡), hence of the 
classical skin depth at a given frequency [5, 6], while the GMR effect has a quantum mechanical 
origin [18]. Therefore, it is important to understand the connection between the impedance and the 
skin effect in a ferromagnetic conductor before studying the influence of an external magnetic field 
on its impedance.  
Figure 2.1 shows a schematic for measurement of impedance of a conductor in the presence 
of an axial DC magnetic field H. When a driving AC current flows through a conductor, its 
impedance Z can be expressed as the ratio of the modulus U0 of the AC voltage across its ends to 
the modulus I0 of the current, under the materials approximation. In terms of the components of 
current density ܬԦ	or induced AC magnetic field ሬ݄Ԧ, the modulus ܼ ൌ |ܼ| of the impedance can be 
written as [6]: 
ܼ	 ൌ ௎బூబ ൌ ܴௗ௖
௃೥ሺௌሻ
〈௃೥〉೜	,                      (2.1) 
or 
ܼ ൌ ܴௗ௖ ௤ఘ௟ ቀߞ௭௭ െ ߞ௭௡
௛೥ሺௌሻ
௛೙ሺௌሻ	ቁ,     (2.2) 
respectively.  Here, RDC is the DC resistance of the conductor, Jz(S) is the axial component of 
current density on the surface and <Jz>q is its average value over the cross-section q. Similarly, ݈ 
is the length of the conductor, ρ is its resistivity and hz and hn are the axial and the transversal (or 
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circumferential) components of the sinusoidal magnetic field and ߞመ	is the surface impedance 
tensor.  
The current density ଔ̂ in Eq.(2.1) or the components hz and hn of the magnetic field in 
Eq.(2.2) can be obtained by solving the classical Maxwell’s equations of electrodynamics and 
Landau-Lifshitz equations analytically under the linear approximation ܤሬሬԦൌ ߤܪሬԦ. The impedance 
can then be expressed in a specific form for a particular geometry of a material. In case of a ribbon-
like material of thickness 2t and a wire-like material of radius a, the impedances are respectively 
given as [4, 6], 
ܼ ൌ ܴௗ௖ሺ݆݇ݐሻcoth	ሺ݆݇ݐሻ,      (2.3) 
ܼ ൌ ଵଶܴௗ௖݇ܽܬ଴ሺ݇ܽሻ/ܬଵሺ݇ܽሻ,     (2.4) 
݇ ൌ ଵା௝ఋ೘ ,         (2.5) 
ߜ௠ ൌ ට ఘగఓ೙௙	.        (2.6) 
Figure 2.1 Schematic for the definition of the giant magnetoimpedance (GMI) effect. 
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J0 and J1 are the Bessel functions of the first kind and ݆ ൌ √െ1	 is the imaginary unit. The skin 
effect parameter ݇ (Eq. 2.3 – Eq. 2.5) connects the impedance Z with frequency f of the driving 
AC current, the transversal/circumferential permeability ߤ௡ of the ribbon/microwire, and 
resistivity ߩ through the skin depth	ߜ௠ given in Eq. (2.6). If the linear approximation is not 
applicable, solutions to the Maxwell and Landau-Lifshitz equations will become complex.  In that 
case, asymptotic or numerical techniques could be used to solve the equations instead of using the 
analytical method [19].  
From above Eq. (2.3 – 2.6), we see that the impedance Z of a magnetic conductor is 
associated with	ߤ௡ which is transverse to the applied AC current IAC [4, 10, 20]. Therefore, the Z 
of the conductor suffers a huge change through ߜ௠	in the presence of an external DC magnetic 
field H which is usually parallel to the direction of the AC current. This explains the origin of the 
GMI effect. Various theoretical and computational models have been developed to explain the 
GMI effect of a metallic conductor by connecting its impedance with the transverse component  of 
permeability tensor (with reference to the direction of the DC field or the AC current) at a driving 
AC frequency [4, 21].  
2.1.2 Characterization and Figure of Merit 
 Several methods have been developed to measure the GMI effect in a magnetic conductor 
based on the frequency of operation. The techniques to measure the GMI effect in a conductor will 
be discussed in next chapter. Here, we emphasize on defining the possible figures of merit needed 
to quantify the effect. It can be characterized in terms of the relative change in the impedance (i.e. 
MI ratio) given as: 
୼௓
௓ ൌ
௓ሺுሻି௓ሺுೞೌ೟ሻ
௓ሺுೞೌ೟ሻ ൈ 100%,	      (2.7) 
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and the corresponding field sensitivity (%/Oe) 
ߟ௓ ൌ 2 ൈ ሾ୼௓/௓ሿ೘ೌೣ୼ு ൈ 100%,    (2.8)  
where Hsat is the external DC magnetic field that is sufficient to saturate the impedance of the 
conductor, [ΔZ/Z]max is the maximum value of the MI ratio given in Eq. (2.7) and Δܪ is the full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the MI ratio versus H curve. The use of ܼሺܪ ൌ 0ሻ as a 
reference impedance may not always be the best choice since it is not the most stable point, while 
at  ܼሺܪ ൌ ܪ௦௔௧ሻ, the impedance is always a stable value [5, 7]. Therefore, we have used the latter 
as the reference impedance to evaluate the GMI effect in a ferromagnetic conductor. 
The MI ratio at a frequency of operation depends upon the relative contribution of its real 
and imaginary components. Therefore, relative changes in the components of the MI ratio i.e. AC 
magnetoresistance (MR) and magnetoreactance (MX) ratios are equally important parameters in 
explaining the GMI effect. The MR and MX ratios and corresponding field sensitivities are 
calculated similarly as the MI ratio and ߟ௓, and are given below:   
୼ோ
ோ ൌ
ோሺுሻିோሺுೞೌ೟ሻ
ோሺுೞೌ೟ሻ ൈ 100%	,       (2.9) 
ߟோ ൌ 2 ൈ ሾ୼ோ/ோሿ೘ೌೣ୼ு ൈ 100%,    (2.10) 
and 
୼௑
௑ ൌ
௑ሺுሻି௑ሺுೞೌ೟ሻ
௑ሺுೞೌ೟ሻ ൈ 100%,      (2.11) 
ߟ௑ ൌ 2 ൈ ሾ୼௑/௑ሿ೘ೌೣ୼ு ൈ 100%.    (2.12) 
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Here, [ΔR/R]max and [ΔX/X]max are the maximum values of the MR and MX ratios given in Eq. 
(2.9) and (2.11), respectively. Figure 2.2 (a – c) represents the MI, MR, and MX ratios of a 
Co68B15Si10Mn7 soft ferromagnetic glass-coated amorphous microwire (GCAW) with 10 mm 
length, 25 m metallic diameter, and 3.6 m glass thickness at ݂	 ൌ 	10 MHz where	ܪ௦௔௧ 	ൌ 	120 
Oe.  
Figure 2.2 GMI effect for a glass-coated amorphous microwire Co68B15Si10Mn7 at 10 MHz. 
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For purely inductive conductors of inductance L, ܺ 	 ൌ 	2ߨ݂ܮ so that its magnetoinductance 
(ML) ratio and field sensitivity can equivalently be expressed as 
	୼௅௅ ൌ
୼௑
௑ ,      (2.13) 
and  
ߟ௅ ൌ ߟ௑,       (2.14) 
respectively.  
2.1.3 Magnetic Field and Frequency Dependences 
Since ܼ	is a function of	ሺߤ, ݂, ܪሻ, where ߤ ൌ ߤ′ െ ݆ߤ′′ itself has different variations with f 
and H in different frequency regimes, the analysis of GMI effect in a conductor is a complex task. 
However, the analysis can be simplified by considering the fact that the GMI effect is usually 
measured with the transverse/circular component of induced AC field (h) in the presence of axial 
(i.e. along the direction of AC current) DC magnetic field H. This consideration also allows to 
make the conventions with reference to the direction of the DC magnetic field (or AC current) 
when analyzing the GMI effect in a conductor. It is important to note that the direction of the 
induced field h is the preferred direction of the transverse component of the	ߤ in a GMI material. 
This component is often denoted as the transversal/circumferential permeability (ߤ௡ሻ, where n 
stands for transversal T or circumferential ߶ direction for ribbon or microwire, respectively.  
A rough explanation of the field H dependence of the GMI effect at a given frequency f 
would be such that	ߤ௡, hence Z, has the highest values at H = 0 and decrease continuously with H 
until they reach to a saturation value. However, the GMI ratio is significantly affected by the value 
of the f as the transverse magnetization of the conductor and ߜ௠	are the functions of excitation 
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frequency, f. In general, as the f increases, ߜ௠ decreases so that the GMI ratio increases. The GMI 
ratio achieves a maximum value at a particular ݂ 	 ൌ 	 ଴݂ where 	ߜ௠~	݀௖ (where	݀௖ is the wire radius 
(a) or half of the ribbon thickness (t)) and then falls down for further increase in the f 
because	ߤ௡	becomes less sensitive to the H in this regime. A better explanation of the GMI effect 
can, therefore, be given by categorizing the f into the following three different regimes: Low 
frequency regime, intermediate frequency regime, and high frequency regime.  
2.1.3.1 Low Frequency Regime 
In the low frequency regime of up to about ݂ ൌ 10 kHz driving current, a voltage is 
induced at the end of the conductor due to large Barkhausen jump in the transversal magnetization. 
The inductive voltage plays a major role to contribute to the reactance, and hence the impedance, 
which is proportional to the differential ߤ௡ of the magnetic conductor [22]. The applied H acts as 
an agent to bring the changes in ߤ௡ while the skin effect is almost negligible (ߜ௠ ≫ 	ܽ or	ݐ) such 
that the GMI ratio monotonically decreases with H until it becomes saturated. In this regime, most 
of the GMI properties can be explained by Quasi-static models which calculate the effective 
permeability ߤ௡,௘௙௙ by setting f=0 in linearized Landau-Lifshitz equation [6].   
2.1.3.2 Intermediate Frequency Regime 
As the frequency increases up to few MHz, ߜ௠is fairly small and its effect on the 
impedance cannot be neglected. In this regime, the applied H decreases ߤ௡,௘௙௙ strongly, which 
then causes an increase in ߜ௠ and hence a decrease in the impedance.  Since the permeability can 
no longer be considered static, it is represented by a complex tensor, and Quasi-static models with 
f = 0 cannot explain the GMI effect in this regime.  Instead, ߤ௡,௘௙௙	is calculated by considering the 
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resultant transversal/circular magnetization as the sum of the contributions from domain wall 
displacement (DWD) and magnetic moment rotation (MMR) i.e.: 
 ߤ௡,௘௙௙ ൌ ߤ௡,஽ௐ஽ ൅	ߤ௡,ெெோ.       (2.15) 
The GMI effect is then explained using Eq. (2.3 – 2.12) for the variation of the effective 
ߤ௡,௘௙௙ with H at a given frequency. Various models have been developed to explain the GMI effect 
in the intermediate regime [1, 21, 23, 24]. In general, at relatively lower frequencies (f < 0.5 MHz), 
DWD is dominant over MMR in contributing the ߤ௡,௘௙௙, while with increasing f, DWD becomes 
weaker due to eddy current loss and MMR dominates the magnetization process. So, the change 
in ߜ௠with H is mainly associated with MMR at higher f. Therefore, the GMI ratio first increases 
with frequency, reaches to a peak value at particular f = f0 and then decreases for higher f. 
In the intermediate regime, an important feature is observed in the GMI spectra of a 
conductor. The field dependence of GMI ratio transforms from single peak (SP) to double peak 
Figure 2.3 GMI profile for a Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 amorphous ribbon at various frequencies. 
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(DP) behavior with increasing f  [6, 21]. The SP and DP behaviors of the GMI spectra are 
associated with the anisotropy field distribution in a particular conductor. A conductor with perfect 
longitudinal anisotropy (with respect to the DC field H or AC current IAC) possesses SP-like 
behavior with its peak at H ~ 0 while the one with perfect transverse anisotropy possesses DP-like 
behavior with the peaks lying at H ~ HK, where HK is the anisotropy field. In a real material with 
anisotropy at some oblique angle, the SP and DP behaviors are frequency dependent. In general, 
the GMI spectra possess SP at H ~ 0 in low frequencies while the peak shifts to H ~ ± HK at higher 
frequencies to give DP. The peaks are very sharp if the anisotropy is well defined, otherwise they 
are broad. At relatively small f, the MMR is not excited until H ~ ± HK such that only DWD 
contributes to the effective ߤ௡,௘௙௙ for H <HK. As a result, the GMI ratio decreases monotonically 
with increasing H. At relatively higher f, the MMR is excited even at H < HK such that the ߤ௡,௘௙௙ 
increases till H ~ ± HK due to the contribution from both DWD and MMR (scattering of domain 
walls due to moment rotations). Further increase in H, DWD are damped due to large eddy current 
and only MMR contributes to the ߤ௡which results a decrease in ߤ௡,௘௙௙ so that two peaks are 
observed in the GMI profiles at H ~ ± HK. Figure 2.3 shows the GMI spectra measured at various 
frequencies for a Co-rich amorphous ribbon. This figure clearly shows how the magnitude and SP-
DP behaviors change with increasing the frequency of the driving current. 
2.1.3.3 High Frequency Regime                                                                                                                                
In the regime of very high frequencies, from several MHz up to GHz, the gyromagnetic 
effect and ferromagnetic relaxation influence the magnetization rotation. This causes a shift of the 
GMI profiles towards higher fields where samples are already saturated magnetically. In this 
regime, the mechanism is similar to the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and causes a strong 
change in the penetration depth. In this regime, the Landau-Lifshitz equation is to be solved with 
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different approximations to get an effective permeability	ߤ௡,௘௙௙. In order to explain these effects, 
high frequency models have been proposed [21].  
2.1.4 Soft Ferromagnetic Ribbons and Microwires 
Soft ferromagnetic ribbons and microwires are among excellent candidate materials in 
applied magnetism for their potential in many technical applications such as magnetic shielding, 
sensors, ultra-sensitive recording heads, motors, generators, filters, and transformers [5, 6, 11, 25-
33]. These materials have been produced by a variety of rapid solidification techniques and 
extensively studied for their magnetic properties and associated effects [6, 34-36]. In general, the 
amorphous ribbons/microwires possess large shape anisotropy, magnetoelastic anisotropy, and 
ultra-soft magnetic properties such as very high permeability, large saturation magnetization, and 
small magnetic field anisotropy [11, 27, 37, 38]. The properties of the ribbons/microwires are, 
however, determined by several factors which include the material composition, fabrication 
process, dimension, and many post-fabrication processing [11, 27, 37, 38].  
The metallic composition of an alloy, from which a ribbon/microwire is fabricated, mainly 
determines its magnetic properties [36]. For example, Fe-rich alloys are positive magnetostrictive 
(~ 10-6), while Co-rich alloys are negative magnetostrictive (~ -10-6). On the other hand, the alloys 
of proper proportions of Fe and Co can have nearly vanishing magnetostriction (~ 10-7). In general, 
amorphous magnetic microwires fabricated using these alloys form a core-shell type domain 
structure. Fe-based positive magnetostrictive microwires (e.g. Fe-Si-B, Fe-B-Sn) have 
longitudinal core domains oriented along the wire axis which are wrapped by radial shell domains 
[29, 38, 39]. These microwires exhibit a square-shaped magnetic hysteresis loop, i.e. magnetic 
bistability (a large Barkhausen jump). Co-rich large negative magnetostrictive alloys (e.g. Co-Si-
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B) can form other family of amorphous microwires which may have longitudinal core domains 
and a circumferential shell [27, 40]. These microwires exhibit soft magnetic characteristics through 
sharp switching M(H) loops with a clear absence of square characteristics. Nearly vanishing 
magnetostrictive alloys (e.g. Co-Fe-Si-B) may form wires with ill-defined domain structures. 
However, the longitudinal orientation of core domains and circular orientation of shell domains 
have been reported in these wires [29, 40]. Also, it has been reported that glass-coated microwires 
can have distinct magnetic properties from the conventional microwire of the same composition 
[29, 41]. Amorphous magnetic ribbons, on the other hand, do not contain core-shell type domain 
structures, however, positive (Fe-based) and negative (Co-based) magnetostrictive ribbons have 
been found to contain preferred longitudinal or transverse orientations of domains, respectively 
[6].  Again, the domain structures and hence the magnetic properties in these materials can be 
drastically changed by post-fabrication processes such as metallic layer deposition and annealing 
by heat, current, or field [26, 39, 42]. 
For a material to exhibit an excellent GMI effect, it requires extremely soft magnetic 
properties, small but well defined anisotropy, a large transverse/circumferential permeability, and 
nearly zero but negative magnetostriction (~ -10-7) [5]. Examples of excellent GMI materials are 
Co-rich amorphous and nanocrystalline magnetic ribbons/microwires [6, 9, 27, 43]. A large 
number of studies have been performed in tailoring the GMI ratio and field sensitivity in a variety 
of ribbons and microwires of different compositions [4-7, 9, 30]. Amorphous and nanocrystalline 
ribbons and microwires with various compositions such as CoFeSiB [1, 3, 9], FeCuMoSiB [44], 
FeCoNiSiB [45], and CoFeCrSiB [43], all of which have nearly zero magnetostriction, have been 
widely studied.  
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2.1.5 Applications 
Table 2.1 Comparison of different types of magnetic sensors (Mohri et al., 2002 [46]). 
Sensor Head Length Resolution Response Speed Power Consumption 
GSI 1 – 2 mm 0.1 Gal/30 Gal 10 kHz 5 mW 
GMI 1 – 2 mm 1 Oe/±3 Oe 1 MHz 10 mW 
Fluxgate 10 – 20 mm 1 Oe/±3 Oe 5 kHz 1 W 
GMR 10 – 100 m 0.01 Oe/±20 Oe 1 MHz 10 mW 
MRdc 10 – 100 m 0.1 Oe/±100 Oe 1 MHz 10 mW 
Hall 10 – 100 m 0.5 Oe/±1 kOe 1 MHz 10 mW 
 
The main technological interest of the GMI effect exhibited by soft ferromagnetic ribbons 
and microwires is for sensor applications. A GMI sensor basically translates any changes in 
magnetic and/or electric environment of its sensing element into an electrical signal via the change 
in its impedance according to	ܼ ∝ ටఠఓ೙ுఘ 	, where	߱	 ൌ 	2ߨ݂. Studies have shown that a GMI 
sensor is superior to other magnetic sensors for many respects such as sensitivity, cost-efficiency, 
reliability, and measurement stability. Mohri et al. [46] have developed an amorphous wire and 
CMOS IC-based sensitive micro-magnetic sensor and compared with other magnetic sensors, 
which is given in Table 2.1. The table clearly shows that the GMI and GSI (giant stress impedance) 
sensors are superior compared to others (Fluxgate, Hall, GMR – giant magnetoresistance, MRdc – 
dc magnetoresistence) in terms of the resolution and power consumption. Despite its advantages 
over other sensors, it might have few undesired effects as well but they can be overcome during 
the sensor design. For example, a GMI element can present the relaxation due to the after-effect 
of the permeability and can have hysteretic behavior. This effect, however, can be reduced 
drastically by appropriate annealing [30]. 
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Owing to strong skin effect, the surface of a GMI element is very sensitive to its environment 
so that a tiny change near or on the surface, such as effective magnetic field, surface conditions, 
or geometry, can alter the GMI signal significantly. It has been proven that a properly fabricated 
GMI sensor can be employed for quick detection of a moderate to very weak magnetic field, down 
to the range of pico-tesla (pT), at the expense of low magnetic energy (~100 Oe) with better 
thermal stability [5, 6, 11, 12, 16, 28, 30, 47]. This makes them suitable for a variety of sensing 
purposes such as for movement tracking of small permanent magnets, control of human 
physiology,  automation and control in industries, etc. [16, 28, 30]. Aichi Steel Corporation, Japan 
has commercialized the microwire-based GMI sensor by incorporating it into a variety of devices 
such as cell phones and electronic compasses. Some potential applications of GMI sensors for 
monitoring various physical quantities include biomagnetic sensors, pressure sensors, temperature 
sensors, and mobile phones.  
2.2 Microwave Absorption 
2.2.1 Basic Concept and Theoretical Aspects 
The response of magnetic materials to the electromagnetic waves comes from their 
complex magnetic permeability and complex electric permittivity. Therefore, the total loss of the 
incident high frequency power to a target magnetic material arises mainly the superposition of two 
types of losses: the magnetic loss associated with the permeability and the dielectric loss associated 
with the permittivity. Since the ferromagnetic materials such as Co- or Fe-rich metallic glasses 
possess very large magnetic permeability, the magnetic loss in these materials is very large and 
causes a large fraction of incident power to be absorbed in them. For instance, Marin et al. [48] 
showed that Co-based microwires absorb the electromagnetic (EM) waves better than copper wires 
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do. Literature has shown that the amorphous and nanocrystalline magnetic ribbons and microwires 
are excellent microwave absorbers in addition to their GMI effect observed at low fields and in 
~MHz frequency regime [49-52]. The excellent microwave absorption properties make them a 
potential candidate for microwave applications such as remote integrated sensors and microwave 
devices [40, 53].  
The loss in magnetic and electric energies can arise due to several effects when an 
electromagnetic wave interacts with a ferromagnetic material. The magnetic loss can have 
contribution from the eddy current effect, hysteresis effect, magnetic after-effect or ferromagnetic 
resonance (FMR) effect based on the frequency of the incident wave [40, 48, 51, 54]. At 
microwave frequencies, the dominant loss is due to the FMR effect which is aroused by the 
precession of magnetic moments in microwave magnetic field. Some studies have shown that the 
FMR effect of a soft ferromagnetic material at a high frequency (~GHz) is equivalent to its GMI 
effect observed at MHz frequency regime [55-57]. However, the GMI effect occurs at low dc fields 
while the FMR requires a large dc field. Studies have shown that the microwave can also be 
absorbed by the GMI materials as a non-resonant phenomenon at low fields which correspond to 
the anisotropy field of the materials [50]. On the other hand, the electric energy can be dissipated 
due to conduction loss or polarization loss, or both, which are related to electric dipole resonance 
(EDR) effect [48, 51, 54]. The dielectric absorption becomes more prominent when the materials 
are embedded into a dielectric matrix to form a composite.  
The collective information about the dissipation of microwave energy when EM wave 
flows through a conductor is generally obtained by defining the magnetic and dielectric loss factors 
(or loss tangents) which are simply the ratio of imaginary-to-real components of complex 
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permeability (ߤ ൌ ߤᇱ െ ݆ߤ′′) and permittivity	ሺ߳ ൌ ߳ᇱ െ ݆߳ᇱᇱሻ, respectively. In terms of the 
complex Poynting vector, the electromagnetic power absorbed in a material of volume ܸ is given 
as [51],  
ܲ௔௕௦ ൌ ఠସ ∭ሺ߳଴߳ᇱᇱ|ܧ|ଶ ൅ ߤ଴ߤᇱᇱ|ܪ|ଶሻܸ݀,    (2.16) 
where E is the electric field vector and H is the magnetic field vector. 
2.2.2 Microwave Absorption Characterization 
The microwave behavior of the materials can be characterized using various techniques 
such as resonant cavity, microstrip and coaxial lines, replacement of dielectric, measurement in 
free space, or guided-wave technique (see Ref. [54] and references therein for detail). The 
techniques of coaxial lines or guided waves are widely used to study the FMR effect of a microwire 
(or any other test samples) by measuring scattering parameters [54]. It is important to note that 
matching the impedance is very important to measure the scattering parameters and to ensure a 
large absorption. Once the reflection S11 and transmission S21 parameters are measured, they can 
be analyzed to get information about the material properties related to microwave absorption 
and/or loss. The total power absorbed by the system can be evaluated by using [54, 58]: 
௔ܲ௕௦ ൌ 1 െ ሺ| ଵܵଵ|ଶ ൅ |ܵଶଵ|ଶሻ.    (2.17) 
The expression above (i.e. Eq. (2.17)) actually evaluates the absorbed power normalized to the 
total power available from the source, but the total available power from the source is unlikely to 
reach to the sample without loss. So, the power absorption by the sample is more accurate if it is 
normalized to the net power incident to it (reflection power subtracted from available power). This 
gives the absorption coefficient as below: 
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ܥ௔௕௦ ൌ ଵି௉ೌ್ೞଵି|ௌభభ|మ	.       (2.18) 
2.2.3 Magnetic Microwires for Microwave Sensing Applications 
In addition to the GMI effect, magnetic microwires of both Fe-rich and Co-rich 
compositions and their polymer composites have been shown to exhibit excellent ferromagnetic 
resonance (FMR) and microwave absorption effects [50, 51, 54, 58]. The microwave properties of 
such composites are affected by several factors such as the geometry (diameter, length, etc.) of the 
microwires, their concentration and orientation in the composites, and quality of the metallic cores 
and glass-coating.  
Microwave absorption (MA) of the microwires and their polymer composites have many 
promising applications which include smart coatings, non-destructive testing, structure 
monitoring, stress sensing, and many others, which have been recently reviewed by Qin et al. [51]. 
The microwire composites have also been developed as novel materials for structural health 
monitoring and metamaterial applications [51, 59]. Recently the microwire-dielectrics composites 
have been of increasing research interest for the development of metamaterials by obtaining 
negative permeability and/or permittivity at certain frequencies [60]. 
2.3 Magnetic Nanoparticles and Superparamagnetism 
2.3.1 Effect of Size Reduction 
Bulk magnetic materials contain multi-domains and are categorized into ferro, para, or 
diamagnetic based upon their response to an external magnetic field. A material is ferro, para, or 
diamagnetic if its susceptibility (the ratio of magnetization M to the applied magnetic field H) is 
large positive, small positive, or small negative, respectively. While the magnetization of a para or 
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diamagnetic material varies linearly with applied magnetic field and gets completely demagnetized 
when the field is removed, the magnetization of a ferromagnetic material exhibits a non-linear 
dependence with the field and remembers a memory even after the field removal. This is known 
as hysteresis in the M(H) loop of the ferromagnetic (FM) material. Figure 2.4 (a) – (c) show the 
representative M(H) loops for dia-, para-, and ferromagnetic materials, respectively. From the 
figure, it is clearly seen that the M(H) loop of a ferromagnetic material has a clear hysteresis (Hc).  
It has been known that the hysteresis of a FM material strongly depends upon the particle 
size (D). When the size of a particle is reduced below a critical volume, it no longer contains multi-
domains so that the new magnetic properties are different from its bulk properties. The critical 
volume of a particle to exhibit single domain (SD) depends upon various anisotropy energies. For 
a spherical FM material, the critical diameter Dc, below which it displays single domain behavior 
is given as [61], 
ܦ௖ ൎ ଺ඥ஺௄ೆఓబெೞమ ,      (2.19) 
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Figure 2.4 Room temperature M(H) loops of diamagnetic, paramagnetic, and ferromagnetic
materials. 
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where A is the exchange stiffness,  ܭ௎ is magnetic anisotropy constant, and ܯ௦ is the saturation 
magnetization. ܦ௖ is roughly 100 nm for most materials, but may vary with materials as well [62]. 
It is known that the hysteresis of a single domain FM particle may collapse under certain 
conditions, giving rise to a new state of the material, the so-called superparamagnetic state. Figure 
2.5 (a) shows the size dependence of the corecivity of a FM particle and Figure 2.5 (b) shows the 
M(H) loop of a superparamagnetic state of Fe3O4 nanoparticles of ~ 7 nm diameter.  
The hysteresis observed in the M(H) loop of ferromagnetic (FM) materials is a result of 
their magnetic anisotropy energy ܧ௞ ൌ ܭ௎ܸ (ܸ is the volume) larger than the thermal energy 
(ܧ௧௛ 	ൌ 	݇஻ܶ, where kB is Boltzmann constant and T is temperature) available at a temperature T. 
However, when the size of a FM material is reduced to a SD scale and the ܧ௞ becomes less than 
the ܧ௧௛, then the particle as a whole fluctuates with the thermal energy, while the moments of 
individual atoms remain ordered relative to each other [63]. This means sufficiently large thermal 
energy changes, or flips, the net magnetic moment of the system to zero after the removal of the 
H even though the individual atoms remain ordered. At or above the critical temperature, known 
Figure 2.5 (a) Particle size dependence of coercivity (Stojak et al. [62]). (b) Room temperature 
M(H) loop of Fe3O4 superparamagnetic nanoparticles of ~ 7 nm diameter. 
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as the blocking temperature ஻ܶ (at which the thermal energy is sufficient to flip the net moment to 
zero), the M(H) loop of the particle is hysteresis-free which is the state of the superparamagnetism 
(SPM).  
A single domain (SD) particle takes a time, called the relaxation time	߬, to reverse its 
moment after removal of the applied H field and is given by[63], 
߬ ൌ ߬଴ exp ቀ ୼ா௞ಳ்ቁ,     (2.20) 
where ߬଴ ሺ~	10ିଽ to 10ିଵଶ sec) is the characteristic attempt time for the spin reversal. Then, for 
particle to exhibit SPM behavior, it is important that its moment reversal time ߬ at a temperature 
ܶ is less than the measurement time ߬௠. If the temperature is decreased below the blocking 
temperature, the ܧ௧௛ is not large enough to fulfil the condition of ߬	 ൏ 	 ߬௠, then the particle is no 
longer superparamagnetic. The blocking temperature for a particle of volume ܸ and anisotropy 
energy ܭ௎ to remain superparamagnetic is given as [64]: 
஻ܶ ൌ ௄ೆ௏௞ಳ୪୬	ሺഓ೘ഓబ ሻ
,      (2.21) 
Considering  ߬௠ ~ 100 sec for a magnetometer, we get	 ஻ܶ ൎ ௄ೆ௏ଷ଴௞ಳ .  
2.3.2 Superparamagnetic Nanoparticles for Biomedical Applications 
Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have special research interest for their potential in a 
variety of biomedical applications including biomolecular detection, drug delivery, magnetic 
hyperthermia, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), magnetic separation, and bioengineering [63, 
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65-70]. For any biomedical application, the MNPs have to be biocompatible, non-toxic, mono-
disperse, stable in colloidal media, and remnant-free [63, 65]. In addition, they need to have high 
magnetic moment. Before using MNPs for a medical purpose, their surface is first passivated by a 
passivation layer to make them stable in colloidal medium, biocompatible, and to minimize any 
toxicity. Then, a biopolymer of interest can be tagged to them or they can be encapsulated into 
biological cells based upon the desired application. However, the magnetic requirements such as 
high moments, remnant-free behavior, and monodispersity limit many particles from their use in 
biomedical applications. As superparamagnetic (SP) nanoparticles fulfil all of these requirements, 
they are very promising materials for the bio-applications [65, 70].  
Among the SPM nanoparticles, iron-oxide (Fe3O4 or γ-Fe2O3) nanoparticles are most 
widely used as they are biocompatible, simple to fabricate, non-toxic, and possess a relatively large 
magnetic moment. With a suitable coating of organic biopolymer, these MNPs are being explored 
in a wide variety of biomedical applications [71, 72]. The Fe3O4 MNPs have proved useful in MRI 
[73], drug delivery [67, 70],  hyperthermia [74], biodetection and bioassay [75], magnetic 
purification [76], and other pharmaceutical applications [66, 71].    
2.4 Summary 
The fundamentals of giant magnetoimpedance effect, microwave absorption, and 
superparamagnetic properties of magnetic materials are reviewed. A definition of the impedance 
of a ferromagnetic conductor under the materials approximation is given, and the effect of an 
external axial DC magnetic field on GMI in different frequency regimes is discussed. The 
requirements for magnetic materials to exhibit excellent GMI effects and related applications are 
discussed. The basic aspects of microwave absorption exhibited by ferromagnetic microwires are 
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presented. Superparamagnetic nanoparticles and their biomedical applications are finally 
reviewed.   
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3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
 
In this chapter, we give a brief description of the fabrication processes of the materials, the 
instruments, and the experimental techniques used in my doctoral research. We first present the 
fabrication techniques of GMI materials (ribbons and microwires) and then describe the 
characterization tools used to determine their structural and magnetic properties. Finally, we 
describe the GMI measurement system that has been set-up in our laboratory at USF. 
3.1 Fabrication of Amorphous Ribbons and Microwires 
Rapid quenching techniques are among the most popular techniques for the production of 
high quality bulk and micro-sized amorphous alloys in different shapes such as flakes, powders, 
foils, and ribbons [1]. The basic principle of a rapid quenching method is the quick solidification 
of molten mass through contact with a highly conductive substrate such as a metal block. The 
substrate quickly absorbs the heat from the molten mass, which results in a non-crystalline alloy. 
This technique has been advanced to various setups in order to improve the glassy fraction, 
physical and magnetic properties, and to fulfill the requirement of various shapes and dimensions. 
For the production of amorphous magnetic ribbons and microwires, a few modified versions of 
the rapid quenching techniques such as single roller melt-spinning, in-rotating melt-spinning, melt-
extracted, and glass-coated melt-spinning (Taylor-Ulitovsky) are popularly used. 
Electrodepositon, sputtering, and pulsed laser deposition are other widely used techniques for the 
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preparation of the layered ribbons or microwires by depositing the materials of interest on the 
glassy metals fabricated by a rapid quenching method.  
In this study, amorphous ribbons of Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 (METGLAS® 2714A), melt 
extracted amorphous microwires (MEAWs) of Co68.2Fe4.3B15Si12.5, and glass-coated amorphous 
microwires (GCAWS) of Co68B15Si10Mn7 and Fe4.97Co64.63B16Si11Cr3.4Ni0.02 were used. The 
ribbons were fabricated by melt spinning techniques and provided by METGLAS Inc. Similarly, 
MEAWs and GCAWs were fabricated by melt-extracted and Taylor-Ulitovsky techniques and 
provided by our collaborators Dr. J. Liu at Inner Mongolia University of Technology (IMUT) in 
China, and Dr. V.S. Larin at MicroFir Tehnologii Industriale in Moldova, respectively. A brief 
description of these methods is given below.  
3.1.1 Melt Spinning Technique 
A melt-spinning technique produces metallic glasses from the melts of metals and alloys 
by solidification at a rate greater than or equal to 105 K/s [1, 2] so that the crystallization of the 
metals is avoided. In this technique, a desired metal or alloy is melted using an induction coil in a 
container with a suitable nozzle to eject the melted mass. A jet of the molten mass is then ejected 
through the nozzle with high pressure that directly hits the surface of a rotating substrate of high 
conductivity.  Because of the large temperature difference between the melt and the substrate, the 
melt solidifies rapidly and it takes almost a uniform shape as the substrate rotates. The transition 
product then flies off the substrate to a collector before a complete revolution. Continuous 
fabrication of tape-shaped amorphous alloys has been reported using this technique [3]. The 
quality of the product depends upon the cooling rate, shape/size of the nozzle, speed of the 
substrate, stability in jet dynamics, and the distance between the nozzle and the substrate [3]. Since 
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the viscosity of the melt is very low, the cooling rate needs to be very high to achieve the glass 
transition temperature before its precipitation in order to produce highly glassy tape. Figure 3.1 
shows a schematic of a single roller melt spinning technique for production of amorphous ribbons 
(Phan et al. [3]).  
The melt spinning technique is an ideal method to produce ribbon-shaped metallic glasses 
[4, 5] and has recently been modified into several forms to produce bare wires as well. One popular 
technique for production of glassy wires with circular cross-section is the melt extraction technique 
developed by Maringer and Mobley [6]. Later on, this method was modified and employed to 
produce magnetic microwires [7]. In this method, the periphery of a rotating disc is brought very 
close to the nozzle through which a molten mass is dropped. The molten mass gets solidified as 
soon as it drops to the periphery surface of the disc. The shape of the solidified mass depends upon 
Figure 3.1 Schematic of single roller melt spinning technique (Phan et al. [3]) 
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the shape and size of the nozzle, edge and speed of the disc edge, and speed of the dropped melt. 
Microwires of ~ 10 m length and 30 – 70 m diameter can be produced using this technique that 
is free from the effect of the nozzle material [7].  
3.1.2 Taylor-Ulitovsky Technique 
This technique was originally introduced by Taylor in 1924 [8] that allows the production 
of extremely fine wires of several metals and their alloys in a covering of Pyrex glass. In this 
technique, a piece of desired metal is dropped into a Pyrex glass tube, melted in a heated cylinder 
or flame, and then a fine wire, enveloped within the glass, is drawn out of it at a proper rate. Usually 
the metal or alloy is melted using a high frequency inductive coil. The Pyrex glass that is in contact 
with the melt softens and creates an envelope to the melt. So, when drawn through a glass capillary, 
a fine wire within the glass envelope is ejected. The casted wire is then fed on to a rotating metallic 
disk with a speed of about 5 m/s that maintains a cooling rate of around 104 – 106 K/s [3]. The 
diameter of the metal core depends upon the thickness of the glass wall, and the fed in and drawn 
out rate of the alloys. When constant fed in and drawn out rates are maintained, a wire of uniform 
diameter can be casted. Fine wires of length more than a foot and diameter ranging between 1 – 
100 m can be produced using this technique. Fine glass-coated amorphous wires of several metals 
such as Pb, Au, Ag, Cu, and many others have been reported with diameter ranging from 2 m to 
50 m [8]. Though the method can give finer glassy wires, there are few cautions to be considered. 
Care should be taken to control the oxidation of the melts, which can be done by fabricating in the 
presence of an inert gas such as Argon, or by evacuating the cylinder. The glass has to be chosen 
such that it gets softened in between the melting and solidifying temperature of the metal to be 
casted and it should not react with the metal, even at the metal’s melting temperature. Otherwise, 
the glass can contaminate the produced wires.  
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The technique introduced by Taylor was modified by Ulitovsky [9] and Wiesner & 
Schneider [10] for a continuous production of amorphous microwires inside the glass-coat by 
improving the cooling rate. In the modified technique, the jet of melts extracted from the glass 
capillary connected to the heating cylinder is fed to the stream of cold water to increase the cooling 
rate. Since the glass envelope prevents the jet of the melts from direct contact with cooling water, 
it is superior to conventional in-rotating water melt-spinning technique. The modified technique is 
known as glass-coated melt spinning or Taylor-Ulitovsky technique. A schematic of the modified 
Taylor technique (from Larin et al. [11]) is shown in Figure 3.2. Application of this technique for 
continuous production of the microwires can be found elsewhere [12-14]. 
3.2 Structural Characterization 
3.2.1 X-Ray Diffractometry 
X-Ray diffractometry (XRD) is a popular technique for crystallographic study of materials 
and works based on the Bragg’s law of diffraction [15]. When an X-ray is incident on a material, 
(c) 
Figure 3.2 Schematic of the glass-coated melt-spinning technique (Larin et al. [11]). 
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it gets diffracted in various directions based on the crystallographic phase of the material. Then, 
by recording the intensities of the diffracted rays in all possible directions (angles) in a range, 
information about the crystal phase of the material can be obtained. The Bragg’s law for a 
particular diffraction angle is given by,  
2݀ݏ݅݊ߠ	 ൌ 	݊ߣ,     (3.1) 
where ߣ is the wavelength of the X-ray incident on a crystal with lattice spacing d, then the nth 
order diffraction in a direction of ߠ with respect to the crystal surface. 
In this study, a Bruker AXS D8 diffractometer available in the University of South Florida 
(USF) Physics Department with Cu  ܭఈ	radiation of wavelength 1.5418 A was used in ߠ – 2ߠ 
mode in order to get information about crystal phases of the Co-based plain ribbon, CoFe2O4-
coated ribbons, and microwires. The diffraction patterns for Fe3O4 MNPs were taken on a different 
system and will be given in the consequent chapters.   
3.2.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy 
 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is an imaging technique of materials by 
transmitting high energy electron beam through them in vacuum condition. Its working principle 
is similar to that of an optical microscope, except that it uses an electron beam instead of light to 
interact with the material to be examined. As these electrons have a much smaller wavelength than 
that of a light wave used in an optical microscope, a TEM can have much higher resolution. The 
working principle, sample installation procedure, analysis, and other details can be found 
elsewhere [16]. In brief, an electron gun emits a high energy electron beam which passes through 
electromagnetic lenses to form a focused beam. The beam then hits the sample and gets transmitted 
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through it to become incident on a fluorescence screen or a photographic film where an image is 
formed. The image can then be viewed via a camera or can be recorded digitally.  
In real practice, it is likely that the electrons can be scattered from the sample in addition 
to the transmission. Many of these scattered electrons can re-hit the sample, causing multiple 
incident beams. Therefore, a TEM image can have transmission (amplitude)-contrast, diffraction-
contrast, or phase-contrast. Mass and thickness of the sample also play important role in 
determining the contrast in the image, which is called mass-thickness contrast. There can be other 
several factors to affect the contrast of a TEM image as well. But two popular modes of operations 
are bright-field and dark-field imaging modes which arise due to solely transmitted or solely 
diffracted electrons, respectively. In a TEM, it is important to know that the sample is sandwiched 
between objective lens (that focuses the beam onto the sample) and intermediate (projector) lens 
(that magnifies the image). As the beam has to penetrate the sample, a TEM sample needs to be 
thin and transparent to the electron beam.  
In this study, we used an FEI Morgagni 268 TEM at USF Cell, Molecular, and 
Microbiology Department in the bright-field imaging mode to get the images of Fe3O4 MNPs and 
their beads, unless otherwise stated. 
3.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is another imaging technique of solid materials for 
their surface morphology by interacting them with high energy electron beam in vacuum condition. 
In this case, the electron beam does not have to penetrate the sample unlike the TEM explained 
above [17]. When a high energy electron beam, produced by an electron gun, passes through 
electromagnetic lenses and hits the sample to be examined, the interaction between them produces 
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a variety of signals including secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, diffracted 
backscattered electrons, and X-rays. These signals are collected by detectors and sent to a screen 
for imaging. In general, a SEM is facilitated with the detectors for collecting secondary electrons 
and backscattered electrons which are responsible for producing surface morphology and contrast, 
respectively. It is important to note that an SEM can use relatively thicker samples for imaging 
surface morphology but it requires scanning of the beam through the selected area to get an image. 
Also, the test samples need to be conductive in order to get topographical images using a SEM.  
In this work, a JEOL JSM-6390LV SEM in the USF Physics Department was used to image 
the surface morphologies of the Co-rich ribbons, microwires, and Fe3O4 MNPs unless otherwise 
stated. 
3.2.4 Atomic/Magnetic Force Microscopy 
Atomic force microscope (AFM) is a powerful scanning probe microscopy (SPM) 
technique to image the surface topography of materials with high resolution [18]. An AFM can 
give a three dimensional topography of a sample surface with a vertical resolution of up to 0.1 nm 
and lateral resolution of ~ 30 nm. The working principle of an AFM relies on an interatomic 
interaction (can be Van-Der Waal, magnetic, electromagnetic or others) between the atoms on the 
surface of the sample to be examined and the sharply pointed (radius < 10 nm) tip of the AFM 
probe. A laser source, photodetector, cantilever with the pointed tip, piezoelectric scanner, 
feedback control system, and computer control are the basic components of an AFM. When an 
interaction occurs in between the tip and the sample surface, the cantilever gets deflected. This 
deflection is typically recorded by a position sensitive photodetector via the laser light reflected 
from the free surface of the cantilever. The feedback circuit monitors the distance between the tip 
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and the sample surface to keep the interaction constant while the piezoelectric scanner helps for 
XYZ movement of the tip relative to the sample.  
An AFM can be used in different modes of operations: contact mode, non-contact mode, 
and tapping mode. In contact mode, the tip and the sample atoms have a repulsive force and the 
deflection of the cantilever is kept constant. The non-contact mode, on the other hand, relies on an 
attractive force between the tip and the surface atoms. The amplitude of oscillation of the cantilever 
is kept unchanged in this mode. The tapping mode is operated using the principle of non-contact 
modes most of the times. The mode of operation can be controlled by using the feedback circuitry. 
An AFM can be used for variety of studies such as surface roughness, height, mechanical 
properties, and magnetic properties. To study the surface magnetic properties of magnetic 
materials via magnetic domains, a magnetic force between the tip and the sample surface is to be 
Figure 3.3 The atomic force microscopy (AFM) in Nanotechnology Research and Education 
Center (NREC) at USF. 
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measured. An AFM that relies on the magnetic force between the magnetic dipoles on the tip and 
the surface is called magnetic force microscope (MFM).  
In this dissertation, the ribbon images were taken by a Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM in the 
USF Nanotechnology Research and Education Center (NREC), an image of which is shown in 
Figure 3.3. The MFM images of the melt-extracted microwires were taken by a Nanoscope III 
AFM at IMUT, Hohhot, China. 
3.3 Magnetic Measurements 
The magnetic characterization of the ribbons, microwires, and magnetic nanoparticles 
presented in this dissertation were performed in a physical property measurement system (PPMS) 
from Quantum Design, San Diego, CA. This system can measure the properties in a wide 
temperature range 2 K – 350 K and magnetic field can reach up to 7 T. The magnetic field in the 
wide temperature range is produced by a helium-cooled superconducting magnet. A vibrating 
sample magnetometer (VSM) was used to measure the magnetization (M) versus magnetic field 
i.e. M(H) loops at 300 K and the M vs. temperature i.e. M(T) curves in the range 5 K – 340 K at 
H = 100 Oe. A picture of the PPMS in the Functional Materials Lab (FML) at USF Physics is 
displayed in Figure 3.4. 
A VSM works in the principle of Faraday’s law of induction which tells that a voltage is 
induced in a pickup coil when a changing magnetic flux passes through it. The voltage induced in 
the pickup coil in terms of time rate of change of magnetic flux ߶ is given as: 
௖ܸ 	ൌ ௗథௗ௧ 	ൌ 	
ௗథ
ௗ௭
ௗ௭
ௗ௧	 ,     (3.2) 
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where z is the vertical position of the sample with respect to the coil position. 
In a VSM, a sample is placed in a uniform magnetic field and is physically vibrated with a 
sinusoidal oscillation of frequency f. This causes a change in the magnetic flux passing through 
the pickup coil and hence a voltage of Vc is induced in the coil. The magnetic moment of the 
sample is then proportional to the induced voltage for an instant of time t and is given by:  
ܸܿ ൌ 2ߨܥܣ݂݉ݏ݅݊ሺ2ߨ݂ݐሻ,      (3.3) 
where C is the coupling constant, A is the amplitude of the oscillation, and m is the DC magnetic 
moment of the sample. 
In the Quantum Design PPMS in our laboratory (Figure 3.4), a standard gradiometer pickup 
coil with peak-to-peak oscillation amplitude of 1 – 3 mm and sample vibration frequency of 40 Hz 
is used. It can resolve a change of 10-6 emu at a data rate of 1 Hz. 
Figure 3.4 The physical property measurement system (PPMS) with a VSM option in the
Functional Materials Laboratory at USF. 
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3.4 Magnetoimpedance Measurements 
Impedance is a frequency dependent complex quantity. Therefore, a precise measurement 
of impedance should take care of both real and imaginary components and their frequency 
dependence. Based on the frequency regime of interest, the procedures of impedance measurement 
such as the installation of device under test (DUT), monitoring of ac signals (voltage and current), 
etc., may vary. The measurement process may also vary with the linear or non-linear response of 
the DUT. Several measurement systems available these days can account for these factors and 
measure the impedance with high precision. During my Ph.D. work, we used a fully automatic and 
high performance HP 4192A LF and HP 4191A RF analyzers which can measure the impedance 
and associated parameters with a maximum resolution of 4 ଵଶ digits, in the frequency range of 5 Hz 
– 13 MHz and 1 MHz – 1 GHz, respectively. The former analyzer uses a four point measurement 
technique while the latter uses a radio frequency technique, such as coaxial or microstrip sample 
holder. To study the effect of a DC magnetic field on the impedance of the soft ferromagnetic 
ribbons/ microwires, we used a home-assembled Helmholtz coil or an electromagnet which can 
give the DC fields up to ±120 Oe and ±415 Oe, respectively.  
Figure 3.5 shows a schematic of the magnetoimpedance measurement system in the 
Functional Materials Laboratory at USF Physics, which was originally setup by Dr. Anurag 
Chaturvedi, a former Ph.D. student of the group. The system uses an impedance analyzer 
(HP4192A) and accessory test lead (Agilent 16048G) in four-terminal contact mode to measure 
the real and imaginary components of the impedance of the DUT in the presence of DC magnetic 
fields up to ±120 Oe, supplied by an Helmholtz coil. During my Ph.D., we have advanced the 
system for high frequency measurement of the magnetoimpedance using an HP 4191A RF 
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analyzer in the presence of DC magnetic fields up to ±415 Oe, supplied by an electromagnet. The 
expanded system uses a microstrip sample holder to connect the DUT to the analyzer. The 
Helmholtz coil/electromagnet was powered by a Kepco BOP 36-6M bipolar power supply which 
was controlled via a SR830 lock-in amplifier. To monitor the instruments, software was built in 
LabVIEW (LabVIEW 8.5 or 10).  
In the present study, test samples were mounted at the center of the Helmholtz coil and the 
GMI measurement was performed using HP4192A analyzer over the frequency range of 0.1 MHz 
– 13 MHz in the presence of DC magnetic fields up to Hmax = ±120 Oe along the axis of the 
samples. Unless otherwise stated, nominal values of the AC current applied to the ribbon-based 
and microwire-based samples were 5 mA and 1 mA, respectively. The MI, MR, MX, and ML 
ratios and corresponding field sensitivities were calculated using Eq. (2.7 – 2.14), respectively. 
Figure 3.5 Schematic of the magnetoimpedance measurement system in the Functional Materials 
Laboratory at USF. 
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3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have shown that the melt-spinning, melt-extracted, and glass-coated 
melt spinning techniques are suitable for fabrication of the soft ferromagnetic ribbons and 
microwires studied in this dissertation. The structural and magnetic characterization of these 
materials are systematically conducted by means of XRD, SEM, TEM, and VSM. The GMI 
measurement system used in my doctoral research is described. This system enables us to extract 
useful information not only the impedance (Z) but also its components (resistance R and reactance 
X), which will be demonstrated, in Chapter 6, to be more sensitive probes for detection of 
molecules and cancer cells that have taken up magnetic nanoparticles. 
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4. TAILORING MAGNETOIMPEDANCE EFFECT IN Co-RICH AMORPHOUS 
RIBBONS  
 
Note to Reader 
 Portions of this chapter have been previously published in two peer-reviewed journal 
papers (Devkota et al., Physics Express 4, 10, 2014; Mukherjee and Devkota et al., Journal of 
Applied Physics 116, 123912, 2014) and have been reproduced with permission from the 
respective publishers. 
In this chapter, we present a systematic study on tailoring the GMI effect in Co-based 
amorphous ribbons. In particular, we have studied the influence of (i) variation in ribbon width 
and (ii) surface modification by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) of amorphous and crystalline 
CoFe2O4 layers on the GMI response of Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 amorphous ribbons. 
4.1 Introduction 
Co-based soft ferromagnetic amorphous ribbons are considered among the most attractive 
candidates for making all kinds of GMI-based magnetic sensors [1-8]. It is now well established 
that they possess a stripe-like domain structure along the transverse direction (with respect to the 
length) giving a large ்	and have relatively small  [9-11], which is favorable for achieving large 
GMI [12]. As explained in Chapter 2, however, the ் can contribute to the GMI ratio differently 
based on the frequency of operation. For instance, its effect is seen through the inductive voltage 
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at very low frequencies while through skin effect at higher frequencies of the driving current. At 
sufficiently large frequency, where the skin depth is less than half of the ribbon thickness, the 
current gets distributed close to their surface, making the GMI effect very sensitive to the surface 
condition. Current research is focused on tailoring the GMI effect on these materials from different 
perspectives including the optimization of the ribbon dimension and modification of the surface 
for development of sensitive sensors for detection of very weak magnetic fields. 
Literature has reported various approaches to improving the GMI ratio in the Co-based 
ribbons. For example, few groups have focused their study on the suitable heat treatments such as 
conventional annealing [13], stress annealing [14], field annealing [15], Joule annealing [16], and 
microwave annealing [17] which can give rise to a well-defined transverse domain structure to 
enhance the GMI effect substantially. Other groups have demonstrated that the optimization of 
intrinsic material parameters, such as the physical dimensions, can lead to the enhancement of the 
GMI ratio [18-21], as the dimension change will modify the resistive properties and the 
demagnetization field, or may induce a change in the domain structure. For example, Lei et al. 
[18] and Chaturvedi et al. [19] reported the influences of sample width and length on the GMI 
effect in Co-based amorphous ribbons, respectively. Park et al. [21] also reported the enhanced 
GMI effect in Co-based ribbons with reduced dimensions. Other approach of more interest in 
enhancing the GMI effect in soft ferromagnetic ribbons is a controlled engineering of their surface 
[5, 22-26]. For example, an enhancement in the GMI response of a Co-based amorphous ribbon 
was reported by Taysioglu et al. [22, 23], Peksoz et al. [24], Laurita et al.[26], and Chaturvedi et 
al. [5] when coated with copper and zinc oxide, diamagnetic organic thin film, cobalt, and carbon 
nanotubes, respectively. Chaturvedi et al. [3] have also reported different GMI profiles in the 
amorphous and nano-crystalline ribbons of the same composition. However, origins of the 
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observed GMI effects in either heat treatment, optimization of the physical dimensions, or 
controlled modification of the surface have remained elusive.  
The overall aim of the present study is to address the latter two important issues through a 
systematic study of the GMI effect in a Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 amorphous ribbon over the frequency 
range of 0.1 – 10 MHz. In the first part, we demonstrate the effect of dimension reduction on the 
GMI profiles of the ribbon by varying its width from 4 mm down to 300 µm. In the second part, 
the influence of surface modification on the GMI profiles is studied systematically by coating the 
ribbon surface with CoFe2O4 (CFO) layers of various thickness ranging from 50 nm to 600 nm 
using the PLD technique.  
4.2 Effect of Sample Width on Magnetoimpedance in Co-rich Ribbons 
4.2.1 Experimental Design 
The Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 amorphous ribbons of 15 µm thickness were cut to small pieces of 
1 cm length and widths varying from 4 mm down to 300 µm to make the test samples for this 
study. Magnetic hysteresis measurements were performed at room temperature by a Quantum 
Design VSM and magnetoimpedance measurements were performed using the GMI measurement 
system as described in Chapter 3. The MI, MR, and MX ratios and corresponding field sensitivities 
were calculated using Eq. (2.7 – 2.12) given in Chapter 2.   
4.2.2 Magnetic Properties 
First we have investigated the influence of width reduction on the soft magnetic properties 
of the ribbons. Figure 4.1 shows the magnetic field dependence of normalized magnetization at 
300 K for all samples investigated. It can be observed that the reduction of ribbon width (d) from 
4 mm to 1 mm does not noticeably alter the magnetic properties of the material, but a significant 
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variation in the shape of the M(H) curve is observed for the 300 µm microribbon. We recall that 
Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 ribbons possess a transverse magnetic domain structure with a preferably 
transverse anisotropy [27]. Due to the strong demagnetizing effect, the reduction of ribbon width 
to the microscale could force spins to align along the longitudinal direction of the ribbon, thus 
exhibiting a preferably longitudinal anisotropy. Such a change is shown below to have distinct 
impacts on the GMI effect at low and high frequency ranges. 
4.2.3 Magnetoimpedance Response           
Figure 4.2 shows the magnetic field dependence of GMI ratio (∆Z/Z) at frequencies 
ranging from 0.1 to 10 MHz for the d = 2 mm ribbon and microribbon (d = 300 µm). It can be seen 
that as compared to the d = 2 mm ribbon, the microribbon shows a smaller GMI effect at low 
frequencies (f < 5 MHz) but a larger GMI effect at high frequencies (f > 5 MHz). The GMI curves 
show a double-peak feature over the frequency range of 1 – 10 MHz for the d = 2 mm ribbon. For 
Figure 4.1 Room temperature normalized M(H) loops for Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 amorphous ribbons 
with varying widths. 
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the case of the microribbon sample, however, the GMI curves show a single-peak feature for f ≤ 
1 MHz and a double-peak feature for f > 1 MHz.  
To better understand the effects of ribbon width on the GMI, Figure 4.3 (a, b) shows the 
GMI profiles of all samples for two selected frequencies of 1 MHz and 10 MHz. It is clearly 
observed that the height and shape of GMI curves vary strongly with d. At 1 MHz, the GMI ratio 
increases with the reduction of d from 4 mm to 2 mm. For further decrease of d to 1 mm and 300 
µm, however, the GMI ratio is significantly reduced; from 45% for the d = 2 mm sample to 13% 
for the microribbon. The GMI profiles for the d = 4 mm, 3 mm, and 2 mm ribbons show a double-
peak feature, while for the d =1 mm and 300 m ribbons show only one peak. At the highest 
frequency (10 MHz), however, the GMI ratio increases with decreasing the ribbon width from d = 
Figure 4.2 Magnetic field and frequency dependences of the MI ratio for the d = 2 mm ribbon and 
the d = 300 µm microribbon. 
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4 mm to 300 m. At this frequency, the GMI ratio of the d = 300 μm ribbon (∆Z/Z ~45%) is about 
three times larger than that of the d = 4 mm ribbon (∆Z/Z ~15%). These results indicate that the 
microribbons are more interesting for high frequency sensor applications.  
In order to gain insight into the GMI evolution of the investigated samples, the magnetic 
field dependence of AC resistance RAC and reactance X (which are two components of the 
Figure 4.3 Magnetic field dependences of the MI, MR, and MX ratios at 1 MHz (a,c,e) and 10 
MHz (b,d,f) for Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 amorphous ribbons with varying widths. 
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impedance, Z) were measured and the results are shown in Figure 4.3 (c-f) for two selected 
frequencies of 1 MHz and 10 MHz. By comparing the magnitude and shape of the 
magnetoimpedance (MI), magnetoresistance (MR), and magnetoreactance (MX) profiles, it is 
reasonable to infer that their relative contributions to the MI of a sample at a particular frequency 
depend on its width.  
Figure 4.4 shows the frequency dependence of the maximum of MI, MR, and MX ratios 
(denoted as FoM – Figure of Merit) for sample width d = 4, 2, 1, and 0.3 mm. It is observed that 
the characteristic frequency (f0) at which the MI peak lies, shifts to higher frequency with the 
reduction in sample width (f0 = 1.5 MHz, 2 MHz, 3.5 MHz for d = 4 mm, 2 mm, and 1 mm, 
respectively) of ribbons. As seen in Figure 4.4 (d) for the microribbon, this shift is very large and 
the f0 lies beyond the highest measurable frequency (10 MHz) in this study. While comparing the 
maximum MI ratio of all the samples [Figure 4.4 (a –d)], it is worth highlighting that the 
microribbon has a larger MI ratio at higher frequencies, especially for f > 5 MHz. As one can see 
clearly from the frequency dependence of the components of MI, the maximum MX ratio at low 
frequencies rapidly increases when reducing the sample width; MX ~ 110% for d = 4 mm to ~ 870 
% for the microribbon at 0.1 MHz. On the other hand, the maximum MR ratio is decreased for the 
ribbons with reduced width in the investigated frequency range, though it has a linear increase 
with frequency for smaller d. The observed linear increment of MR for the microribbon suggests 
that the MR will have a major contribution to the MI only at high frequencies, f > 10 MHz. While 
previous studies have shown that the reactance is generally dominant for f ≤ 2 MHz for a ribbon 
sample [1], our studies show that the frequency range of this dominant feature is dependent on 
sample width that influences the characteristic frequency (f0) as well. 
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Since the GMI profile of a sample is influenced by skin effect at a particular frequency, we 
have calculated the skin depth (m) and its variation with applied field [( = (H) - ((Hmax)] at 
frequencies 1 MHz and 10 MHz for all the samples, and the obtained results are presented in Figure 
4.5. The skin depth equation [28, 29], 
ఋ೘
௧ ൌ 1 െ ට1 െ
ோವ಴
ோಲ಴	,     (4.1) 
was reduced to [30], 
ఋ೘
௧	 ൌ 	
ோವ಴
ଶோಲ಴.         (4.2)  
for RDC << RAC (where RDC is the resistance of a direct current and RAC is the resistance of an 
alternating current) and was evaluated for all the samples. As observed in Figure 4.5 (a – b), the 
skin depth is increased with decrease in the width from d = 4 mm to 2 mm but it is largely decreased 
for d = 1 mm and 300 μm at both frequencies. Compared to the values at 1 MHz, the skin depth 
for all samples is significantly reduced at 10 MHz, however, the change in δ is very small for the 
d = 300 µm sample. It is interesting to note that the trend of  varying with magnetic field seems 
to affect the MI profiles of the samples differently at low (e.g. 1 MHz) and high (e.g. 10 MHz) 
frequencies. 
The observed intriguing findings can be explained by considering the combined effect of 
width reduction and skin effect on GMI profiles. Generally, the impedance of a ribbon can be 
modeled as [31], 
ܼ ൌ ሺଵି௝ሻ௅గௗ௖ ඥߩ݂ߤ்,      (4.3) 
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where L is the ribbon length, c is the light speed at vacuum, ρ is the resistivity, and ் is the AC 
magnetic permeability in the transverse direction, which is dependent on the external magnetic 
field and the frequency.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At a low frequency of 1 MHz, the double peak behavior for wider samples (d = 4 mm, 3 
mm, and 2 mm) indicates a well-defined transverse anisotropy [27] and hence, spin rotation 
dominates the magnetization process under the applied magnetic field. As a result, the transverse 
permeability of these samples has a similar evolution trend with the external magnetic field. The 
reduction of d is found to improve the magnetoreactance and hence magnetoimpedance slightly in 
these samples, as discussed in detail below. In the case of the microribbon, however, the single 
Figure 4.4 Frequency dependence of maximum magnetoimpedance [Z/Z]max (a), 
magnetoresistance [R/R]max (b), and magnetoreactance [X/X]max (c) ratios (denoted as FoM –
Figure of Merit) for Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 amorphous ribbons with varying widths. 
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peak feature of the GMI profiles implies the presence of a longitudinal anisotropy. According to a 
single domain model [32], the significant reduction of d to the microscale can be attributed to the 
fact that it resulted in a large shape anisotropy along the longitudinal direction of the ribbon. This 
is consistent with the variation in the shape of the M (H) curve of the microribbon (Figure 4.1). It 
has been observed that while the M(H) loop of the d = 1 mm sample shows a similar feature of the 
samples with larger widths (d = 4, 3, and 2 mm), the presence of single peak GMI curves for the d 
= 1 mm sample implies that this sample belongs to the class of microribbon samples exhibiting a 
longitudinal anisotropy. In the present case, d = 1 mm can be considered a critical width, above 
and below which GMI exhibits different behaviors. At a higher frequency of 10 MHz, the GMI 
ratios of the d = 4 mm, 3 mm, and 2 mm samples are reduced due to the reduced permeability 
caused by the eddy current loss. For the d = 1 mm ribbon and microribbon, the emergence of a 
double-peak structure indicates a transformation of anisotropy from longitudinal to transverse as 
defined by the induced hAC [27]. Such a change of domain structure for the d = 1 mm ribbon takes 
place at a lower frequency compared to the microribbon; that accommodates it into the row of 
other non-micron sized ribbons, thus having a positive impact on the GMI at high frequency. But, 
the microribbon needs a higher frequency for this transformation to occur and hence, to possess a 
large GMI ratio. 
As δm in Eq. (4.1) considers only the resistance, it is limited in the frequency range whereby 
the MI is determined by the MR. As the MX becomes a dominant factor for the MI, however, Eq. 
(4.1) does not give sufficient explanation. The wider samples have a large	், and δm is largely 
reduced even at low frequencies (~ 1 MHz) so that they possess high MR and finally, high MI. 
However, since the d = 1 mm and 300 µm ribbons have a longitudinal anisotropy, their domain 
wall motion in the transverse direction of the ribbon induced by the hAC is not as strong as other 
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samples, the change in permeability and hence, impedance with the DC field H is relatively small 
in the low frequency range. As the frequency is increased, the oscillation of the IAC increases, thus 
increasing the oscillation of the induced hAC, to a certain value that is sufficient to cause a rotation 
of spins from the longitudinal to transverse direction of the ribbon. As a result, in the high 
frequency range, the change in permeability is significantly large and the skin effect is strong. 
Consequently, the impedance with the applied DC field H is significantly large for the d = 1 mm 
and 300 µm ribbons. Our data shows that a frequency of ~ 4 MHz is sufficient to cause such effects 
for the d = 1 mm sample, whereas a very large frequency (> 10 MHz) is required for the 
microribbon. 
Figure 4.5 Magnetic field dependence of skin depth (m) and its change (=(H)-(Hmax)) at 1 
MHz (a) and 10 MHz (b) for Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 amorphous ribbons with varying widths. 
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This makes the microribbon of particular interest at high frequencies for its outstanding 
GMI performance. This performance is partly due to the pronounced blueshift of the characteristic 
frequency f0, which can be understood from the skin effect criterion, which is formulated as [33], 
଴݂ ൌ ଷఘ௧௔௡ఏଶగఓᇲఓబ௔మ      (4.4) 
where tanθ is the magnetic loss factor, which is very small in the MHz frequency range, and a is 
the thickness of the sample. Thus the characteristic frequency is mainly governed by ߤ் and ρ. As 
explained above, the sample with narrow width requires higher frequency to achieve sufficiently 
large	ߤ், which corresponds to the peak of the GMI profiles. Therefore, from Eq. (4.4), a sample 
with smaller d possesses higher f0 at which µT is large enough to achieve the GMI peak.  Moreover, 
the observed decreasing trend of MR in the investigated frequency range with decreasing d means 
that the width reduction of the ribbon increases the MX dominant range at low frequencies, and 
shifts the MR dominant region to a higher frequency. Since we have ߜ௠ ∝ 	 ଵௗோೌ೎  from Eq. (4.2) 
for a constant sample length, the width reduction and largely decreased MR give a large skin depth, 
which is incapable of tailoring the MI ratio, even in an intermediate frequency range. However, 
very fast and linear increase of MR with frequency suggests that at a particular frequency in the 
high range, the MR achieves a sufficient value to overcome the effect of width reduction and 
reduces the skin depth largely. Consequently, the skin effect and magnetization rotation play 
important roles in contributing to the MI and achieving the peak, thereby shifting f0 to higher 
frequency. This is the reason why there is an increase in f0 with the order f0 (4 mm) < f0 (2 mm) < 
f0 (1 mm) < f0 (300 μm). However, for the case of the microribbon, it is interesting to note that 
although the MR increases faster with frequency, it is not sufficient to cause strong skin effect and 
large µT for f ≤ 10 MHz, the f0 is therefore expected to occur at a much higher frequency. This 
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accounts for the disappearance of f0 for the microribbon sample in the measured frequency range 
(0.1 -10 MHz). It would be useful to put forward a more delicate model to encompass the above 
considerations. 
4.3 Effect of Cobalt-Ferrite Films on Magnetoimpedance in CoFe2O4/Ribbon Bilayers  
4.3.1 Experimental Design 
CoFe2O4 (CFO) films of various thicknesses were first grown on the Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 
amorphous ribbons of 2 mm width by using the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique and 
characterized for the structural and morphological properties. Then, room temperature magnetic 
measurements were performed on the samples of dimension 5 mm × 2 mm using VSM, and GMI 
measurements were performed over the length of 5 mm for an axial AC current of 5 mA using the 
setup explained in Chapter 3. The GMI ratio (ΔZ/Z) and its field sensitivity (η) were calculated 
according to Eq. (2.7 and 2.8) given in Chapter 2. Dr. Devajyoti Mukherjee, a postdoctoral 
researcher of the Laboratory for Advanced Materials Science and Technology at USF Physics 
performed the PLD deposition of the films and characterized the structural and morphological 
properties of the samples. A summary of the film deposition and their characterization procedure 
is given below. 
4.3.1.1 Growth of Cobalt-Ferrite Films on the Ribbon Surface 
The amorphous ribbons were cut into the pieces of 2 mm width such that the preferred 
magnetization direction is transverse to the ribbon axis (length). Then, CoFe2O4 films of nominal 
thickness 50 nm, 100 nm, 200 nm, 300 nm, 400 nm, and 600 nm were deposited on them at 450 
oC via PLD technique. The CFO film thickness (50 nm – 600 nm) was controlled by depositing 
CFO at a constant rate of 0.1 nm/sec for varying time (8.33 min to 100 min). To deposit the films, 
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a compressed CFO powder target was placed with its surface 4 cm far from the substrate holder or 
heater element. The target was ablated by an excimer (KrF) laser (wavelength = 248 nm, 
operational frequency = 10 Hz) that provided an energy density of 2 J/cm2 at the target surface. 
Two identical ribbon pieces were first attached on the heater element and one was masked 
completely so that no CFO was deposited on it. Then the base pressure was reduced to 1.0 × 10-6 
Torr and the temperature of the heater was increased to 450 °C. Once the conditions were achieved, 
the ablation of the target was started to deposit the CFO film on the ribbon. The covered piece of 
the ribbon acted as the control sample for the grown CFO/ribbon bilayer. After completing the 
deposition, the heater was slowly cooled down to room temperature (in 2 hours) while maintaining 
the vacuum in the chamber. The CFO films were also deposited on SiO2/Si(100) substrate 
(dimensions: 1 cm × 1 cm × 0.5 mm) under the same conditions. The CFO/ SiO2/Si(100) were 
analyzed to understand the growth mechanism of CFO film on an amorphous substrate such as 
that of amorphous ribbons. 
4.3.1.2 Characterization 
The microstructure at the interface of the deposited CFO/SiO2/Si layers was analyzed using 
high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) (FEI Tecnai F 20 S-Twin TEM). A 
focused ion beam (JOEL 4500 FIB/SEM) was used to prepare the samples needed for the cross-
sectional HRTEM by milling a 100 thick 5 μm × 10 μm strip and welding with a copper TEM grid 
using platinum. The crystal structure and the surface topography of the CFO films on the ribbons 
were obtained by the XRD and AFM as given in Chapter 3. Finally, the composition of the 
chemicals in the samples was analyzed using an EDS (Oxford Instruments, INCA x-sight) and 
magnetic properties of the samples (5 mm × 2 mm) were measured at room temperature using a 
VSM. 
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4.3.2 Structural and Magnetic Properties 
Understanding the growth mechanism of CFO films on an amorphous substrate is very 
important to explore their effects on the magnetic and GMI responses of soft ferromagnetic 
amorphous ribbons. However, the ribbons are not sufficiently thick (~ 0.15 m) to provide the 
required mechanical strength for the ion-beam milling process during HRTEM sample preparation. 
Therefore, we first examined the growth of the CFO layer on a 0.5 mm thick amorphous substrate 
SiO2/Si (100) keeping the growth conditions identical to the CFO/ribbon bilayers growth. As both 
the substrates SiO2/Si and ribbons are amorphous in structure, the microstructural analysis 
performed on CFO/SiO2/Si can be assumed to be similar to the case of the CFO/ribbon bilayers 
provided the growth parameters remain the same. The reason for this assumption is that an 
amorphous substrate prevents the formation of a crystalline CFO nano-island during the initial 
phase [34] of the growth while the single-crystal substrates such as Si (100) [35], Al2O3 (0001) 
[35], SrTiO3 (100) [36], and MgO (100) [36] assist for such growth via their crystal lattice 
structure. Figure 4.6 (a, b) are the HRTEM images on the cross-section of the CFO films (50 nm 
Figure 4.6 Cross-sectional HRTEM images at different locations along the interface of 50 nm
thick CFO film on an amorphous SiO2/Si (100) substrates under the same conditions as CFO
coated ribbons using PLD. 
(a) (b) 
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thick) on SiO2/Si which clearly show that the presence of SiO2 (3-4 nm thick) layer prevented a 
direct interface between Si(100) and the CFO layer. This eliminated any possibility of formation 
of the CFO crystal phase at the beginning of the growth. However, crystal phases could be 
presented in subsequent layers when large amount of the flux hit the substrate adequately. 
Therefore, a well-defined crystal structure with continuous spacing of sharp lattice fringe was 
observed far from the substrate in the HRTEM images given in Figure 4.6 (a, b). From the analysis 
of the lattice spacing, it is identified that the crystal planes were consistent with the face-centered 
cubic CFO crystal structure. The white dashed lines marked in Figure 4.6 (a, b) represent the grain 
boundaries which show that the grains were single-crystalline with a size distribution of 10-30 nm. 
This suggests that the grown CFO layers were composed of single-crystal nano-grains as given in 
Chinnasamy et al. [37]. However, the selected area electron diffraction (SEAD) pattern obtained 
near the interface and given in Figure 4.7 (a) demonstrated that the CFO coatings had a 
polycrystalline nature. To confirm the CFO composition, we took the EDS spectra at different 
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7 (a) Typical SAED pattern obtained near the interface of the CFO coating on SiO2/Si 
substrate. (b) Representative EDS spectrum obtained from the amorphous CFO layer showing
stoichiometric composition within an error limit of 0.01 atomic percent. 
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zones of the bilayers, the results of which are given in Figure 4.7 (b). The spectra showed a 
stoichiometric composition of the amorphous CFO layers with the Co:Fe atomic % ratio of 1:2 
(error limit: 0.01 atomic %). Similar characteristics as explained here can be expected for the CFO 
layers deposited on the amorphous Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 magnetic ribbons well.  
Figure 4.8 shows the XRD patterns for various CFO/ribbon bilayers with varying CFO 
layer thickness t = 0 – 600 nm denoted as CFO-0 nm, CFO-50 nm, CFO-200 nm, CFO-300 nm, 
CFO-400 nm, and CFO-600 nm. For the CFO/ribbon bilayers with t = 0 – 200 nm, typical 
amorphous behavior with a broad hump peak in a window of 20˚ - 30˚ was observed. However, a 
detectable crystal phase in amorphous background of the ribbon was observed for the bilayers with 
t ≥ 300 nm, which we define as the critical thickness tc. The peaks appeared in the XRD patterns 
were matched to the CFO face-centered cubic lattice with a space group Fd-3m (227) which 
confirmed the crystallization of the CFO film at and beyond tc. The intensities of the XRD peaks 
were increased with increasing t of the films indicating stronger crystal phases the CFO film for 
higher t. The observed crystal phases were confirmed to be of the CFO films by observing the 
amorphous behavior of the annealed ribbons (i.e. control samples) corresponding to the 
CFO/ribbon bilayers. These results confirmed a transformation of the PLD-deposited CFO layer 
on the amorphous ribbons (at a temperature below the crystalline temperature of the ribbon) from 
amorphous to crystal phase at a particular thickness (tc) while remaining the ribbon in its 
amorphous phase. The change in the structural phase of the CFO layer with increasing its thickness 
is expected to have significant impact on the GMI responses of the bilayers, which we will show 
below. 
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We studied the surface morphologies of the CFO(t)/ribbon bilayers through 3D AFM 
images, the representative morphologies of the bilayers (scan area was 5 μm × 5 μm) for t = 0 nm 
(uncoated), 50 nm, 300 nm, and 600 nm are shown in Figure 4.9 (a – d), respectively. The z-heights 
(average amplitudes of the topographical feature) of 25 nm, 50 nm, 50 nm, and 250 nm were 
selected for t = 0 to 600 nm, respectively. The AFM results show a slight increase in the surface 
roughness of the CFO(50 nm)/ribbon bilayers compared to the uncoated (t = 0) ribbons [Figure 
4.9 (a, b)], which increased with increasing the t. Therefore, to image the bilayer with the largest 
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Figure 4.8 XRD patterns of CFO coated amorphous ribbons for various thicknesses of the CFO 
layer. The layer thicknesses 0 nm (uncoated), 50 nm, 200 nm, 300 nm, 400 nm, and 600 nm are
denoted as CFO-0 nm, CFO-50 nm, CFO-100 nm, CFO-200 nm, CFO-300 nm, CFO-400 nm, and 
CFO-600 nm, respectively. 
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t, i.e. CFO (600 nm)/ribbon, we had to choose a z-height of 250 nm. The increasing trend of the 
surface roughness with t in the CFO films grown by PLD technique was observed on Si substrates 
as well [35]. Figure 4.10 compares the representative AFM images acquired for t = 50 nm (a) and 
600 nm (b) CFO/ribbon bilayers under identical conditions (2 m × 2 m scan area and 100 nm 
z-height). The images clearly show that the surface roughness increases with increasing the CFO 
thickness t. The root mean square surface roughness (Rrms), calculated using	ܴ௥௠௦ ൌ ଵ௡మ ට∑ ݖ௜ଶ௡௜ୀଵ , 
increased from 5.2 nm for t = 50 nm to 10.4 nm for t = 600 nm. Such morphological changes in 
Figure 4.9 AFM 3D images of (a) an uncoated ribbon, (b) a 50 nm thick CFO coated ribbon, (c) 
a 300 nm thick CFO coated ribbon and (d) a 600 nm thick CFO coated ribbon, respectively. The
scan areas are 5 μm × 5 μm. The z-heights are (a) 25 nm, (b) 50 nm, (c) 50 nm, and (d) 250 nm. 
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the CFO/ribbon bilayers are shown below to have significant impact on their magnetic properties 
and GMI response. 
The magnetic properties of the ribbon-CFO bilayers were assessed by measuring the M(H) 
hysteresis loops for all samples of identical dimensions at room temperature, the normalized loops  
of which are shown in Figure 4.11.  From the figure, we see that all the samples had very small 
values of the coercive and switching fields indicating their soft ferromagnetic behaviors. However, 
larger susceptibilities were observed in the M(H) loops for the CFO/ribbon bilayers compared to 
Figure 4.10 3D AFM images of (a) a 50 nm thick CFO coated ribbon, and (b) a 600 nm thick CFO 
coated ribbon, respectively shown on the same scan area of 2 μm × 2 μm and z-height of 100 nm.
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their uncoated counterparts. For instance, Figure 4.11 (a) shows a larger susceptibility in the M(H) 
loop for CFO (300 nm)/ribbon bilayer compared to that for its control (uncoated) sample. On the 
other hand, the M(H) curves for the bilayers shown in Figure 4.11 (b) had identical shape but a 
careful analysis indicated a noticeable increase in their coercive field Hc with increasing the 
Figure 4.11 Room temperature M(H) loops of uncoated and CFO-coated ribbons. 
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thickness t of the CFO film. Figure 4.11 (c) displays the coercive Hc field as a function of t which 
showed a considerable increase in the Hc for the bilayers with t ≥ 300 nm. This result is associated 
with the transition of the films from the amorphous to crystalline structure as observed via XRD 
spectra shown in Figure 4.8 [38].  
4.3.3 Magnetoimpedance Response 
The influence of CFO coatings on the GMI response of the ribbon was accessed by a 
systematic study via the magnetic field and frequency dependences of Z/Z and [Z/Z]max for all 
bilayers and their uncoated counterparts. The analyses of the external DC magnetic field and 
frequency dependences for CFO(50 nm)/ribbon bilayer and its uncoated counterpart, are shown in 
Figure 4.12, as the representative sample. As expected, all the samples exhibited single peak at H 
~ 0 at low frequencies while the peak shifted to ± H (≠ 0) at higher frequencies indicating the 
transverse alignment of the magnetic anisotropy with respect to the H field. From the Figure 4.12, 
it is also observed that the [Z/Z]max first increased with f, reached to a maximum at f = f0 (often 
defined as a characteristic frequency), and then decreased for f > f0. The H field and frequency 
dependence of the GMI profiles had similar features for all the investigated samples. The 
appearance of single and double peak behavior at low and high frequencies and variation of 
magnitude of the maximum GMI ratio at different frequency regime was explained previously and 
can also be found in the literature [27, 39, 40]. In brief, the H values corresponding to the peak of 
the GMI profiles at high frequencies are associated with the anisotropy field Hk for the particular 
sample [11]. At low frequencies, the magnetic moment rotations are not excited for H < Hk so that 
the domain wall motion causes continuous decrease in the GMI ratio with increasing the H. At 
high frequencies, however, scattering of the wall is caused by the moment rotations even at H <Hk 
giving rise to the peaks near to Hk while the transverse permeability becomes less sensitive to the 
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H for H > Hk [27, 39]. The frequency dependence of GMI ratio can be interpreted as the relative 
contribution of the magnetic domain wall motion and magnetic moment rotation to the transverse 
permeability at different frequency regime [41].  
Studies have shown that the GMI response of a soft ferromagnetic amorphous ribbon can 
be significantly affected by heat treatment [42, 43] and laser annealing [44]. The annealing 
temperature and time are major factors to affect the GMI ratio and ߟ௓ of a ribbon. In our case, 
various thicknesses of the CFO films were grown on the ribbon surface at 450 oC by varying the 
deposition time while maintaining a constant rate of 0.1 nm/sec. Therefore, the ribbons with thicker 
CFO films were annealed for longer time which can directly affect the GMI profiles of the bilayers 
in addition to the influence from the CFO films. To isolate the effect of the CFO films from that 
of the annealing, we simultaneously annealed a control sample for each bilayer during the PLD 
deposition as explained above. The frequency dependence of the maximum GMI ratio, [Z/Z]max, 
for representative samples of CFO(t)/ribbon bilayers with t = 50 nm, 300 nm, and 600 nm and 
Figure 4.12 Magnetic field and frequency dependences of the GMI ratio for (a) an uncoated 
annealed ribbon and (b) the ribbon coated with the CFO layer of 50 nm thickness. 
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corresponding control are shown in Figure 4.13. The [Z/Z]max values for the bilayers with CFO 
thickness t = (50 nm, 300 nm, and 600 nm) and respective controls were (33.3%, 47.7%, and 
20.7%) and (17.3%, 48.6%, and 28.9%), respectively.  
When comparing the control samples of various bilayers, it is observed that the [Z/Z]max 
first increased with time, reached a maximum value at a certain time and then decreased. These 
trends were clearly observed when comparing the frequency dependencies of the GMI ratio for the 
control samples in Figure 4.13 (a – c). Since the annealing temperature 450 oC was well below 
their crystallization temperature 550 oC (as provided by Metglas® Inc.), the heat treatment was not 
sufficient to crystallize the ribbons but the annealing in near vacuum condition could have affected 
the magnetic domain structures. It has been reported previously that the annealing can cause the 
relaxation of the domains up to a certain time and then can have reverse effects for Co-based [44] 
and Fe-based [43] amorphous ribbons. In our case the μ்	can be considered to be increased with 
the annealing time due to relaxation of the domain structure up to a time needed to grow 300 nm 
thick CFO layer and then started decreasing for further annealing.  From the same figure, it is also 
observed that the CFO film of thickness 50 nm had the greatest increase in the GMI ratio compared 
to its control. With increasing the CFO thickness, the increase in the GMI ratio relative to its 
control sample became weaker till the thickness of 300 nm. Beyond the thickness of 300 nm, the 
GMI ratios for the bilayers were even smaller than those for the controls. In general, the increase 
in the GMI ratio due to the CFO film deposition can be attributed to reduced surface irregularities 
of the ribbon by the film. This caused a decrease in the stray field on the surface and an increase 
of the magnetic flux path into the sample which ultimately resulted a large value of μ்	and hence 
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increased the GMI ratio. An enhancement of the GMI ratio in the Co-coated ribbon was reported 
by Laurita et al. [26] and a similar explanation was proposed.  
Figure 4.13 Frequency dependence of maximum GMI ratio for CFO-coated ribbons and their 
control (uncoated) ribbons for CFO layer thicknesses of (a) 50 nm, (b) 300 nm, and (c) 600 nm. 
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In our case, however, the observed differences in the GMI ratio with the film thickness can 
be attributed to the gradual change in the structural phase of the film with increasing the thickness. 
It is important to recall here the XRD spectra [Figure 4.8] and M(H) loop [Figure 4.9] which 
showed that the CFO film was completely amorphous and soft ferromagnetic in CFO(50 
nm)/ribbon bilayer while small crystal phase was appeared for the t up to tc = 300 nm and 
transferred to a clear crystal phase beyond that. Therefore, the 50 nm thick CFO layer could be 
supportive to the magnetic field for better penetration of the ribbon than without it (i.e. control), 
thus enhancing the μ் and [Z/Z]max. In case of the CFO(300 nm)/ribbon bilayer, the film was 
partially crystallized and has larger Hc so that the magnetic flux closure caused by it was not 
sufficient for further enhancement of μ். The CFO film in the CFO (600 nm)/ribbon bilayer had 
the strongest crystal CFO phase which did not support the flux path closure at all. Instead, the 
formation of rigid and random magnetic domains (as shown in the increase of Hc in Figure 4.9 (c)) 
could have caused a decrease of μ் and consequently the [Z/Z]max.  
Figure 4.14 shows the frequency dependence of [Z/Z]max (a) and ߟ௓ (b) for various 
CFO/ribbon bilayers. The [Z/Z]max ratio first increased with the CFO film thickness, reached to 
a maximum for CFO(300 nm)/ribbon [47.7% at f = 0.9 MHz] and then decreased to reach down 
to the lowest value for CFO(600 nm)/ribbon bilayer [20.7% at f = 2 MHz]. Other bilayers CFO 
(50 nm)/ribbon, CFO (200 nm)/ribbon, and CFO (300 nm)/ribbon showed their maximum 
[Z/Z]max values at f = 1.5 MHz and were 33.3%, 42.8%, and 25.3%, respectively. The field 
sensitivity ߟ௓	calculated for CFO (50 nm)/ribbon, CFO (100 nm)/ribbon, CFO (200 nm)/ribbon, 
CFO (300 nm)/ribbon, CFO (400 nm)/ribbon, and CFO (600 nm)/ribbon bilayers at 1 MHz were 
0.84, 0.98, 2.54, 2.31, 1.08, and 0.85 %/Oe, respectively. From the data, we see that CFO (200 
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nm)/ribbon had the largest ߟ௓ though CFO (300 nm)/ribbon had the largest GMI ratio. This could 
be because of the clear crystallization of CFO in CFO (300 nm)/ribbon bilayer. The crystallization 
could have caused the broadening of the FWHM of GMI curves and consequently reducing the	ߟ௓. 
It is important to note from Figure 4.13 (b) that the CFO (300 nm)/ribbon and its uncoated 
counterpart had similar [Z/Z]max values over the investigated frequency range. Therefore, the 
highest values of [Z/Z]max and ߟ௓ in Figure 4.14 for this particular sample could be due to the 
annealing effect, rather due to the CFO coating. From the AFM images and the XRD spectra shown 
Figure 4.14 Frequency dependence of (a) the maximum MI ratio and (b) field sensitivity for CFO-
coated ribbons with varying CFO thicknesses. 
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above, we observed that the surface roughness of the film increased gradually with thickness and 
the structural phase transformed from amorphous to crystalline at tc ~300 nm. These observations 
show that the GMI ratio and field sensitivity in the CFO/ribbon bilayers were maximum near the 
onset of the crystallization (structural phase transition) of the film. Coisson et al. [30] also reported 
a similar trend but for the structural phase transition of a Co-based ribbon itself. Our study 
demonstrates the effect of amorphous and crystal phases of CFO films on the GMI profiles of a 
Co-based amorphous ribbon and suggests a possibility of improving the GMI ratio and field 
sensitivity by a controlled growth of the CFO film on the ribbon.    
4.4 Summary 
We have studied thoroughly the influence of varying sample width on the GMI effect in 
Co-based amorphous ribbons over the frequency range of 0.1 – 10 MHz. We have shown that the 
reduction of ribbon width to the microscale has decreasing and increasing impacts on the GMI at 
low and high frequency ranges, respectively. In the case of the microscale ribbons, the 
magnetoresistance contribution to the magnetoimpedance requires very high frequency while the 
range from the magnetoreactance extends to a large range of low frequencies. The soft 
ferromagnetic microscale ribbons with improved high-frequency GMI properties are desirable for 
high frequency sensor applications.    
We have also deposited CoFe2O4 films of various thicknesses on the surface of 
Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 ribbons using the pulsed laser deposition technique and systematically 
investigated the GMI ratio and field sensitivity of the samples. As the film thickness was increased, 
we found that there was a structural transformation of the CFO film from amorphous to crystalline 
phases at a critical value of 300 nm. Relative to the uncoated counterparts, the CFO/ribbon bilayers 
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with amorphous CFO films showed significantly enhanced GMI response. On the other hand, the 
CFO/ribbon bilayers with crystalline films exhibited the reduced GMI response compared to their 
uncoated counterparts. The CFO film thickness near the onset of the phase transition had the largest 
impact on the GMI response giving rise to a maximum value. Overall, we have demonstrated the 
in-situ annealing and coating by PLD as an effective approach for improving the GMI response in 
soft ferromagnetic amorphous ribbons. 
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5. ENHANCED MAGNETOIMPEDANCE EFFECT IN SOFT FERROMAGNETIC 
MICROWIRES 
 
Note to Reader 
 Portions of this chapter have been previously published in two peer-reviewed journal 
papers (Devkota et al., Journal of Applied Physics 116, 234504, 2014; Devkota et al., Journal of 
Alloys and Compounds 549, 295, 2013) and have been reproduced with permission from the 
respective publishers. 
This chapter presents the effective approaches for improving the GMI ratio and field 
sensitivity in Co-based soft ferromagnetic microwires. We have studied the influence of number 
of microwires in a multiwire system on the MI, MR, and MX effects and corresponding field 
sensitivities. A large enhancement of these effects is achieved in the multiwire system relative to 
a single wire. We have also demonstrated the possibility of using soft ferromagnetic multiwires as 
a core of an inductive coil to develop a new class of ultrasensitive, electric contact-free magnetic 
sensors.  
5.1 Introduction 
Soft ferromagnetic microwires are excellent candidates for the fabrication of highly 
sensitive room-temperature magnetic sensors for biomagnetic field detection [1], magnetic 
codification [2], and many other applications [3, 4]. Extremely soft magnetic properties [3-5] and 
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reduced dimension [6] render them well-suited for use in various micromagnetic sensors such as 
those based on induction coils [7] and the GMI effect [5], both of which require materials with a 
large magnetic permeability. A change in the magnetic field passing through the core of an 
induction coil produces a large voltage drop across the coil element by Faraday induction. The 
GMI effect is a large change in the impedance of a magnetic conductor in the presence of an 
external magnetic field. It can be considered to be a high frequency analog of the magnetic 
induction, although it originates mainly from the change in skin depth [8], unlike the 
electromagnetic induction in inductive coils [7, 9]. In both type of magnetic sensors, magnetic 
softness is the most important intrinsic characteristic of a magnetic material for use as a sensitive 
element. Owing to their outstanding soft magnetic properties, Co-rich amorphous microwires [10] 
have attracted growing attention for fabricating sensitive magnetic sensors based on these effects 
for detection of weak magnetic fields at room temperature [1, 3].  
In addition to the magnetic softness, there are several other parameters to influence the 
sensitivity of a microwire-based sensor [5]. For instance, the GMI ratio of a magnetic microwire 
is affected by the frequency and magnitude of the AC current flowing through it [11] or by the 
angle between the wire axis and the DC magnetic field direction [12]. Several studies have been 
reported in exploring the effects of metallic composition, magnetoelastic anisotropy, 
magnetostriction, and other geometrical parameters on the GMI ratio of the microwires [3, 6, 13-
15]. By controlling these parameters, it is possible to enhance the GMI ratio and field sensitivity 
for sensitive sensor applications. Also, proper arrangement of an array of microwires can result in 
a large enhancement in the GMI ratio and field sensitivity of a microwire-based sensor. Garcia et 
al.[16]  reported that both the GMI ratio and its field sensitivity could be greatly improved in a 
system consisting of multiple wires in a parallel arrangement. Chiriac et al. [17] showed that this 
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multi-wire system could have a great potential for highly sensitive detection of biomolecules. 
However, the origin of the observed GMI effect remains to be investigated. From a magnetic 
sensor application perspective, it is essential to investigate the effects of a multi-wire configuration 
not only on the MI, but also on the MR and MX of the system, both of which may provide 
alternative approaches to develop magnetic sensors with enhanced sensitivity.  
The overall aim of this chapter is to explore the MI, MR, and MX effects in Co-rich single 
and multiwire systems using two different experimental setups: (i) a direct contact GMI 
measurement system which we refer to as the conventional method and (ii) an inductive coil-based 
magnetoinductance method that frees the microwires from electric contact, which we refer to as 
the longitudinally excited magnetoinductance (LEMI) effect.  
5.2 Materials and Methods 
In this study, we used two types of Co-rich amorphous ferromagnetic microwires: glass-
coated amorphous microwires (GCAWs) of Co68B15Si10Mn7 and melt-extracted amorphous 
microwires (MEAWs) of Co68.2Fe4.3B15Si12.5. The Co68B15Si10Mn7 GCAWs with a metallic core 
diameter of ~ 25 m and a glass thickness of ~ 3 m were fabricated by the Taylor-Ulitovsky 
technique [18]. The MEAWs of Co68.2Fe4.3B15Si12.5 with a diameter of ~50 m were fabricated by 
the melt-extracted rapid quenching technique [19]. The structure of the microwires was examined 
by XRD and TEM (JEM 2010F) accompanied by SAED. The surface morphology of the 
microwires was studied by SEM. The domain structure of as-cast Co68.2Fe4.3B15Si12.5 microwires 
was observed by a Nanoscope III multimode atomic force microscope including MFM from 
Digital Instruments. A Veeco micro-etched silicon probe tip was magnetized along the tip axis by 
using a permanent magnet and combined tapping and lift mode. During lift mode, the magnetic 
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data were collected. The magnetic properties of the microwires were characterized at room 
temperature using a VSM.  
Conventional GMI measurements on the arrays of the microwires with number N = 1 – 5  
were performed at room temperature using the setup described in Chapter 3, while the MI, MR, 
MX ratios and corresponding field sensitivities were calculated using Eq. (2.7 – 2.12), given in 
Chapter 2. The reactance of a copper wire inductive coil system was also measured using the same 
setup for the magnetic microwires in its core with number N ranging from 1 to 5. The 
magnetoinductance (ML) ratio and corresponding field sensitivity of the inductive system was 
evaluated using Eq. (2.11 – 2.14) given in Chapter 2. The sample preparation techniques for the 
measurements will be given later. 
5.3 Structural and Magnetic Properties 
Figure 5.1 (a) and (b) show the SEM images of the MEAW and GCAW microwires, 
respectively. SEM images taken on different segments of a wire showed an average diameter d of 
~50 µm for the MEAW and ~25 m for the GCAW plus a Pyrex glass coating of the thickness ~3 
Figure 5.1 SEM images of (a) a melt-extracted Co68.2Fe4.3B15Si12.5 microwire and (b) a glass-
coated Co68B15Si10Mn7 microwire; (c) a TEM image of the Co68.2Fe4.3B15Si12.5 microwire, with the 
corresponding SAED pattern shown in the inset. 
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m. Consistent with the XRD spectra, the TEM image (Figure 5.1(c) for a MEAW) showed that 
the material is uniform, with no visible crystalline phase. The SAED pattern exhibits no clear 
diffraction spots and consists only of a halo ring (inset of Figure 5.1 (c)). These results confirm 
the amorphous nature, morphology, and quality of the microwires prepared. 
  Figure 5.2 (a) and (b) display the two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) MFM 
images of atomic moments in an as-cast MEAW microwire. Relatively well-defined circular 
magnetic domains are observed due to the residual stress generated during wire preparation. The 
thickness of a circular magnetic domain is determined to be around 1.5 μm. The small negative 
magnetostriction constant of Co-based microwires (s ~-10-7) is believed to be directly responsible 
for the circular magnetic domain structure, which is also consistent with the lack of a single 
Barkhausen jump in the magnetization process (see Figure 5.3 (a)). A similar circular domain 
Figure 5.2 2D (a) and 3D (b) MFM images for micro-regions of an as-cast Co68.2Fe4.3B15Si12.5
microwire. The thickness of a well-defined circular magnetic domain is around 1.5 μm. 
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structure has also been proposed for a GCAW [3]. The large circumferential permeability resulting 
from this circular magnetic domain structure has been shown to be a decisive factor for achieving 
the GMI effects in these microwires [5]. As discussed below, the large circumferential 
permeability of the MEAW and GCAW is also believed to be essential for achieving a large LEMI 
effect in the present study. 
Figure 5.3 (a) shows the room temperature M(H) loops for the microwires. It is observed 
that both the microwires have very small coercivity (Hc ~ 0.5 Oe), large saturation magnetization 
(Ms), and small anisotropy (Hk), indicating their soft ferromagnetic characteristics. As one can see 
from this figure, Ms is slightly higher for the MEAW than for the GCAW (Ms = 545 and 518 
emu/cm3 for the MEAW and GCAW, respectively), while the slope డெడு		has an opposite trend. We 
Figure 5.3 (a) Room temperature M(H) loops of a Co68.2Fe4.3B12Si12.5 melt-extracted amorphous 
microwire (MEAW) and a Co68B15Si10Mn7 glass-coated amorphous microwire (GCAW). (b) 
Magnetic field dependence of normalized magnetic anisotropy distribution for both the
microwires. 
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have calculated the anisotropy distribution of the domains aligned perpendicular to the axis of the 
wire from the corresponding M(H) loops for the MEAW and the GCAW by using a previously 
developed model [20, 21], which defines the magnetic anisotropy distribution function as, 
 
ܲሺܪ௞ሻ ൌ െܪ ቀௗ
మழ௠வ
ௗுమ ቁ,    (5.1) 
where ൏ ݉ ൐ is the average of the reduced magnetization m = M/Ms of a longitudinal hysteresis 
loop (i.e. the DC magnetic field H was applied along the axis of the wire when measuring the 
M(H) loop). The distribution ܲሺܪ௞ሻ	is shown in Figure 5.3 (b). As one can see clearly in this 
figure, the anisotropy peak and its distribution for the GCAW are respectively higher and narrower 
as compared to those for the MEAW. A measure of the full width at half maximum of the	ܲሺܪ௞ሻ 
vs. H curve shows that the anisotropy distribution is ∆Hk ~ 1.91 Oe and 2.61 Oe with the peak 
positions at Hk ~1.49 Oe and 2.51 Oe for the GCAW and MEAW, respectively. It is worth noting 
that both MEAW and GCAW have nearly vanishing magnetostriction constants, but the internal 
stress is higher in the GCAW than in the MEAW [22]. The MEAW contains stresses mostly 
induced during the rapid solidification process, while the GCAW possesses an extra stress due to 
the difference in the thermal expansion of the metal core and the Pyrex glass. This extra stress can 
result in a more well-defined magnetic anisotropy in the GCAW than in the MEAW [6]. The 
observed differences in Ms,	ப୑பୌ, Hk, and Hk between the MEAW and GCAW are attributed to the 
variations in the MI, MR, MX, and ML ratios and corresponding field sensitivities of these 
samples, as discussed below. 
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5.4 Magnetoimpedance Effect in Single and Multi-wire Systems 
In this section, we study the MR, MX, and MI effects and corresponding field sensitivities 
in single and multiwire systems of the GCAWs using a conventional GMI measurement over a 
frequency range of 0.1 – 13 MHz. First, we study the resistance (R), reactance (X), and impedance 
(Z) on the array of the microwires with their number N ranging from 1 to 5, then study the effect 
of external DC magnetic field H. We then discuss the MR, MX, and MI ratios, field sensitivities, 
and hysteresis effect in the GMI profiles with increasing N in the array.   
5.4.1 Sample Preparation 
The design of an arrangement of the GCAWs for conventional GMI measurements is 
shown in Figure 5.4. Segments of the GCAWs with their number N = 1 – 5 were arranged in 
parallel on a non-magnetic glass slab with a separation of 2 mm between each consecutive wire. 
Four-terminal electric contacts were made with copper wires using silver paint by removing 6 mm 
of the glass layer for each high and low terminals. The distance between the two inner contacts 
was 10 mm and each outer contact was 3 mm away from the consecutive inner contact. The GMI 
measurements and data analysis were performed as described above. 
 
Figure 5.4 Schematic of an array of soft ferromagnetic microwires for conventional GMI 
measurements. 
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5.4.2 Magnetoimpedance Response 
Figure 5.5 depicts the zero-field frequency dependence of R (a), X (b), and Z (c) of the 
microwire arrays with each consecutive wire separated by 2 mm. A clear decrease in R, X, and Z 
is observed as the N in the arrays is increased. As seen in Figure 5.5 (a), the resistance of each 
array increases almost linearly with frequency in the range of 0.1 – 13 MHz. However, the slope 
Figure 5.5 Frequency dependence of the resistance (a), reactance (b), and impedance (c) of 
microwire arrays with different numbers of elements (N). 
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of the curves decreases with increasing N, indicating smaller variations with change in the 
frequency. As observed in Figure 5.5 (b), the reactance of the entire system increases with 
frequency for all the arrays. However, there is a noticeable difference in the frequency dependence 
of the reactance as compared to that of the resistance. At low frequencies (<1 MHz) the behavior 
of the reactance is almost independent of N. Above 1 MHz, however, the reactance of the N=1 
Figure 5.6 Magnetic field dependence of the resistance (R), reactance (X), and impedance (Z) at 
1 MHz (a – c) and at 10 MHz (d – f). 
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array  increases sharply up to 4 MHz then slowly at higher frequencies. As more wires were added 
to the array, the frequency dependence of the reactance became increasingly linear. A decreasing 
trend of the reactance with increasing N does not obey the rule for the case of identical non-
magnetic wires in a parallel arrangement. In particular, the values obtained are higher than those 
expected for the parallel non-magnetic wires. A combined effect of the frequency on the resistance 
and reactance is reflected in the impedance versus frequency curve as shown in Figure 5.5 (c). The 
impedance of each array is also observed to follow a trend seen in that for the resistance.  
 The influence of the external DC magnetic field on the resistance, reactance, and 
impedance of the wire arrays has been studied, and the representative results of which are depicted 
in Figure 5.6 at two frequencies, 1 MHz (a) – (c) and 10 MHz (d) – (f), for 1 ≤ N ≤ 5.  All the 
R(H), X(H), and Z(H) curves possess their respective peak values Rp, Xp, and Zp, which are close 
to zero DC magnetic field. With increasing the DC magnetic field (H), all the quantities decrease 
sharply to their saturation values Rs, Xs, and Zs at a particular field. We define the saturation field 
Hs as the DC field at which the R(H), X(H), and Z(H) each achieves its saturation value. At both 
frequencies (1 and 10 MHz), the peaks Rp, Xp, Zp and the Hs are diminished and consequently the 
width of the corresponding profile became narrow as N was increased. Table 5.1 
Table 5.1 The peak values (Rp, Xp, and Zp) and saturation values (Rs, Xs, and Zs) of the resistance, 
reactance, and impedance for the array with varying number of wires N at 1 MHz. 
 
N Rp (Ω) Rs (Ω) Xp (Ω) Xs (Ω) Zp (Ω) Zs (Ω) 
1 27.28  25.6  7.68  0.25 28.36 25.57 
2 14.62 13.29 5.07 0.30 15.45 13.21 
3 8.82 8.07 3.2 0.32 9.38 8.03 
4 5.92 5.34 2.56 0.32 6.49 5.35 
5 4.99 4.47 2.43 0.31 5.68 4.34 
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summarizes the measured values for the peaks Rp, Xp, and Zp, and for saturations Rs, Xs, and Zs of 
the corresponding curves [Figure 5.6 (a) - (c)] at 1 MHz for the arrays containing 1 ≤ N ≤ 5. The 
R(H) and Z(H) for various N values are saturated at different values, whereas the X(H) is saturated 
at a value in between (0.25 – 0.32) Ω for all the arrays. The Z(H) curves observed at 1 MHz [Figure 
5.6 (c)] are similar to the R(H) curves, except for the difference in the magnitudes of the peaks and 
saturation values. The measured values of Hs corresponding to the R(H), X(H), and Z(H) curves 
for the N=1 array are 10 Oe, 110 Oe, and 11.5 Oe. These values are diminished with increasing N 
in an array. The decrease is pronounced for the X(H) curves, whereas it is very small for the R(H) 
and Z(H) curves. At 10 MHz, the R(H), X(H), and Z(H) curves [Figure 5.6 (d-f)] are similar to 
those observed at 1 MHz, except for the increase of the height of the peak and the broadening of 
the curves.   
From the data shown in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, it is clear that both R and X contribute 
to Z of the entire system in the frequency range 0.1-13 MHz. Panina et al. [23, 24] and Morikawa 
et al.[25] also reported the influence of both R and X on the Z of a magnetic alloy in a similar 
frequency range. They showed that the impedance was inductive at very low frequencies and 
became more resistive at high frequencies. In the present case, the variation of the impedance of a 
glass-coated amorphous magnetic microwire with frequency and DC magnetic field can be 
understood through the concept of circumferential permeability	ߤథand skin depth δm in the 
intermediate frequency range where the skin effect cannot be neglected [6, 8, 26]. In order to fully 
understand the results observed for multi-wire systems, however, the change in Z due to their 
arrangement must also be considered along with the variation in	ߤథ. It is accepted that for a 
material with longitudinal anisotropy, the magnetization rotation is often dominant over domain 
wall motion so that the	ߤథand hence the Z shows a monotonic decrease as the magnetic field is 
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increased, with a peak at zero DC field (H = 0). Because the magnetization rotation becomes 
dominant to contribute the	ߤథat high frequencies, where domain wall motion is largely suppressed, 
the peak becomes broader and taller. The higher frequencies also correspond to a stronger skin 
effect thereby increasing the overall impedance. It is obvious that applying H causes a sharp 
decrease in	ߤథ. On the other hand, a linear array with higher N of current carrying wires can 
increase the effective circular magnetization of the entire system thereby increasing its	ߤథ. The 
change in 	ߤథ of the entire system and frequency of the driving current make changes in the R and 
X [5] as follows: 
ܴ ൌ ఘ௟ଶగሺ௔ିఋ೘ሻఋ೘      (5.2) 
ܺ ൌ 0.175ߤ଴݈݂〈ߤ௥〉	,      (5.3) 
where ߤ଴ and 〈ߤ௥〉 are the vacuum permeability and the average relative circumferential 
permeability, respectively. Valenzuala et al. [27] also reported a similar relation between 	ߤథ and 
X of the system via ܺ	 ൌ 	ܩߤథ, where ܩ is a geometrical factor. Because of the conflicting trends 
that placing the wires in parallel decreases the R and X and that an increase in 	ߤథ  such as in the 
present case serves to increase these quantities, the measured values of the R and X are different 
from those expected in non-magnetic parallel wires. These variations of R and X would have a 
direct impact on the Z in the frequency range 0.1 – 13 MHz [23-25].  
Figure 5.7 shows the magnetic field dependences of the ΔR/R, ΔX/X, and ΔZ/Z ratios at 1 
MHz and 10 MHz for 1 ≤ N ≤ 5.  At both frequencies, all the ratios possess a peak close to zero 
DC magnetic field and decrease sharply with increasing HDC. However, the varying trend of ΔX/X 
with N at a given frequency is different from that of ΔR/R and ΔZ/Z. With increase of N, the peak 
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values [ΔR/R]max and [ΔZ/Z]max are increased while  [ΔX/X]max is decreased [Figure 5.7 (a) – (c)]. 
The values of [ΔR/R]max, [ΔX/X]max, and [ΔZ/Z]max taken at 1 MHz are summarized in Table 5.2. 
The measured values of Hs are close to 30 Oe and to 50 Oe for ΔR/R and ΔZ/Z respectively for all 
the arrays. However, the Hs of ΔX/X is close to 110 Oe for N=1 and decreases as N is increased. 
At a higher frequency of 10 MHz [Figure 5.7 (d) –(f)], the behaviors of the ΔR/R(H), ΔX/X(H), 
and ΔZ/Z(H) curves are similar to those observed at 1 MHz, except for the difference in the 
Figure 5.7 Magnetic field dependence of the MR, MX, and MI ratios at 1 MHz (a – c) and 10 
MHz (d – f). 
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magnitudes of the peaks and Hs.  For a given array of wires, the peaks [ΔR/R]max and [ΔZ/Z]max 
are increased whereas [ΔX/X]max is decreased, as compared to those obtained for f = 1 MHz. The 
curves became broader, and the Hs increased with frequency for all the arrays. 
To better illustrate these features, we display in Figure 5.8 (a)-(c) the frequency 
dependencies of maximum MR, MX, and MI ratios for all the arrays. As one can see in Figure 5.8 
(a), the [ΔR/R]max increases almost linearly with frequency for a given array of microwires. At low 
frequencies (<1 MHz), there is a small difference in [ΔR/R]max for the arrays with different N. 
However, this difference becomes more significant at higher frequencies. Clearly, the [ΔR/R]max 
increases with increasing N in the investigated frequency range of 0.1 – 13 MHz. On the other 
hand, the [ΔX/X]max is found to decrease with increasing frequency and N [Figure 5.8 (b)].  The 
sharp decrease of [ΔX/X]max with frequency is observed in the frequency range 0.1- 4 MHz.  The 
[ΔZ/Z]max is also observed to increase with frequency for all the arrays, similar to the case of 
[ΔR/R]max. However, the [ΔZ/Z]max(f) is curved with concave down for higher N. The curving is 
sooner in frequency scale for higher number of wires. The observation of the smaller values of 
[ΔZ/Z]max for the arrays with N ≥ 2  than for  N=2 at 13 MHz clearly shows this tendency. These 
results lead us to conclude that the peak of [ΔZ/Z]max(f) tend to appear at lower frequencies for the 
arrays with higher N. Similar results were reported by Morikawa et al. [25] for layered thin films 
and by Garcia et al.[16]  for microwire arrays. The higher value of [ΔZ/Z]max for an array with 
higher N in the observed frequency range is related to the increase of [ΔR/R]max with N. The shift 
of [ΔZ/Z]max(f) to lower frequencies for higher N arises mainly from the fact that the X of the entire 
system decreases with increasing N. It is worth noting that while the [ΔR/R]max and [ΔZ/Z]max 
reach  the largest values (165% and 185% respectively) at the highest frequency of 13 MHz, an 
extremely large value  of [ΔX/X]max (3361%) is achieved at f ~ 0.2 MHz for the case of a single 
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microwire. The high value of [ΔX/X]max (1712%) is still recorded at high frequency (~13 MHz). 
These values of [ΔX/X]max reveal the possibility of developing MX-based magnetic field sensors 
with extremely high sensitivity.  
Therefore, the field sensitivities of MR, MX, and MI ratios and field senstitivities have 
been calculated for all the arrays using Eq. 2.7 – 2.12 at representative frequencies, f = 1 MHz, 5 
Figure 5.8 Frequency dependence of (a) the maximum magnetoresistance ratio [ΔR/R]max, (b) the 
maximum magnetoreactance ratio [ΔX/X]max, (c) the maximum magnetoimpedance ratio 
[ΔZ/Z]max for the arrays, and (d-e) their field sensitivities as a function of numbers of microwires 
(N) at different frequencies.  
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MHz, and 10 MHz. The results are displayed in Figure 5.8 (d) – (f). It can be seen that the resistance 
sensitivity, ߟோ, increases with N for the measured frequencies [Figure 5.8 (d)]. The	ߟோ	at 1 MHz 
is very small, but it increases significantly with increasing frequency. A similar trend is also 
observed for the case of the impedance sensitivity ߟ௓. In contrast to what observed for the cases of 
ߟோ and ߟ௓, the reactance sensitivity ߟ௑	shows a maximum value for one wire, decreases sharply 
for two wires and gradually for higher N. In addition, the ߟ௑ decreases with increasing frequency. 
While the largest values of ߟோ (50%/Oe) and ߟ௓ (40%/Oe) are recorded at 10 MHz, the largest 
value of ߟ௑ (960%/Oe) is observed at 1 MHz. These results indicate that the reactance sensitivity 
is most pronounced for a single microwire at low frequency, whereas the resistance and impedance 
sensitivities are improved in the array of microwires with higher N at higher frequencies. This 
makes the array of wires a potential candidate in detecting the impedance variation due to stray 
magnetic fields coming from magnetic nanoparticles, as reported by Chirac et al. [17]. More 
interestingly, our obtained results suggest that it is possible to employ the principle of the MX 
effect to develop magnetic sensors with higher sensitivity.  
Table 5.2 Maximum values of the MR, MX, and MI ratios for the array with different number of 
wires N at 1 MHz. 
N [ΔR/R]max (%) [ΔX/X]max (%) [ΔZ/Z]max (%) 
1 6.61 3089 10.81 
2 9.12 1519 16.22 
3 10.15 917.29 16.65 
4 11.08 730.41 20.91 
5 15.34 687.04 27.91 
 
From a magnetic sensor application perspective, it is also important to consider the 
magnetic field hysteresis of ΔR/R, ΔX/X, and ΔZ/Z, which should be as small as possible. In this 
work, we have studied the influence of N on the field hysteresis effects at different frequencies. 
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The ΔZ/Z(H) profiles for N=1 and 5 at frequencies 1 and 10 MHz are displayed in Figure 5.9 (a) 
and (b), respectively. Herein, the measurements were conducted by sweeping the DC magnetic 
field from negative to positive direction and then in a reverse direction.  
The peak [ΔZ/Z]max in the reverse direction (positive to negative) of the field is higher than 
in the forward direction (negative to positive) for all the samples with N=1 to 5 at either frequency. 
The peak of the ΔZ/Z is shifted slightly to the left for each reverse sweep of the field compared to 
that for the forward sweep. A similar behavior is also observed for the magnetic field dependence 
of ΔR/R and ΔX/X.  It is worth mentioning that the field hysteresis of ΔR/R, ΔX/X, and ΔZ/Z 
retains almost the same as N is increased. It is worth mentioning, that the origin of low-field GMI 
Figure 5.9 Bipolar scans of the MI ratio for N=1 and 5 at (a) 1 MHz and (b) 10 MHz. 
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hysteresis has been attributed to the deviation of the anisotropy easy axis from the transversal 
direction [28].  
5.5 Longitudinally Excited Magnetoinductance Effects in Multi-wire Systems 
From the study performed in section 5.4, the MX ratio in single and multiwire systems was 
found to be prominent in order to develop an ultra-sensitive sensor at low frequencies. However, 
the direct electrical contacts in the system to supply current and measure voltage may limit the use 
of such sensors in applications where remote sensing is desired. For example, this setup precludes 
the use of GMI-based sensors to detect electromagnetic signals associated with certain biological 
processes, such as the heartbeat or the magnetic activities of the brain [1]. Additionally, direct 
electric contacts can cause large energy losses due to joule heating. Recently, the GMI effect of a 
Co-based amorphous ribbon has been studied using an alternative set up in which the ribbon was 
used as the core inside an inductive coil. In this approach, the driving current is passed through the 
coil, and the change in impedance is analyzed based on the change in the inductive voltage at the 
ends of the coil [29-31]. This setup minimizes losses from joule heating and eliminates the need 
for electrical contacts to the sensing element while preserving the sensitivity of the device. Most 
recently, He et al. [32] have used a Co-based amorphous microwire as a sensor core to improve 
sensitivity that allows the relatively weak magnetic signals of a Japanese thousand note to be 
scanned. In this design the change in the inductance of the coil-system is driven by an AC current 
in the presence of an external DC magnetic field along the axis of the coil, producing a LEMI 
effect. There is a need for improved sensitivity in LEMI-based sensors in order to fulfill the 
increasing requirements of industrial and engineering applications.  
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Therefore, we have developed a novel method for improving the sensitivity of LEMI-based 
inductance coil sensors by designing a sensor core that consists of multiple soft ferromagnetic 
microwires. The effects of magnetic softness and anisotropy distribution of Co-rich amorphous 
microwires, as well as the filler/air ratio on the LEMI ratio and field sensitivity of an inductive coil 
are studied.  
5.5.1 Theoretical Consideration 
In a conventional GMI measurement, a small-amplitude driving AC current flows along 
the wire axis such that the induced AC magnetic field is directed along the preferred magnetization 
direction of the wire. The GMI effect occurs when the applied DC magnetic field strength is varied, 
causing changes in the skin depth [5]. Unlike the conventional GMI effect, the LEMI effect arises 
when an AC current flows through a pick-up coil so that the excitation AC magnetic field is 
transverse to the preferred magnetization direction (i.e. along the wire axis). In both cases, the 
external DC magnetic field is usually applied along the axis of the sample. The operating principle 
of the LEMI-based sensor is similar to that of a search coil sensor, which is used to detect the 
presence of time-varying external magnetic fields. Therefore, the LEMI effect is attributed to 
Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction [9, 31]: 
∮ܧሬԦ. ݀ݏሬሬሬሬԦ ൌ െ ௗௗ௧ ׬ ׬ܤሬԦ. ݀ܽ,ሬሬሬሬሬሬԦ                   (5.4) 
where ܤሬԦ and ܧሬԦ are the magnetic flux density in the core and induced non-conservative electric 
field, respectively. The time-varying flux density induces a voltage ܸ across the ends of the coil 
that is proportional to the rate of change of total flux linkage through the coil, i.e. 
ܸ ൌ െ݊ܣ ௗ஻ሬԦௗ௧ .                   (5.5)	
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Here ݊ is the number of turns in the coil and A is the cross-sectional area of the core. ܤሬԦ ൌ
ߤ଴൫ܪ௧ሬሬሬሬԦ ൅ ܯሬሬԦ൯, where ܯሬሬԦ is the magnetization of a ferromagnetic microwire in the presence of a 
magnetic field ܪሬԦ and ߤ଴ is the permeability of air. The total magnetic field 	ܪሬԦ௧ is the sum of the ac 
excitation field ܪሬԦ௘ and the external DC magnetic field	ܪሬԦ, i.e. ܪ௧ሬሬሬሬԦ 	ൌ 	ܪሬԦ௘ ൅ ܪሬԦ. Since the time 
variation of ܪሬԦ is very slow compared to that of ܪሬԦ௘ i.e. ௗுሬԦ೐ௗ௧ 	൐൐
ௗுሬԦ
ௗ௧ , we can approximate the rate of 
change in the total field as ௗுሬԦ೟ௗ௧ ~
ௗுሬԦ೐
ௗ௧ .  
Using the expression 
 ௗெሬሬԦௗ௧ 	ൌ 	 ቀ
ௗெሬሬԦ
ௗுቁ
ௗுሬԦ೟
ௗ௧ 	,                                
Eq. (2) can be re-written as 
ܸ ൌ െ݊ܣߤ଴ ቀ1 ൅ ௗெሬሬԦௗுቁ
ௗுሬԦ೐
ௗ௧  .                                
Here, ௗெሬሬԦௗு೟ 	ൌ ߯, the susceptibility of the material. Thus the induced voltage can be expressed in 
terms of the permeability of the microwire as follows: 
ܸ	 ൌ 	െ݊ܣ	ߤ଴ሺ1 ൅ ߯ሻ ௗுሬԦ೐ௗ௧ 	ൌ 		െ݊ܣߤ଴ߤ௥ 	
ௗுሬԦ೐
ௗ௧ ,           (5.6) 
where ሺ1 ൅ ߯ሻ ൌ ߤ௥ is the relative permeability of the microwire. For a driving current I of 
frequency f, the inductive reactance ܺ ൌ ܫܸ of a coil is given by 2ߨ݂ܮ, where L is the inductance. 
By comparison with Eq. (5), it can be seen that ܮ ∝ ߤ௥ at a given f. For a coil with tightly wounded 
turns and large length (li) to diameter (d) ratio (i.e. li/d >>1), L can be approximated as [7, 33-35], 
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ܮ ൎ ߣ ቀ௡మఓబఓ೐೑೑஺௟ ቁ,     (5.7) 
where ߤ௘௙௙ is the effective permeability of the system that can be much lower than the initial 
relative permeability ߤ௥ of the ferromagnetic core due to demagnetization effect [35]. Here, ߣ ൌ
ቀ	 ௟௟೔ቁ
ଶ/ହ
is a correction factor that accounts for the ratio of the core length l to the induction coil 
length li. In the present study,	ߣ	~	1.  
Since L is proportional to the effective permeability of the core material for a given 
inductor, an axial DC magnetic field has a large effect on the impedance of the entire system 
through changes in ߤ௘௙௙ in response to the field. The LEMI effect is assessed by the LEMI (∆L/L) 
ratio, which is defined as the relative change in L of the system in the presence of an external DC 
magnetic field. 
 
 
Figure 5.10 Schematic of an inductive coil with a ferromagnetic microwire in its core. 
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5.5.2 Sample Preparation 
A non-magnetic coil 10 mm in length with a 1 mm internal diameter was constructed using 
a commercial copper wire with a diameter of ~1 mm so that the final coil possessed 10 turns/cm. 
Two electric contacts were made on either sides of the coil with a separation of ~3 mm so that it 
facilitated the four point measurement technique using an HP4192LF impedance analyzer as 
explained in Chapter 3. Measurements were performed at room temperature, with the number of 
microwires N varying from 1 to 5 for both MEAW and GCAW. A schematic of the coil with an 
inserted microwire is shown in Figure 5.10. The ML ratio and its field sensitivity for the coil-filler 
system was calculated using Eq. (2.11 – 2.14).  
5.5.3 Magnetoinductance Response 
Figure 5.11 (a, b) shows the frequency dependence of L with the MEAW and GCAW cores 
in the absence of a DC magnetic field (H = 0). L possesses its largest value at the lowest frequency 
used in this study (0.1 MHz) and decreases monotonically with increasing frequency for both 
systems. The decrease in L was very sharp in the low frequency regime (f < 2 MHz), but became 
flattened in the higher frequency regime (f > 2 MHz). When increasing the number of wires inside 
the coil, the inductance of the system was increased, although the increase in L was less prominent 
at high frequencies. For the MEAW, L increased significantly from 1.8 H for N = 1 to 9.1 H for 
N = 5 at 0.1 MHz, while it increased slightly from 1.28 H for N = 1 to 1.83 H for N = 5 at 10 
MHz. Similarly, L of the GCAW system at 0.1 MHz increased from 1.3 H for N = 1 to 6.4 H 
for N = 5, while a small increase in L from 1.1 H for N = 1 to 1.2 H for N = 5 was observed for 
f = 10 MHz.  
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It has been reported that magnetic losses such as eddy current loss, hysteresis loss, 
ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), skin depth, etc. are important factors which must be taken into 
account for the decrease of L with f [36, 37]. The influence of frequency on the inductance of 
various coils has been discussed in previous works [38, 39]. In the case of a microwire core, 
hysteresis loss can almost be neglected as Hc ~ 0 Oe [see Figure 5.3 (a)], and the FMR is negligible 
in the frequency range of interest as it is occurs in the GHz range [36]. Therefore, it is the eddy 
Figure 5.11 Frequency dependence of the inductance (L) for (a) a MEAW based core and (b) a
GCAW based core with varying the number of microwires (N). 
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current loss of the microwire core, which increases as the skin effect becomes stronger with 
frequency that ultimately decreases the total inductance of the system. Also, the proximity effect 
due to the neighboring turns in the coil and the internal coil inductance can also affect the 
inductance of the system at high f [9]. A more quantitative examination of the decrease in L at high 
f has been made by considering the variation in the real and imaginary components of the complex 
effective permeability tensor with f as the effect of the demagnetization factor is different to these 
components [37]. Although the geometry of the microwires minimizes the demagnetizing field, its 
effect may become significant at high frequencies. The increase in L with the number of 
microwires can be explained by considering the dependence of L on the properties of the magnetic 
core: ߤ and Ms. Since the inductance of the coil depends directly on the permeability	of a 
ferromagnetic core [7], increasing N increases ߤ and hence L. When compared to the GCAW, a 
larger inductance was found in the MEAW, which also showed the higher saturated magnetic 
moment. Since the diameter of the MEAW is higher that of the GCAW, a magnetic volume of the 
entire core is larger in the core made of these wires.  
   Figure 5.12 shows the effect of external DC magnetic field on the inductance of the coil 
measured at f = 1 MHz for both systems with N = 1 to 5. The L(H) curve reaches a peak Lpeak at 
HDC ~ 0 Oe in all cases that increases significantly with N. For a given N, the peak for the MEAW 
is higher and broader than that observed for the GCAW. For HDC ് 0, L(H) decreases 
monotonically, as the circumferential (and hence effective) permeability is suppressed by an axial 
magnetic field. As the applied field becomes sufficient to align all magnetic moments in the wire 
along its axis, L reaches a saturated value (Ls) above a certain field Hs. As the number of wires 
increases, Ls remains nearly constant (~ 1 H), while Hs increases with N due to the broadening of 
the L (H) peak.  As N varies from 1 to 5, Lpeak and Hs increase from 1.85 to 4.65 H and 10 to 16 
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Oe in the MEAW, respectively, and 1.1 to 2.2 H and 6 to 12 Oe in the GCAW. The LEMI ratio 
(∆L/L) was calculated according to Eq. (2.11 and 2.13), and the results are shown in Figure 5.13 
at a representative frequency of 1 MHz. The LEMI ratio for N = 1 is 71.68 % (13.04 %) for the 
MEAW (GCAW) and increases with N to reach 337 % (122 %) for N = 5. From a sensor 
application perspective, the large enhancement of the LEMI ratio achieved for the sensor core 
composed of multiple soft ferromagnetic wires (as compared to that of a single wire) is ideal for 
Figure 5.12 Magnetic field dependence of the inductance (L) of the coil measured at 1 MHz for
(a, b) the MEAW based core and (c, d) the GCAW based core with N = 1 - 5. (b) and (d) show
the enlarged portions of (a) and (c), respectively. 
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developing highly sensitive magnetic sensors for detection of weak magnetic fields in engineering 
and biological systems.  
 
Figure 5.14 (a, b) shows the frequency dependence of the maximum LEMI ratio (i.e. 
[L/L]max) in the range 0.1 – 10 MHz. [L/L]max is largest at the lowest frequency of operation and 
decreases with increasing frequency for both systems for all values of N. [L/L]max falls off sharply 
from 0.1 MHz up to ~ 1 - 2 MHz, then decreases more slowly and becomes approximately constant 
Figure 5.13 Magnetic field dependence of the LEMI ratio (∆L/L) at 1 MHz for (a, b) the
MEAW based core and (c, d) the GCAW based core with N = 1 - 5. (b) and (d) show the 
enlarged portions of (a) and (c), respectively. 
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by 10 MHz. A slower decrease of [L/L]max with frequency was observed for the MEAW 
compared to the GCAW. It is clear that [L/L]max increased with N at a given frequency for both 
types of wire, although the increase in [L/L]max differed for the two systems. It is worth noting 
that the increase in [L/L]max with N was very large in the frequency range 0.1 MHz – 2 MHz and 
became less prominent at high frequencies (f > 2 MHz). This indicates that the frequency range of 
0.1 MHz – 2 MHz would be the most suitable choice for the operating frequency of sensors based 
on the LEMI/magnetic-wire-core design in this study.   
It has also been noted that a test for linear response of the LEMI effect to the filler/air ratio 
is very important in the development of a sensor for weak magnetic field detection [7, 32]. In the 
present study, we have analyzed the variation of [L/L]max as a function of N at various 
frequencies, the representative results of which are shown in Figure 5.14 (c-d). A linear 
relationship is observed between [L/L]max and N at a given frequency. The slopes of the best fit 
lines for [L/L]max vs. N plots vary with frequency, indicating that the operational frequency of the 
sensor affects its response. The slope at 0.1 MHz was found to be 1.20 and 1.27 for the MEAW 
and GCAW respectively, which decreased continuously to reach values of 0.22 and 0.04, 
respectively, at 5 MHz. It is interesting to highlight that both systems have very large [L/L]max 
and linear variation with N (1 ≤ N ≤ 5), showing potential use of multi-wire based magnetic sensors 
in a wide range of industrial and technological applications. 
Finally we consider the most important figure-of-merit, the field sensitivity of the sensor, 
by computing the field sensitivity of LEMI ratio (L) using Eq. (2.12 – 2.14). The results are shown 
in Figure 5.15 (a-d). As expected, ߟ௅ was maximum at the lowest frequency of operation (0.1 
MHz) for both systems for a given N, then decreased with frequency. The trend followed that of 
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[L/L]max, i.e. decreasing rapidly up to ~2 MHz and then more gradually at higher frequencies. It 
is interesting to note here that the ߟ௅for the GCAW was significantly higher than that observed for 
the MEAW, despite a smaller LEMI ratio in the GCAW. This interesting result can be explained 
by considering the anisotropy distribution (Hk) as shown in Figure 5.3.  
 
We recall herein that the Hk is considerably narrower for the GCAW than for the MEAW. 
It is the smaller anisotropy distribution in the GCAW that resulted in the narrower width of the 
L/L vs. H curve and consequently the larger L in this sample. This finding points to an important 
fact that while the ∆L/L ratio is largely dependent upon the effective permeability of the magnetic 
Figure 5.14 (a, b) Frequency dependence of the maximum LEMI ratio (i.e. [L/L]max) for both 
wire systems with N = 1 - 5. (c, d) [L/L]max as a function of N at various frequencies for both 
wire systems. 
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core, the field sensitivity of the sensor is greatly affected by the distribution of anisotropy field 
(Hk) of the filler (the microwires). The dependence of ߟ௅ on N of the microwires inside the coil 
[Figure 5.15 (c, d)] shows that ߟ௅ does not necessarily increase with increasing N. At low 
frequencies, ߟ௅ reaches to a maximum for N = 3 and 4 for the MEAW and the GCAW, respectively. 
However, ߟ௅ increases almost linearly with N at higher frequencies for both systems.  
This behavior can be explained by considering the effect of the filler to air ratio (t) at a 
given frequency for a particular system. As the filler to air ratio is increased but still less than a 
critical value (tc = 7.5x10-3 and 2.5x10-3 for f = 0.1 MHz for the MEAW (N=3) and GCAW (N=4), 
respectively), the effective permeability increases while the variation in anisotropy distribution is 
Figure 5.15 (a, b) Frequency dependence of the field sensitivity of LEMI (L) for both wire 
systems with N = 1 – 5. (c, d) L as a function of N at various frequencies for both wire systems.
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small, which, in effect, result in the enhancement of both the ∆L/L ratio and field sensitivity. As 
the filler to air ratio exceeds a critical value (t > tc), however, with increasing number of the wires, 
the anisotropy distribution may increase significantly due to enhanced interactions between wires 
subject to oscillating and DC magnetic fields [16]. This would significantly broaden the L/L vs. 
H curve, thus decreasing the field sensitivity of LEMI. From a sensor application perspective, it is 
interesting to note that at f = 0.1 MHz the sensitivity of the sensor using four glass-coated 
Co68B15Si10Mn7 microwires in the core reaches an extremely high value of 1957 %/Oe, which is 
about three times higher that of a single microwire sensor (ߟ௅= 787 %/Oe). This value of the 
GCAW is also about five times higher than the highest value obtained for the MEAW (ߟ௅= 394 
%/Oe). These observations indicate that it is possible to develop highly sensitive inductance coil 
sensors by designing a sensor core that consists of soft ferromagnetic multi-wires, and that glass-
coated amorphous Co-rich microwires with desirable magnetic properties and reduced dimension 
are excellent candidates for this purpose.  
5.6 Summary 
We have developed the two effective ways for enhancing the GMI ratio and field sensitivity 
in a system composed of soft ferromagnetic amorphous multi-wires. We find that increasing the 
number of microwires increases the MR and MI ratios and their field sensitivities but decreases 
the MX ratio and its field sensitivity. A similar trend is observed for the frequency dependence of 
these parameters. The field hysteresis of MR, MX, and MI is almost independent of the number of 
wires. The highest field sensitivity is achieved for the case of the MX effect, indicating the 
possibility of developing highly sensitive magnetic field sensors based on this principle.  
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We have systematically studied the LEMI effect of an inductive coil with two types of soft 
ferromagnetic Co-rich microwires in its core. Our results show that the ∆L/L ratio and field 
sensitivity increase linearly with an increasing number of microwires, depending upon the filler to 
air ratio inside the coil. By tuning the number of microwires inside the coil, it is possible to improve 
the field sensitivity of a multiple microwire-based sensor by 3 to 4 times as compared to a single 
microwire based sensor. These results are of practical importance in designing novel magnetic 
sensors based on the LEMI effect for advanced sensing applications. 
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6. NOVEL MAGNETOIMPEDANCE BIOSENSOR USING PATTERNED SOFT 
FERROMAGNETIC RIBBON 
 
Note to Reader 
 Portions of this chapter have been previously published in four peer-reviewed journal 
papers (Devkota et al., Sensors and Actuators B: Chemical 190, 715, 2014; Devkota et al., Journal 
of Applied Physics 115, 17B503, 2014; Devkota et al., IEEE Transactions on Magnetics 49, 4060, 
2013; Devkota et al., Journal of Applied Physics 113, 104701, 2013) and have been reproduced 
with permission from the respective publishers. 
In this chapter, we report on the development of a novel class of magnetic biosensor based 
on the magnetoimpedance technology and superparamagnetic nanoparticles for highly sensitive 
detection of biomolecules and cancer cells. First, we show the capacity of using a ribbon-based 
GMI biosensor to detect and quantify low concentrations of superparamagnetic Fe3O4 
nanoparticles. Then, we present the novel approaches for enhancing the detection sensitivity of the 
GMI probe by (i) exploiting the real (MR) and imaginary (MX) components of the impedance 
and/or by (ii) patterning the ribbon surface with micro-sized holes. The MX-based biosensor 
possesses the highest detection sensitivity, which is about 4 times more sensitive than that based 
on the GMI effect. This biosensor has been successfully employed for detection and quantification 
of anticancer drugs (Curcumin), bovine serum albumen (BSA) proteins, and Lewis lung carcinoma 
(LLC) cancer cells.  
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6.1 Introduction 
Early and reliable diagnosis is a major factor in medical science to save lives from several 
diseases including cancer, AIDS, and many infectious ones [1]. This requires a simple biosensor 
with high capacity, low power consumption, quick response, reliability, operational at ambient 
conditions, and low cost. Numerous techniques have been developed and practiced for analysis of 
bioanalytes, however, none of them are fully capable of resolving all the challenges in diagnosis 
[2, 3]. A combination of magnetic sensors with functionalized magnetic nanoparticles offers a 
promising approach for a highly sensitive, simple, and quick detection of cancer cells and 
biomolecules [4-6]. This method provides several advantages over conventional optical and 
electrochemical techniques [5]. For instance, magnetic sensors are easy to integrate with 
electronics and microfluidic devices. In addition, they are free from autoflourescence, interaction 
with biofluids, and unnecessary reactions unlike the optical and electrochemical methods [3, 6]. 
However, precise detection of a small amount of cancer cells that have taken up magnetic 
nanoparticles or biomolecules/drugs attached to magnetic markers in a real biological system is a 
challenging task and requires magnetic sensors with improved detection sensitivity [6]. 
Magnetic sensors based on various principles, such as GMR [4, 7] and SQUID [8], have 
been developed to detect weak magnetic fields such as arising in biomagnetism, magnetic beads, 
and magnetically labelled bioanalytes. However, GMR sensors possess limited sensitivity and 
SQUID sensors require extremely low temperatures for operation while both of them consume a 
large amount of energy. Recently, alternative biosensors based on the GMI effect of soft 
ferromagnetic materials have been proposed for detection of magnetic biomarkers [9-12]. It has 
been reported that the GMI sensors operate at room temperature and have ultrahigh sensitivity 
(detectable fields, ~100 pT), high thermal stability, high spatial resolution, low power 
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consumption, and low cost [13-15]. These sensors are already in use in today’s mobile phones and 
electronic devices [15, 16]. The ultrahigh sensitivity of the GMI sensors makes them very 
promising for biosensing purposes as well [11, 13, 14, 17].  
The incorporation of GMI technology with magnetic nanoparticles for detection of cancer 
cells and biomolecules [9, 10, 12, 18-23] relies on the stray fields of the magnetized nanoparticles 
to change the GMI ratio of a sensing element. A GMI biosensor prototype using a soft 
ferromagnetic amorphous ribbon was designed for detection of magnetic Dynabeads [9]. This type 
of sensor was then advanced for detecting Au-coated Fe3O4 nanoparticles embedded inside human 
embryonic kidney (HEK 293) cells [12]. Recently, Yang et al. have successfully developed a GMI-
based microchannel system for quick and parallel genotyping of human papilloma virus type 16/18 
and for targeted detection of gastric cancer cells [22, 23]. Despite these studies, research in this 
field is still in its infancy, and there is an increasing need for improving the detection sensitivity 
of existing GMI biosensors [10]. In particular, three very important questions emerge and need to 
be addressed: (i) Can a GMI biosensor detect superparamagnetic nanoparticles at low 
concentrations? (ii) Can the GMI-based techniques achieve sensitivity levels comparable to those 
of existing biosensors? (iii) Can the GMI-based biosensors be used for detection and 
quantification of biomolecules and cancer cells?  
As presented below, our systematic studies have addressed these outstanding questions. In 
particular, we have developed a novel biosensor based the magnetoreactance effect of a microhole-
patterned soft ferromagnetic ribbon for room temperature detection of complex biological systems, 
including Curcumin-type anticancer drugs, BSA proteins, and LLC cancer cells that have taken up 
superparamagnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles.  
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6.2 Working Principle 
Kurlyandskaya et al. [9, 10, 19] first introduced the GMI effect for biosensing applications, 
the working principle of which is similar to that of a MR-based sensor [4]. In either sensor, the 
stray field of magnetic markers plays a vital role in changing the resistance/impedance of the 
sensor, however, their origin for the change is different. GMI effect originates from the change in 
transverse permeability and hence in the skin depth of a conductor (ribbon in this case) [16, 24] 
while MR/GMR effect originates from the change in spin direction of the surface magnetic 
moments [25].   
A schematic of a GMI sensor with a magnetic marker on its surface is shown in Figure 6.1. 
When an AC current of magnitude IAC and frequency f flows through the probe along its length, it 
induces an AC magnetic field of strength hAC transverse to the axis of the ribbon, giving a 
maximum value of the transverse permeability	ߤ். When a DC magnetic field of strength H is 
added along the ribbon axis, the resultant field ܪோሬሬሬሬሬԦ 	ൌ 	ܪሬԦ ൅ ሬ݄Ԧ஺஼ reduces the 	ߤ் and hence the 
impedance of the sensor. The relative change in the magnitude of the impedance was defined as 
the GMI ratio [Eq. (2.7)] and was discussed in previous chapters.  
Figure 6.1 Schematic to demonstrate the working principle of a ribbon-based GMI biosensor for 
detection of a magnetic marker. 
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As the GMI effect generally occurs at a frequency of ~ MHz order, the surface of the ribbon 
is very sensitive to its magnetic and electric environment due to a strong skin effect. When a 
magnetic marker is present on the surface of the ribbon, it becomes magnetized and behaves as a 
magnetic dipole producing a stray field	ܪሬԦ௦௧௥௔௬. Therefore the original	ߤ்	of the ribbon experiences 
a different resultant magnetic field ܪሬԦோᇱ ൌ ܪሬԦ ൅ ሬ݄Ԧ஺஼ ൅ ܪሬԦ௦௧௥௔௬ and achieves a different value 
ߤᇱ் 	giving rise to a different value of the GMI ratio	ቀ୼௓௓ ቁ
ᇱ
. This allows us to evaluate the presence 
of the magnetic marker by considering the difference between the GMI ratios of the ribbon with 
and without it. In this study, we chose the DC magnetic field H corresponding to the maximum 
values of the GMI ratios as the operating point for the reason they correspond to the anisotropy 
field Hk of the ribbon, making the ribbon most sensitive at this field [16, 26]. The MI, MR, and 
MX detection sensitivities of the sensor were defined as the difference between their maximum 
values (i.e. corresponding to Hk) for the test sample (TS) and reference sample (ref) and were 
calculated as, 
Δߟஞ ൌ ሾߦሿ௠௔௫,்ௌ െ ሾߦሿ௠௔௫,௥௘௙	,       (6.1) 
where ሾߦሿ௠௔௫ with  ߦ ൌ 	 ୼ோோ ,
୼௑
௑ , and	
୼௓
௓ 	are the maximum values of the MR, MX, and MI ratios, 
given in Eq. (2.7), (2.9), and (2.11), respectively. These parameters are considered an important 
figure-of-merit for assessing the sensitivity of the biosensor. From here onwards, we denote	Δߟୖ, 
Δߟଡ଼, and Δߟ୞ for MR, MX, and MI detection sensitivities, respectively. 
The stray field ܪሬԦ௦௧௥௔௬ of a magnetic dipole at a position ݎԦ from its center is given by [27],  
ܪሬԦ௦௧௥௔௬ ൌ ௠ସగ௥య ሺ3̂ݎሺ ෝ݉ . ̂ݎሻ െ ෝ݉ሻ     (6.2) 
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where m is the magnitude of magnetic moment, ̂ݎ and ෝ݉  are unit vectors along the directions of ݎԦ 
and ሬ݉ሬԦ, respectively. When a biomolecule is tagged to a magnetic marker or the marker is 
embedded into biological cells, the magnitude Hstray of the dipole reaching to the sensor surface 
becomes weak due to an increased separation. This causes a different resultant of the magnetic 
fields giving rise to a different value of the GMI ratio thereby providing information about the 
presence of the biomolecule or the cells. 
6.3 Materials and Methods 
To fabricate GMI sensor probes, we used a Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 soft ferromagnetic 
amorphous ribbon of 15 m thickness from the same batch used for the study given in Chapter 4. 
As these ribbons are cheap, magnetically very soft, nearly zero magnetostrictive, and highly 
corrosion resistive; they are attractive candidates for developing cost-effective sensitive sensors 
which can be operated without any protective layer on the surface. We used Fe3O4 
superparamagnetic nanoparticles of diameter ranging in between 7 – 20 nm and their beads as the 
magnetic marker while the bioanalytes of interest were Curcumin, BSA proteins, and LLC cancer 
cells. The superparamagnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles were chosen as the biomarkers because they 
have large saturation magnetization and are biocompatible, easy to synthesize, and have potential 
for a variety of biomedical applications [28]. A summary of sensor fabrication using the magnetic 
ribbon and system integration for biodetection is given in this section. However, details of sample 
preparation for GMI detection of the markers/bioanalytes such as synthesis, characterization, and 
functionalization of magnetic nanoparticles and their dilution to a particular concentration etc. are 
given in subsequent sections.  
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6.3.1 Fabrication of Biosensor Probes 
The Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 amorphous ribbon was cut into the pieces of dimensions 20 mm × 
2 mm × 0.015 mm, cleaned with ethanol and double ionized (DI) water, and dried by an air jet 
flow. The following three types of probes were fabricated using these ribbon pieces:  
(a) Type I probe: This probe was fabricated using an as-prepared plain ribbon. A ribbon piece 
of defined dimension was cut and rinsed with DI water and ethanol, and was dried by an 
air jet.  
(b) Type II probe: This probe was fabricated by patterning nano/micro-sized holes on the 
ribbon surface by an etching technique. The central 9 mm region of a ribbon piece was 
etched with 5 L of HNO3 acid concentration (~4.5 %/vol, ~ 8.5 %/vol, or ~ 17%/vol) for 
24 hours at room temperature. The etched ribbon was then rinsed with DI water and 
ethanol, and finally dried by an air jet. As a result, the ribbon with nano/micro-hole 
patterned surface was obtained. 
(c) Type III probe: This probe was fabricated by patterning precisely controlled nano/micro 
holes on the ribbon surface using focused ion beam (FIB) technology. The central 9 mm 
region of each piece was patterned by FIB lithography to create four identical microholes 
of diameter 2 m and depth 2 m in a row with a separation of 2 mm between consecutive 
holes. The probe was then rinsed with DI water and ethanol followed by an air jet drying. 
Figure 6.2 (a) – (c) show the SEM images of the surface morphology of the ribbon pieces 
used for fabrication of Type I, Type II, and Type III probe, respectively. For either probe, four 
copper electrodes with inner electrodes separated by 10 mm (central region of the ribbon pieces) 
followed by outer electrodes at a distance of 3 mm were made to facilitate the impedance 
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measurement. The electrically active region between the inner electrodes contained all the 
patterned holes in case of Type II and Type III probes.  
 
6.3.2 System Integration and Implementation 
6.3.2.1 Exposure of Magnetic Markers to the Sensor Probes 
Test samples in the form of fluids can be exposed on to the surface of a ribbon-based GMI 
sensing probe by (i) drop-casting, (ii) injecting, or (iii) combining with microfluidic devices. In 
this study, all the samples were exposed by the drop-casting method due to its simplicity. A desired 
volume of 5 – 30 L of the test fluid was drop-casted on the electrically active area of the ribbon 
using a micropipette and allowed a maximum of ~2 minutes to settle the sample on the surface 
before performing measurements. Care was taken not to outflow the test sample from the ribbon 
surface and not to touch the electrodes during the measurement. If the fluid touches the electrodes, 
large noise can affect the data. The measurements were performed in the fluidic condition i.e. 
before the medium (water or cell medium) was evaporated. 
(b)(a) (c)
Figure 6.2 SEM images of Co-based plain (a), acid-treated (b), and FIB-patterned ribbons. Type 
I, Type II, and Type III sensor probes were fabricated using (a), (b), and (c), respectively. 
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6.3.2.2 Measurement 
A sensing probe was first installed at the center of the Helmholtz coil as specified in 
Chapter 3. A test sample of desired concentration and volume was then exposed (drop-casted) on 
the surface of the GMI sensing probe and enough time was allowed for settling, as explained above. 
The magnetoimpedance was measured by a four point measurement technique using an HP4192A 
impedance analyzer as described in Chapter 3. Such a measurement technique is known to 
minimize the voltage drop on the contact resistance. The MR, MX, and MI ratios were calculated 
by using the Eq. (2.7), (2.9), and (2.11), respectively given in Chapter 2. The changes in the MR, 
MX, and MI ratios (i.e. Δߟ) due to the presence of a test sample were obtained using Eq. (6.1) 
where the probe itself, with water, or with cell medium was used as the reference sample.  
6.4 Exploiting Components of Magnetoimpedance for Enhanced and Frequency-Tunable 
Detection of Superparamagnetic Nanoparticles  
In this section, we show a systematic study of the influence of Fe3O4 MNPs (mean size ~7 
nm) concentration on the AC MR, MX, and MI effects of a plain ribbon. A volume of 20 L of 
the test samples was drop-casted on the surface of a Type I probe and detection sensitivity Δߟ was 
analyzed using Eq. (6.1) with reference to the probe signal. While previous efforts have been 
focused mainly on developing a biosensor based on the MI effect which have limited sensitivity 
[9, 10, 12, 18-23], we show that by exploiting the MR and MX effects it is possible to improve the 
sensitivity of the biosensor by up to 50% and 100%, respectively.  
6.4.1 Sample Preparation 
The MNPs used in this study were synthesized and characterized by Dr. Chunyan Wang in 
the research group of Prof. Subhra Mohapatra at the Department of Molecular Medicine, 
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University of South Florida. A summary of the synthesis and characterization of the MNPs is given 
below. 
Superparamagnetic (SP) iron oxide nanoparticles were prepared by a chemical method, and 
have been reported to have great potential for drug delivery, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 
and other biomedical applications [29]. The water soluble SPIO nanoparticles were prepared by 
adding SPIO nanoparticles hexane dispersion (40 mg in 0.2 mL) to a tetramethylammonium 11-
aminoundecanoate suspension in dichloromethane (40 mg in 2 mL). The mixture was shaken 
overnight and the precipitate was separated using a magnet and washed with dichloromethane. The 
resulting MNPs were dispersed in deionized water. The composition of the material was confirmed 
to be Fe3O4 with an average size of 7 nm by XRD and TEM. Inset of Figure 6.3 shows a typical 
Figure 6.3 Room temperature M(H) loop of 7 nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles. Inset shows a TEM image 
of the nanoparticles. 
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TEM image confirming the monodisperse nature of the as-synthesized nanoparticles. The 
magnetic properties of the nanoparticles were measured using a SQUID. The room temperature 
superparamagnetic nature of the MNPs is evident as a magnetic hysteresis M(H) loop taken at 300 
K (Figure 6.3) shows the absence of remnant magnetization and zero coercivity. The water 
dispersible MNPs were diluted at concentrations of 0.124 nM, 1.24 nM, 12.4 nM, 62 nM, 124 nM, 
360 nM, 620 nM, 940 nM, and 1240 nM in DI water for GMI measurement. 
6.4.2 Detection and Quantification of Fe3O4 Nanoparticles 
To assess the full potential of the sensor for biodetection, we first investigated the magnetic 
field and frequency dependences of MR, MX, and MI ratios of the plain ribbon and used this 
prototype as a background in order to determine the effects of the fringe fields introduced by the 
SPIO suspensions. Figure 6.4 (a) – (c) show these dependences for the blank ribbon prototype, 
covered with a parafilm paper. It is observed that with increasing frequency the MR and MI ratios 
first increased, reached their maximum values at f ~6 MHz and ~1.5 MHz, respectively, and finally 
decreased for higher frequencies. This can be associated with the relative contributions to the 
permeability and hence to the GMI from the domain wall motion at low frequency range and the 
spin rotation at high frequency range [16]. The MR and MI curves showed a single peak at zero 
field with a height that decreased with increasing DC field at low frequencies (f < 1 MHz); 
however, a double-peak feature with a clear dip at zero field was observed at higher frequencies (f 
≥ 1 MHz). The transformation from the single-peak to double-peak behavior in MR and MI curves 
around 1 MHz can also be attributed to the presence of transverse anisotropy and to the 
magnetization processes that take place in the sample; domain wall motion dominates at low 
frequency (f < 1 MHz) while spin rotation is responsible at high frequency (f ≥ 1 MHz).  
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Figure 6.4 3D plots of the magnetic field and frequency dependences of MR (a), MX (b), and MI
(c) ratios for the plain ribbon covered by a parafilm paper. 
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The MX profiles showed a different behavior; the MX ratio decreased with increasing 
frequency and the curves showed a double-peak structure over the entire frequency range of 0.1 – 
13 MHz, implying the dominance of a transverse magnetic anisotropy in the Co-based ribbon [16]. 
A similar trend was observed for the case of the ribbon with SP nanoparticles. Note that the MX 
ratio is largest at low frequency range, while the largest MR ratio is obtained at high frequency 
range. This can be understood by considering the corresponding contributions to the impedance 
from the reactance at low frequency range and the resistance at high frequency range (see Chapters 
4 and 5). As compared to the MI ratio, the larger values of the MR and MX ratios are expected to 
make them more sensitive in detecting the fringe magnetic fields of SPIO nanoparticles located on 
the surface of the ribbon. 
Figure 6.5 (a) – (c) present the frequency dependence of the maximum MR, MX, and MI 
ratios for the blank prototype (Type I probe) alone, with added 20 L of water, and with water 
dispersible SPIO nanoparticles (1.24 M) on its surface. There was no significant change in the 
MR, MX, and MI ratios of the ribbon when 20 μL of water was drop-casted on its surface. 
However, the presence of the SPIO nanoparticles resulted in a clear increase in the MR, MX, and 
MI ratios. As expected, the MR, MX, and MI changes due to the presence of SPIO MNPs were 
greatest at high, low, and intermediate frequencies, respectively. The detection sensitivities as 
calculated by Eq (6.1) showed the highest changes to be Δߟோ = 4. 51 %,   Δߟ௑ = 11.46 %, and Δߟ௓ 
= 2.65 % at f = 6 MHz, 0.1 MHz, and 1.5 MHz, respectively.  
Figure 6.6 shows the dependence of the MR, MX, and MI ratios on SPIO nanoparticle 
concentration in the frequency range 0.1 – 13 MHz. It is observed that the frequency dependences 
of the MR, MX, and MI ratios for all tested concentrations of the SP nanoparticles follow a similar 
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trend compared to the blank sample. At a given frequency there were clear increases in the MR, 
MX, and MI ratios with the concentration of the SP particles in the range 0 - 124 nM.  
 
Figure 6.5 Frequency dependence of the maximum MR (a), MX (b), and MI (c) ratios for Type I
probe alone, with water, and with Fe3O4 suspension (1.24 M). 
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To best probe such changes, we have performed a quantitative analysis of the variation in 
the MR, MX, and MI responses due to the presence of the SP nanoparticles at selected frequencies 
of 6 MHz, 0.1 MHz, and 1.5 MHz, where their corresponding largest ratios were achieved. We 
have evaluated the difference in the maximum of the MR, MX, and MI ratios by subtracting their 
values for the blank ribbon covered by the parafilm paper from the corresponding values for a 
SPIO sample of particular concentration [i.e. Eq. (6.1)]. The results obtained for ߂ߟ at various SP 
concentrations are shown in Figure 6.7. As expected, for the ribbon with only water no change in 
the MR, MX, and MI ratios was observed (߂ߟ ≈ 0). However, these ratios first increased sharply 
with increase in particle concentration from 0 to 124 nM and then remained almost unchanged for 
higher particle concentrations (≥ 124 nM). The change in MI [߂ߟ௓] was the smallest, whereas the 
largest change in MX [߂ߟ௑] was achieved. The maximum changes in the MI, MR, and MX ratios 
are determined to be about 2.65 %, 4.51 %, and 11.54 %, respectively which are similar to those 
observed in Figure 6.5 (a-c). This value of ߂ߟ௑  is about 2.5 and 5 times (50% and 100%, 
correspondingly) greater than those of ߂ߟ௓ and	߂ߟோ, respectively. This important finding indicates 
that the changes in the components of the MI (MR and MX) are more promising for detection of 
low-concentration SP nanoparticles in a biological system than the change in magneto-impedance 
itself.  
Observed negligible effects of water [Figure 6.5] on the GMI profiles of the sensor probe 
indicate the high corrosion stability of the Co-rich amorphous ribbons with water. The ribbons of 
similar composition were reported to possess high bio-corrosion stability in the past as well [10]. 
Such a corrosion stability of a material with water and other biological solvents is highly expected 
for its use as a bio-sensing probe. The negligible effect of water on the GMI profiles also suggests 
that any change in GMI ratio due to foreign particles is solely due to magnetic effects.  
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Figure 6.6 3D plots of the particle concentration and frequency dependences of MR (a), MX (b), 
and MI (c) ratios. 
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To explain the origin of the observed changes due to the presence of SPIO nanoparticles 
on the ribbon surface, we recall that the impedance of the ribbon is a function of the driving current 
frequency f and external DC magnetic field H through magnetic permeability ߤ் and skin depth 
ߜ௠ given by ߜ௠ ൌ 	ට ఘగఓ೅௙	, where ߩ is the resistivity of the material [10, 26]. The GMI effect is 
often observed at high frequencies (~ MHz), where the skin effect is significant enough to confine 
the AC current to a sheath close to the surface of the ribbon. This makes GMI very sensitive to the 
surface conditions of the ribbon. When the superparamagnetic nanoparticles or their beads are 
present on the ribbon surface, the induced transverse AC magnetic field hAC and longitudinally-
applied DC magnetic field H magnetize them [9, 11, 12, 30, 31]. Then, they behave as magnetic 
dipoles and produce a stray field Hstray which interacts with the resultant of the hAC and H thereby 
modifying the original value of the	ߤ். The change in ߤ் ultimately introduces a change in original 
value of the GMI profiles, i.e. MI, MR, and MX ratios. Studies have shown that the GMI ratio of 
a sensing element can be increased [9, 10] or decreased [12, 23] due to the presence of magnetic 
markers but the reason behind them is still under investigation [9, 10, 32]. Nevertheless, the rise 
or fall in the GMI profile depends on how the magnetic markers create the field superposition with 
the resultant of the H and the hAC. The nature of the superposition can be affected by several factors 
including the marker properties such as the size and magnetic characteristics, and the GMI element 
properties such as surface roughness and magnetic anisotropy. In our case, the superposition can 
be considered to act in favor of increasing the ߤ் giving a possibility of increased GMI ratio as 
observed in Figure 6.5 – Figure 6.7. It can be assumed that the majority of the beads tended to 
couple with the induced AC field and resulted in an increased	ߤ், and hence, the enhanced GMI 
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ratio. However, a smooth surface (e.g. film) or micro-scale magnetic markers could result into a 
decrease in the ߤ் and the GMI ratio. 
As the concentration of SP nanoparticles is increased, the strength of fringe fields also 
increases, thus disturbing the DC and AC magnetic fields on the ribbon to a greater degree and 
consequently altering the MR, MX, and MI.  In the present case, the increase of ߂ߟோ, ߂ߟ௑, and 
߂ߟ௓ with increasing concentration of SPIO nanoparticles (Figure 6.7) can be attributed to the 
increase of ߤ் due to the increased coupling of the magnetic fringe fields of the nanoparticles with 
the AC transverse magnetic field. This coupling becomes independent of SPIO nanoparticles as 
the concentration of nanoparticles exceeds a critical concentration (which is ~124 nM in the 
present case). As a result, no further increase in the	߂ߟ is obtained. Clearly, the concentration of 
~124 nM sets an upper limit of the sensor detection of 7 nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles (Figure 6.7).  
Figure 6.7  SPIO particle concentration dependence of MR, MX, and MI detection sensitivities. 
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Finally to compare the sensitivity of the proposed biosensor with those of existing 
biosensors, we summarize in Table 6.1 the important parameters of various magnetic biosensors 
[4, 7, 33-37]. From a biosensor perspective, we recall the importance of distinguishing the density 
of labels within a detection area from the number of labels, since the smaller the detection area, 
the less sensitive the biochemical assay [7]. Therefore, the sensitivity figure-of-merit is the sensing 
area required per detectable magnetic particle. As one can see clearly in Table 6.1 for the detection 
limit of nanoscale particles, the present biosensor can detect approximately 2.1×1011 7 nm Fe3O4 
nanoparticles over a detection area of 2.0×105 m2, which is comparable to a SQUID-based 
biosensor [33] that detects the presence of ~1×108 11 nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles over a detection area 
of 6.8×104 m2. As compared to the SQUID biosensor, the present biosensor has advantages  
 
Table 6.1 Detection of magnetic particles using different type of magnetic biosensors. 
a Measured in nanometer. 
b Surface area of the sensor used to capture the magnetic particles and detect them. 
c Not coated with polymer. 
of room-temperature operation, less complex instruments, and hence more portable and flexible 
implementation. Therefore, the proposed biosensor is very promising for highly sensitive detection 
of SP nanoparticles as magnetic markers in biological systems.  
Detector Type Detection 
Area 
(m2)b 
Particle Particle 
Diamet
er 
(m) 
Sensitivity 
(Particles) 
Area per 
detectable 
particle 
(m2) 
Reference
GMI 2.0×105 Magnetite 7 a,c 2.1x1011 2.0×10-6 Present 
SQUID 6.8×104 Magnetite 11 a 1×108 6.8×10-4 [33] 
Microcantilever 2×104 NdFeBLa 2 1 2.0×104 [4] 
BARC III 3.1×104 Ni3Fe70 3.3 1 3.1×104 [7] 
Resonant Coil 2.5×107 Dynal M-280 2.8 1×105 2.5×102 [34] 
Spin Valve 12 Micromer®-M 2 1 12 [35] 
AMR Ring 8 Ni30Fe70 4.3 1 8 [36] 
Hall Sensor 5.8 Dynal M-280 2.8 1 5.8 [37] 
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6.5 Microhole-patterned Ribbon for Enhanced Detection of Nanomag-D Beads 
In this section, we report on a comparative study of GMI detection of functional magnetic 
beads, Nanomag-D, using two types of GMI sensing probes (Type I and Type II) based on the 
amorphous ribbon. A volume of 30 or 5 L of the test samples was drop-casted on the surface of 
a Type I and Type II probe (etched by ~ 4.5 %/vol) and MI-based detection sensitivity Δߟ௓ was 
analyzed using Eq. (6.1) by considering the corresponding probe as the reference. Patterning 
submicron-sized holes by treating the surface of a ribbon with an appropriate concentration of 
HNO3 is shown to improve the bead detection sensitivity by about 3-4 times. 
6.5.1 Sample Preparation 
Functionalized Nanomag-D beads (diameter, ~250 nm) suspended in water with the 
original concentration of 10 mg/mL were purchased from Mircomod Partikeltechnologie GmbH, 
Germany. These beads are NH2-coated composites of iron oxide nanoparticles in dextran matrix 
and have potential medical applications [38]. These beads were diluted to various concentrations 
for GMI measurement.  
6.5.2 Detection of Nanomag-D beads 
Figure 6.8 shows the DC magnetic field dependence of MI ratio at 1.5 MHz for (a) the 
plain ribbon (Type I probe) and with the drop-casted Nanomag-D beads (100 g/mL, 30 L) and 
(b) the acid-treated ribbon (Type II probe) and with the drop-casted Nanomag-D (100 g/mL, 5 
L). It can be seen that the GMI ratio for both probes with and without Nanomag-D beads varied 
in a similar fashion with the applied H field. As expected, the presence of Nanomag-D beads on 
the ribbon surface resulted in an increase of the GMI ratio in both cases. However, the increase 
was not homogeneous at the all DC magnetic fields, instead there was a maximum change near 
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the peak values (i.e. near to Hk) in either case. Similar results were also observed due to the 
presence of SP nanoparticles, described in the previous section.  
 
Figure 6.8 Magnetic field dependence of GMI ratio for Type I (a) and Type II (b) sensing probes
alone and with drop-casted Nanomag-D beads; and their detection sensitivities (c). 
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Here, it is interesting to note (Figure 6.8) that while the acid treatment reduced the GMI 
ratio of the plain ribbon, the difference in the GMI ratio observed for the acid treated ribbon with 
and without Nanomag-D beads is about three times larger than that observed for the untreated 
ribbon with and without Nanomag-D beads. It is more clearly observed in Figure 6.8 (c). The 
calculated values of Δߟ௓	were 2.2 % and 6.5 % for Type I and Type II probes, respectively. It is 
interesting to note that the sample volume for exposed to the etched ribbon was less than that 
exposed to the plain ribbon while the concentration remaining the same. This enhancement in the 
GMI ratio due to the presence of MNPs on the ribbon with etch pits than on the plain ribbon is 
highly promising for developing sensitive biosensors. 
The change in the GMI ratio of the ribbon due to the presence of the beads is attributed to 
the disturbances on the resultant of the applied DC H and induced AC hAC fields by their fringe 
field Hstray [7, 9]. The increase in the GMI ratio was discussed above on the basis of the coupling 
of magnetic nanodipoles with magnetic moments of the ribbon to increase the transverse 
permeability. The inhomogeneous increase of the detection sensitivity ሺΔߟ௓ሻ with H observed in 
Figure 6.8 (a-b) can also be discussed on similar basis.  For H < Hk, the dominant portion of the 
transverse permeability comes from the domain wall motion, while the rotation of magnetic 
moments contributes a small fraction only. Therefore, the coupling of the nanodipole with the 
rotation of magnetic moments of the GMI element makes a small change to the GMI ratio in this 
regime. With increasing the role of the magnetic moment rotation to the transverse permeability 
at higher H, Δߟ also increases and reaches a maximum Δߟ௠௔௫ at H ~ Hk where the magnetic 
moment rotation starts becoming dominant to contribute to the transverse permeability. However, 
with increasing the H beyond Hk, the domain wall motion gets damped and the rotation of the 
magnetic moments becomes less sensitive to H, giving a small change in the transverse 
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permeability, thereby decreasing the Δߟ௓ [16, 32]. In this dissertation, we denote the Δߟ௠௔௫ as 
Δߟ௓ for simplicity.  
Laurita et al [39] have shown that stray fields arising from rough surfaces cause a 
considerable reduction in GMI and reducing the surface roughness of a ribbon by coating it with 
a thin magnetic metal layer enhances the GMI ratio. So, the reduction in the GMI ratio of the acid-
treated ribbon due to an increased surface roughness was expected. From a biodetection 
perspective, it is important to highlight here that the presence of the magnetic beads on the rough 
surface of the ribbon resulted in a larger change in the GMI ratio as compared to the smooth 
surface. The presence of the micro holes on the surface of the acid-treated ribbon [Figure 6.2 (b)] 
seems to play an important role in improving the sensitivity of particle detection [Figure 6.8 (b)]. 
When the magnetic markers are trapped in the micro holes that are present at the sensing element, 
the interaction of the stray field Hstray with the H and hAC becomes stronger, increasing the GMI 
ratio and hence the detection sensitivity in a larger extent. In enhancing such interaction, several 
factors are taken into account which includes (i) controlled physical motion of the magnetic 
markers, (ii) decreased distance between the magnetic markers and the sensing element, (iii) 
exposure of larger surface area of the markers onto the GMI sensing element, (iv) interaction of 
the stray fields of the markers with the fringe field arising from the sensing element itself, and (v) 
clustering of the particles inside the holes. Literature has also reported that the physical stability 
of the magnetic beads and their distance from the sensing element are the important factors for  
detection of a stray field [40, 41].   
Overall, our study demonstrates that patterning the ribbon surface with nano/micro-sized 
holes is an effective way for improving the detection sensitivity of a ribbon-based GMI biosensor. 
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This is particularly important as an improvement in the detection sensitivity can lead to a highly 
sensitive detection of bioanalytes tagged to magnetic markers or cells that have taken up magnetic 
markers. 
6.6 Detection and Quantification of Curcumin-type Anticancer Drugs 
In this section, we show the possibility of detecting Curcumin (Cur) anticancer drugs 
tagged to Fe3O4@Alginate nanoconjugates at low concentrations using MI and MX-based probes. 
In the nanoconjugate, Fe3O4 nanoparticles were used as the magnetic markers, Cur as a 
prototypical chemotherapy drug, and Alg to stabilize the system. The Cur is an anti-oxidant, anti-
inflammatory, and one of the most promising anti-cancer drugs based on natural products [42], 
while the Alg is a natural polysaccharide with numerous biomedical applications [43]. We drop-
casted a volume of 5 or 20 L of the test samples on the surface of a Type II probe (etched by ~ 
8.5 %/vol for the MI-based detection and by ~17 %/vol for the MX-based detection) and measured 
the GMI ratio as described above. The detection sensitivity Δߟ was analyzed using Eq. (6.1) 
considering the signal for equal volume of water as the reference. Our studies show that the Cur 
conjugated with Fe3O4@Alg nanoconjugates can be detected and quantified using both MI and 
MX-based analysis with a linear response up to a certain concentration. The MX-based showed a 
higher detection sensitivity (~4 times) than that of the MI-based detection while the latter had a 
wider linear range.  
6.6.1 Synthesis and Characterization of Magnetic Nanoconjugates 
The samples used in this study i.e. Fe3O4 (Mag) MNPs, Fe3O4@Alginate (Mag-Alg), and 
Fe3O4@Alginate@Curcumin (Mag-Alg-Cur) were synthesized by Ms. Trang Thu Mai in the 
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research group of Prof. Nguyen Xuan Phuc at the Institute of Materials Science, Vietnam Academy 
of Science and Technology, Hanoi, Vietnam. They also characterized the samples by XRD and 
Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) spectroscopies to confirm the crystal phase of Mag MNPs 
and successful tagging of bioanalytes. The Mag-Alg-Cur conjugates, originally prepared in a 
concentration of 5 mg/mL, were diluted at different concentrations in water for GMI measurement. 
A summary of synthesis and characterization of the nanoconjugates is given below. 
6.6.1.1 Synthesis  
Magnetite (Mag) nanoparticles were synthesized by co-precipitation of ferric and ferrous 
hydroxide in alkaline conditions as described in Mai et al. [44]. To coat with Alg, the Mag 
nanoparticles were dispersed in water with a concentration of 3 mg/mL. Separately, 0.1 g of Alg 
was added to 10 mL of water and stirred for 2 hrs until completely dissolved. Afterward, 30 mL 
of the Mag suspension was dropped slowly into the Alg solution under ultrasonic conditions at 
room temperature. The mixture of Mag and Alg was then magnetically stirred for 48 hours. Finally, 
uncoated particles were separated by centrifugation and a magnetic fluid of 5 mg/mL Mag 
nanoparticles coated with Alg was obtained (Mag-Alg).  
Cur was incorporated in the magnetic system of Mag-Alg nanoparticles as described by Ha 
et al. [45]. Firstly, 20 mL of 0.1 g/mL Mag-Alg magnetic fluid was added to a 200 mL flask 
containing a magnetic stir bar. In a separate container, 0.1 g of Cur was dissolved in 15 mL of 
ethanol and poured into the Mag-Alg magnetic fluid. The mixture was stirred in a closed vessel 
for 48 hrs followed by the removal of ethanol. The obtained product was centrifuged at 5000 rpm 
for 5 min to remove unencapsulated Cur. The final product (Mag-Alg-Cur) was stored at room 
temperature.  
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6.6.1.2 Characterization 
To characterize the synthesized samples (Mag and Mag-Alg-Cur MNPs), they were first 
dried at 60oC under inert conditions. Their structural and morphological characterization was done 
using powder XRD, field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM), and TEM. Dynamic 
light scattering (DLS) was also used to determine the particle size distribution. The coating layer 
of Alg and presence of Cur were confirmed using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra. The 
magnetic properties of the Mag and Mag-Alg-Cur nanoparticles were characterized using VSM. 
 
Figure 6.9 XRD spectra of Fe3O4 and Mag-Alg-Cur nanoparticles (a), SEM images of Fe3O4
nanoparticles (b) and Mag-Alg-Cur nanoparticles (c), and a TEM image of Mag-Alg-Cur 
nanoparticles (d). 
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The structural and morphological characterizations of the synthesized Mag and Mag-Alg-
Cur MNPs are shown in Figure 6.9. The crystalline structures of Mag and Mag-Alg-Cur MNPs 
were analyzed using XRD at a wavelength of 1.54056 Å on a Siemens D5000. As shown in Figure 
6.9 (a) for Mag MNPs, multiple peaks were observed at 2θ = 31o, 36o, 43o, 53o, 57o, 63o, and 74o, 
which are indexed as those of Fe2+Fe23+O4 (JCPDS card No. 82-1533). These peaks were also  
observed in magnetic fluid samples containing the functionalized Mag-Alg-Cur MNPs, indicating 
that there was no chemical modification due to the encapsulation of Alg and loading of Cur. Figure 
6.9 (b) shows a FE-SEM image of unmodified Mag MNPs, which are spherical, with a diameter 
of 10 - 15 nm. From a histogram analysis of the TEM image, the average size of these particles 
was estimated to be 102.5 nm. The FE-SEM and TEM images shown in Figure 6.9 (c – d) indicate 
that the addition of Alg and Cur increased the size of the Mag nanoparticles significantly, giving 
a final diameter of ~100 nm. The DLS spectrum showed a wide distribution of the Mag-Alg-Cur 
MNPs, with an average diameter of 12015 nm. This deviation in particle size could be due to the 
clustering of the MNPs. 
Table 6.2 Summary of typical vibration bands. 
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In order to confirm the coating of Alg and loading of Cur on Mag nanoparticles, the FTIR 
spectra of Mag, Alg, Cur, and Mag-Alg-Cur were performed using a Shimazdu FTIR with a 
wavenumber range of 400 to 4000 cm-1; the results are shown in Figure 6.10.   
The peak observed at 586 cm-1 is the characteristic peak of Fe – O – Fe in bulk Fe3O4 [46]. 
This peak was shifted to 574 cm-1 in the observed IR spectrum of the Mag-Alg-Cur nanoparticles. 
It could be explained by the coordination of iron in Fe3O4 and oxygen of –COO- groups in Alg 
[47]. For Alg, the broad bands between 2500 and 3300 cm-1 were attributed to the stretching 
vibration of hydrogen bond (O – H….H) [48]. The band at 1622 cm-1 was attributed to the 
stretching vibration of carboxylate groups (-COO-). This band was also observed at 1626 cm-1 in 
the spectrum of Mag-Alg-Cur MNPs.  As for Cur, a broad band at 3446 cm-1 was assigned to the 
stretching vibration of phenolic O–H group [49], which was observed to be overlapped with the 
stretching band of the hydrogen bond in Alg. In addition, typical peaks for stretching vibration of 
Figure 6.10 FTIR spectra for Mag, Alg, Cur, and Mag-Alg-Cur. 
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C=C of benzene ring and bending vibration of C–H bound to the benzene ring were observed at 
1514 and 1430 cm-1, respectively [49, 50]. In the Mag-Alg-Cur spectrum, these peaks were shifted 
to 1503 and 1392 cm-1, respectively. The peak at 861 cm−1, the vibrational band of C–O in –C–
OCH3 of phenyl ring [49], was observed at 843 cm−1 in the Mag-Alg-Cur sample. The band at 
1721 cm-1, attributed to the vibration of the carbonyl bond (C = O) in Cur compound, was observed 
at 1757 cm-1 in the Mag-Alg-Cur spectrum. These variations could arise from some interaction 
between Cur and Alg and Mag and be involved in complexity of iron metal in Fe3O4 and C = O 
group in Cur [51]. The typical vibrational bands for these chemicals are summarized in Table 6.2. 
These results confirmed that Cur was loaded onto the Mag MNPs. The observation of all of the 
characteristic peaks of Mag, Alg, and Cur in the FTIR spectra of Mag-Alg-Cur MNPs confirmed 
the formation of a multifunctional magnetic system. 
Figure 6.11 (a) shows the M(H) loops taken at room temperature (300 K) for plain Mag 
and Mag-Alg-Cur MNPs. The saturation magnetization (MS) of the plain Mag MNPs was 
determined to be about 60 emu/g, and reduced to about 37 emu/g (by ~ 35%) for the final Mag-
Alg-Cur product. We note that the reduction of MS due to encapsulation of Alg was only by 1-2% 
(not shown here). This implies that a significant mass of Cur was loaded onto Alg-encapsulated 
Mag MNPs, which was already confirmed by SEM and TEM images (Figure 6.9). The large 
increase in the overall size of the particles due to the Cur coating could also minimize interparticle 
interactions and consequently reduce the MS of the final Mag-Alg-Cur product [52]. It is important 
to note that the M(H) loops at 300 K did not show any coercivity (Figure 6.11), indicating the 
superparamagnetic nature of the functionalized MNPs. This result is consistent with the 
observation of the temperature dependence of zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) 
magnetization (the M-T curves) in Figure 6.11 (b) that shows that on increasing temperature, this 
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sample undergoes a transition from the ferromagnetic (blocked) to superparamagnetic state at TB 
~ 245 K (the so-called blocking temperature, which is often referred as to the peak of the ZFC M-
T curve). The room-temperature superparamagnetic property of the functionalized MNPs has been 
further confirmed by best fitting the M(H) data at 300 K to the Langevin function [53] (see inset 
of Figure 6.11 (b). The superparamagnetic properties of these MNPs are desirable for a wide range 
of biomedical applications.  
6.6.2 Magnetoimpedance-based Detection and Quantification 
For MI-based detection and quantification of Curcumin tagged to the MNPs, we used a 
ribbon-based GMI probe of Type II (etched by ~8.5% /vol HNO3). The sensing probe was 
characterized before testing it for detection of Curcumin tagged to the nanoconjugates. The 
magnetic field and frequency dependences of the GMI ratio (ΔZ/Z) for the probe is shown in 
Figure 6.12. As seen from the figure, the GMI ratio increased sharply with frequency, reached a 
Figure 6.11 (a) Room temperature M(H) loops of Mag and Mag-Alg-Cur nanoparticles; (b) 
temperature dependence of ZFC and FC magnetization for Mag-Alg-Cur nanoconjugates. Inset of 
(b) shows the M(H) curve and its fit to the Langevin function for Mag-Alg-Cur nanoconjugates. 
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peak value at ~ 2 MHz, and then decreased slowly for higher frequencies. The H field dependence 
of GMI profiles had a single and double peak behavior at low and high frequencies, respectively. 
We have explained the field and frequency dependence of the GMI profile in previous chapters 
(see Chapter 4, 5). Similar field and frequency dependent features of the GMI ratio were observed 
for the drop-casted water and Mag-Alg-Cur as well except that the magnitude of the [ΔZ/Z]max for 
the nanoconjugates was higher than for the rests. The profiles for the ribbon alone and with water 
were identical to each other as observed previously. From a biosensing perspective, the change in 
GMI ratio due to the presence of the magnetic nanoconjugates while remaining unchanged for the 
added water is very important observation. 
We recall that an amorphous ribbon used as a sensing element in GMI biosensors may be 
subject to biochemical corrosion, when a solution is drop-casted on the surface of the ribbon [54]. 
Therefore, it is necessary to examine the GMI signal of probe before and after drop-casting a 
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solution containing MNPs, as well as after completely removing the MNP-containing solution 
from the ribbon surface.  
In the present study, since the functionalized MNPs were dispersed in water, we carefully 
checked GMI signal of the probe without water, with water, with water containing MNPs, and 
after removing the MNP suspension. The GMI signals were recorded to be almost identical for the 
cases of probe without water, with water, and after removing the MNP-containing water, indicating 
a negligible corrosion effect of water on the presently used ribbon. This is in good agreement with 
our previous observation during detection of SPIO MNPs and Nanomag-D beads (please see 
above). Kurlyandskaya et al. [54] have also showed a negligible corrosion effect of water on a Co-
based ribbon of similar composition. For clarify, in this section we only compared the GMI signals 
Figure 6.13 Frequency dependence of [ΔZ/Z]max for the acid-etched ribbon and the ribbon with 
Mag-Alg-Cur nanoparticles. Inset shows the difference between their peak values at various
frequencies. 
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of the two cases: the plain ribbon without water (e.g. probe) and the probe with water containing 
the functionalized MNPs (e.g. Probe+Mag-Alg-Cur). 
For a quantitative determination of the increase in [ΔZ/Z]max due to the presence of the 
Mag-Alg-Cur, the frequency dependence of the [ΔZ/Z]max for the probe alone and Probe+Mag-
Alg-Cur was studied, the results of which are shown in Figure 6.13. For both samples, the 
[ΔZ/Z]max was observed to possess peaks at f ~ 2 MHz. Relative to the probe, the higher values of 
[ΔZ/Z]max due to the presence of the MNPs were found over the whole frequency range. The inset 
of Figure 6.13 shows the calculated difference in the [ΔZ/Z]max for these two cases using Eq. (6.1), 
over the whole frequency range. A maximum increase of [ΔZ/Z]max, with ∆ߟ௓~6.5	%	was obtained 
at f ~ 2 MHz, where their peaks were observed. The above results suggest that these functionalized 
MNPs can be detected by a GMI biosensor over a wide range of frequencies, with the highest 
detection sensitivity achieved at f ~ 2 MHz. The change in the GMI ratio due to the presence of 
the functionalized Mag-Alg-Cur MNPs is attributed to superposition of their fringe fields with the 
H and hAC, the explanation of which was given above and can be found in the literature as well 
[19]. Especially at higher frequencies, the skin effect of the ribbon is very strong, rendering surface 
highly sensitive to its electrical and magnetic environment. Therefore, the presence of even a low 
concentration of MNPs alters the impedance of the ribbon to a great extent, which ultimately leads 
to a sensitive detection of biomolecules attached to a magnetic biomarker [19]. 
Figure 6.14 (a) shows the H field dependence of the GMI ratio for various concentrations 
of Mag-Alg-Cur at f = 1.5 MHz and the inset of it is its enlarged view in a narrow field range. We 
selected the frequency of 1.5 MHz for this experiment because the difference in the GMI responses 
of the probe with and without Mag-Alg-Cur was largest at this frequency. As observed in the 
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enlarged view [inset of Figure 6.14 (a)], the change in the GMI ratio for water as compared to the 
probe was negligible while it increased significantly with concentrations of the Mag-Alg-Cur 
nanoconjugates. The concentration dependence of the GMI ratio in a wide range is better illustrated 
in Figure 6.14 (b), where ∆ߟ௓ of MImax for different concentrations of Mag-Alg-Cur was obtained 
according to Eq. (6.1). This difference ߂ߟ௓ defines the sensitivity of the sensing element in 
detecting particular concentration of the Mag-Alg-Cur nanoconjugates.  
Figure 6.14 Magnetic field dependence of GMI ratio for various concentrations of Mag-Alg-
Cur nanoparticles (a) and concentration dependence of detection sensitivity of the GMI sensor
in detecting Mag-Alg-Cur nanoparticles (b). Inset of (a) is an enlarged graph of (a). 
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It is clear from Figure 6.14 (b) that the ߂ߟ௓ increased from zero for the probe, up to about 
7% for 200 ng/mL of Mag-Alg-Cur, and remained almost constant beyond this concentration. We 
have previously observed a similar trend with non-functionalized Fe3O4 nanoparticles as well. The 
increase in the GMI ratio with concentration of biomarkers and existence of an upper critical 
concentration have also been reported by Chiriac et al. [20] and  Martins et al. [55]. However, 
Wang et al. [56] have observed a decrease in the GMI ratio of a sensing element due to the presence 
of MNPs. This difference likely arises from the difference in the superposition effect of the fringe 
field of MNPs, the induced transverse AC field, and the external DC field. In the former case, the 
presence of the fringe field of MNPs could compensate the decrease in the GMI ratio caused by 
stray fields due to the surface roughness of the sensing element, thus enhancing the effective 
magnetic permeability and the GMI ratio. In the latter case, however, for sensing elements with a 
smooth surface like a thin film, the presence of the fringe field of MNPs could cause magnetic 
inhomogeneity, thus reducing the effective magnetic permeability and the GMI ratio [56]. In both 
cases, the change in GMI (its absolute value) with the presence of MNPs was exploited for the 
detection purpose.  
It has been noted that the detection sensitivity of a magnetic biosensor is considerably 
reduced upon increasing distance between the sensing element and MNPs [5, 6]. Functionalizing 
the surface of MNPs with biopolymer layers increases significantly the effective diameter of the 
particles and hence the distance between the sensing element and the MNPs. As a result, a 
significant decrease in the detection sensitivity of the biosensor is often observed when detecting 
functionalized MNPs, with reference to non-functionalized MNPs [6]. However, as compared to 
the detection described above for the non-functionalized Fe3O4 nanoparticles (߂ߟ௓ ~2%), we have 
achieved a higher detection capacity (~3 times) for the functionalized Fe3O4 nanoparticles (Fe3O4 
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nanoparticles coated with Alg and Cur) in the present study (߂ߟ௓ ~7%). This is not very surprising 
given that unlike the case above (of non-functionalized Fe3O4), the ribbon was treated with HNO3 
in the present case, in order to create nanoholes on the surface of the ribbon. As demonstrated in 
previous study, the presence of these nanoholes enhanced magnetic interactions between the 
magnetic signal near the surface of the ribbon and the fringe field of MNPs located on the surface, 
which, in effect, increased the overall detection capacity of the biosensor to the MNPs. These 
results indicate that the biosensing technique that we have advanced is well suited for highly 
sensitive detection of functionalized MNPs for a wide range of applications in biomedicine.  
6.6.3 Magnetoreactance-based Detection and Quantification 
In the above sections, we have shown that by exploiting the real and imaginary components 
of GMI, namely, the MR and MX effects, it is possible to improve the detection sensitivity of a 
GMI biosensor by up to 50% and 100%, respectively. We have also shown above that patterning 
nanoholes onto the surface of a ribbon by an appropriate concentration of HNO3 acid could further 
improve the detection sensitivity of the biosensor. In this study, we employ the MX effect of a 
patterned ribbon for detecting and quantifying the anticancer drugs (Curcumin). Optimal 
micro/nanoholes were obtained on the ribbon surface when etching the ribbon surface with HNO3 
of concentration ~17 % /vol to get the highest detection sensitivity. We used this probe for 
quantitative analysis of the drugs using MX-based detection, which we explain below.  
Figure 6.15 (a) shows the magnetic field dependence of MX ratio (i.e. ΔX/X) taken at 0.5 
MHz for a plain ribbon, with 10 µL of DI water, and with 10 µL of 250 ng/mL Mag-Alg-Cur 
nanoparticles. The inset shows the enlarged view of the ΔX/X profiles. The presence of water does 
not alter the ΔX/X ratio of the plain ribbon, indicating a negligible corrosion effect of water on the 
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presently used ribbon. This is in good agreement with a previous observations. It is worth noting 
here that the presence of Mag-Alg-Cur nanoparticles on the surface of the ribbon resulted in an 
increase in the ΔX/X ratio by 18%.  
To probe the effects of water and Mag-Alg-Cur nanoparticles on the MX response of the 
ribbon at different frequencies, we have measured the MX of the plain ribbon, with water (10 µL), 
and with Mag-Alg-Cur nanoparticles (250 ng/mL, 10 µL) over a frequency range of 0.2 – 2.5 
MHz. Figure 6.15 (b) shows the frequency dependence of maximum MX ratio (i.e. [ΔX/X]max) for 
these samples. It can be observed that [ΔX/X]max is largest at 0.2 MHz and decreases sharply with 
increasing frequency in the range of 0.2 – 2.5 MHz. This can be ascribed to the frequency 
dependence of transverse magnetic permeability which decreases with increasing frequency in the 
range of 0.2 – 2.5 MHz. From a biosensing perspective, it is interesting to highlight that while 
Figure 6.15 (a) Magnetic field dependence of MX ratio at 0.5 MHz for the acid-etched ribbon
alone, with water, and with Mag-Alg-Cur nanoparticles (250 ng/mL). (b) Frequency 
dependence of the maximum MX ratio for these samples. Inset shows the frequency 
dependence of sensor detection sensitivity (∆ηX). 
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almost identical values of [ΔX/X]max are obtained for the ribbon with and without water, the 
presence of Mag-Alg-Cur nanoparticles results in significantly larger values of  [ΔX/X]max in the 
frequency range of 0.2 – 2.5 MHz. We have defined the detection sensitivity of the sensor (Δߟ௑) 
using Eq. (6.1), as the difference in [ΔX/X]max between the ribbon and the ribbon with Mag-Alg-
Cur nanoparticles. The variation in Δߟ௑ with frequency is plotted in inset of Figure 6.15 (b). As 
one can see in this figure, Δߟ௑ has a maximum value of ~30% at 0.2 MHz and decreases sharply 
with increase in the frequency.  
This value of Δߟ௑ is about 4-5 times higher than that of a MI-based biosensor (i.e.	Δߟ௓) 
given above for the detection of same MNPs. The observed Δߟ௑ is the highest to any GMI-based 
detection sensitivity reported in the literature to date [10, 12, 22, 23, 56]. As the highest sensitivity 
was observed at 0.2 MHz, it was chosen as the operating frequency for quantitative analysis of 
Mag-Alg-Cur nanoparticles at different concentrations, given below. 
   Figure 6.16 (a) displays the magnetic field dependence of the MX ratio at 0.2 MHz for the 
ribbon with Mag-Alg-Cur nanoparticles (5 µL) at various concentrations. The detection sensitivity 
(Δߟ௑) has been calculated using Eq. (6.1) for all particle concentrations, and its variation with 
particle concentration is depicted in Figure 6.16 (b). It can be seen that Δߟ௑ first increases sharply 
in the range of 0 – 50 ng/mL (from ~3.5% for 10 ng/mL to ~30 % for 50 ng/mL) and then remains 
almost unchanged for higher concentrations (50 ng/mL – 250 ng/mL). A similar trend of Δߟ௑	was 
observed above for non-functionalized Fe3O4 nanoparticles as well. These results indicate that a 
ribbon-based GMI biosensor can be successfully used for detection and quantification of 
anticancer drugs tagged to Fe3O4@Alginate nanoconjugates. While the MX-based probe can be 
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ideal to detect weaker magnetic fields, the MI-based probe can be used for a wider linear range of 
detection.  
6.7 Quantitative Detection of Proteins and Cancer Cells 
In this section, we report on the detection of magnetically tagged BSA proteins and LLC 
cancer cells using Type II and Type III probes. As explained above, the Type II probe had 
numerous holes with undefined dimensions which were created by acid etching method while the 
Figure 6.16 (a) Magnetic field dependence of MX ratio at 0.2 MHz for various concentrations of
Mag-Alg-Cur; (b) particle concentration dependence of the sensor’s detection sensitivity. 
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Type III probe had four holes, each of 2 m diameter and 2 m depth, created by FIB technique. 
Our study shows that while both Type II and Type III probes can successfully detect the 
bioanalytes, the defined number and size of holes in the Type III probe allows a quantitative 
detection. In addition, we demonstrate that the magnetically labelled cancer cells can be detected 
with a higher sensitivity when using an MX-based analysis.   
6.7.1 Sample Preparation 
6.7.1.1 Fe3O4@SiO2@Au-BSA  
The Fe3O4@SiO2@Au and Fe3O4@SiO2@Au@BSA (ML-BSA) were prepared and 
provided by our collaborators, the research group of Prof. T.H. Nhung at the Institute of Physics, 
Vietnam Academy of Science and Technology, Hanoi, Vietnam. In short, superparamagnetic 
Fe3O4 MNPs of diameter 8-10 nm (from TEM) and 100 nm hydrodynamic diameter (from DLS) 
were purchased from Chemicell GmbH. Fe3O4@SiO2 core-shell MNPs, with amino groups on 
their surface were synthesized by microemulsion method (oil in water) using (3-Aminopropyl) 
triethoxysilane (APTES) as the catalyst [57]. The final diameter of the Fe3O4@SiO2 MNPs were 
found to vary in between 90 – 130 nm. Au NPs (1-3 nm) were prepared using Duff and Baiker’s 
method [58] and several of them were attached to the amino groups on the surface of Fe3O4@SiO2 
NPs via electrostatic interaction. Gold shells were then grown by reduction of HAuCl4 (chlorauric 
acid) onto these seeds. The formation process of gold layer was accomplished by combining 
molecular self-assembly (reduction of the gold salt using formaldehyde) at pH = 9.5 condition.  
The Fe3O4 NPs, Fe3O4@SiO2 core-shell, and Fe3O4@SiO2@Au NPs were characterized 
by TEM, dynamic light scattering (DLS), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), UV-
VIS spectroscopy, and VSM. From optical and magnetic characterizations, the Fe3O4@SiO2@Au 
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NPs were confirmed to have a gold coating and possess superparamagnetic behavior. The bovine 
serum albumen (BSA) proteins were then loaded on the water dispersible Fe3O4@SiO2@Au NPs. 
For GMI measurement experiments, the nanoparticles of a final diameter ~ 110 – 120 nm were 
used at a concentration of of 2.3×1011 MNPs/mL.  
6.7.1.2 Fe3O4-labelled Lewis Lung Carcinoma Cells 
The synthesis of Fe3O4 magnetic nanoparticles and their cell uptake were performed by 
Mr. Mark Howell in the research group of Dr. Subhra Mohapatra at the Department of Molecular 
Medicine, University of South Florida. Iron oxide nanoparticles were prepared as described by 
Sun and Zeng et al. [59] and Lipid Micellar Nanoparticles (LMNs) encapsulating the iron oxide 
nanoparticles (ILMNs) were prepared as described previously by Howell et al. [60].  
For cell uptake experiments, the LMNs were labeled with doxorubicin hydrochloride 
(DOX) as a fluorescent marker. LMNs encapsulating DOX and iron oxide (DILMNs) 
nanoparticles were prepared, as described in Ref. [60]. Briefly, cells were seeded 24 h prior to 
nanoparticle addition. Various amounts of nanoparticles were added to each well. After 4 hrs of 
incubation, the cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and fixed using a 10% 
neutral buffered formalin solution. Nuclei of the cells were stained using DAPI. The cells were 
imaged using the multiphoton Olympus BX61W1 confocal microscope. 
Cellular uptake of MLMNs and ILMNs for the iron oxide detection experiments was 
performed in the same manner as that of DILMNs uptake studies. Various dilutions of the cells, 
the nanoparticles, and the magnetically labelled cells were prepared for GMI measurements. The 
data presented here are for a concentration of 0.05 mg/mL Fe3O4 MNPs in the cell medium and 
their encapsulation inside cells at a concentration of 8.25104 cells/mL. 
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6.7.2 Detection of Fe3O4-tagged BSA Proteins 
Figure 6.17 (a) shows the DC magnetic field dependence of the MI ratio measured at f = 
1.5 MHz for 15 L of drop-casted water and test samples (Fe3O4 MNPs and MLBSA suspensions) 
using an acid-etched (Type II) probe.  
The MI ratio increased with H, reached a maximum at Hk,  and decreased beyond it, finally 
saturating for all the samples. The measured value of Hk was about 1.28 Oe for the probe at the 
studied frequencies. The MI ratio of the probe did not show a significant change due to the presence 
of water while it was increased for the MNPs and MLBSA test samples. The increase was, 
however, not homogeneous for all H, which is consistent with the observations in the previous 
sections. However, there was a larger change near the peaks of the GMI profiles than that observed 
at any other H. We evaluated the difference Δߟ by considering the difference between the MI ratios 
Figure 6.17 (a) Magnetic field dependence of MI ratio for a Type II probe with drop-casted 
water, magnetic markers, and BSA proteins loaded onto the markers (MLBSA); (b) detection 
sensitivity of the probe for detecting the magnetic markers and MLBSA. Inset of (a) shows ∆ߟ௓
as a function of magnetic field for the magnetic marker with reference to water. 
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for the test samples and water. A representative result of the Δߟ௓	for the MNPs with reference to 
water is given in the inset of Figure 6.17 (a) which shows that the Δߟ௓ followed the behavior of 
the GMI profiles with H giving its maximum value near to Hk.  
The values of Δߟ௓ obtained at Hk (corresponding to peak values of GMI profiles) for both 
test samples with reference to water are shown in Figure 6.17 (b). The calculated values of Δߟ௓ 
for the MNPs and MLBSA were 5.1 % and 1.9 %, respectively where the error bars represent the 
standard deviation in the data. Though the probe prepared by acid-etching (Type II) was successful 
in identifying the presence of the proteins tagged to MNPs with high sensitivity, limited control 
over the size and number of micro/nano traps created by etching makes this type of probe less 
suitable when quantitative information is required.    
Figure 6.18 (a) shows the H dependence of MI ratio measured at f = 1.5 MHz for 15 L of 
water and test samples (MNPs and MLBSA) using the Type III probe. The features of MI ratio 
Figure 6.18 (a) Magnetic field dependence of MI ratio for a Type III probe with drop-casted 
water, magnetic markers, and MLBSA; (b) detection sensitivity ∆ߟ௓ of the probe for detecting 
the magnetic markers and MLBSA. Inset of (a) shows the enlarged view of (a) at low fields. 
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and Δߟ௓ for all the samples were consistent with those observed in Figure 6.17 (a). However, the 
measured value of Hk (i.e. peak values of MI ratio) in this case was 2.25 Oe at which the maximum 
change in the MI ratio due to the presence of the MNPs and MLBSA were found to be Δߟ௓ = 4.8 
% and 2.5 %, respectively. These values are shown in Figure 6.18 (b) with a standard deviation as 
the error bar.  
An explanation on the observed effects of water and bare/functionalized MNPs on GMI 
response of a ribbon were given above (see sections 6.4 and 6.5). From biosensing point of view, 
it is important to test a probe for its capacity to distinguish bioanalytes from their markers. As 
given in Eq. (6.2), the Hstray of a magnetic dipole declines as	 ଵ௥య where r is the distance from the 
center of the dipole. Therefore, when the markers are coated by a bioanalyte or injected into a cell, 
their stray field reaching to the surface of the sensing element becomes weak due to the increased 
separation. This suggests a decrease in the Δߟ௓ for the magnetically labelled bioanalytes than that 
observed for the magnetic labels themselves. In case of the acid-etched and the FIB-patterned 
probes used here, the Δߟ௓was decreased by 3.2 % and 2.3 %, respectively for ML-BSA from their 
levels for the reference MNPs. This result clearly suggests the capacities of both probes for 
identifying the presence of BSA proteins in the given biological fluid. It is important to note here 
that the FIB-patterned probe had only four microholes of defined dimensions while the acid-etched 
probe had many but of unspecific dimensions. Therefore, while both probes can identify the 
presence of the BSA proteins, the former probe can also be developed as a reliable quantitative 
analysis system. For instance, a microhole used in this study can hold a maximum of 4.8 ൈ 10ସ 
biomarkers of 100 nm diameter. By controlling the amount of bioanalytes (BSA in this case) 
tagged to them, one can get a quantitative detection using a GMI biosensor. We propose that 
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patterning the holes of specific dimension to fit a single bead or a single nanoparticle with 
bioanalyte tagged to it can lead to a quantitative detection of the bioanalyte without clustering 
effect of the magnetic markers. 
6.7.3 Detection of Fe3O4-tagged LLC Cells 
Detecting complex systems like biological cells is a challenging issue. From a magnetic 
biosensing point of view, a biosensor is expected to distinguish the magnetically-labelled cells 
from unlabeled ones at very low concentrations, possibly in a single cell level. In this study, we 
first show a high capacity of a GMI biosensor to distinguish the magnetically labelled Lewis lung 
carcinoma (ML-LLC) cells (the cells which have taken up Fe3O4 MNPs) from the magnetic 
markers (Fe3O4 MNPs) and unlabeled LLC cells using a Type II probe. Then, we demonstrate the 
separation of the ML-LLC cells from unlabeled LLC cells via MI and MX-based analysis of a 
Type III probe.  
Figure 6.19 shows the DC H field dependence of the MI ratio for acid-etched ribbon (Type 
II probe) with 10 L of drop-casted magnetically unlabeled LLC cells (here we refer to as LLC 
cells for simplicity), Fe3O4 MNPs, and ML-LLC cells, all suspended in a cell medium. It is 
important to note that the MI ratio for the probe was not altered due to the presence of the cell 
medium (not shown here) and LLC cells indicating high resistance of the ribbon to the bio-
corrosion with these non-magnetic fluids. From a biosensing perspective, it is important to 
distinguish the ML-LLC from the unlabeled cells while the bare magnetic markers are expected to 
have the strongest effect on the GMI profiles. From the Figure 6.19, we observe that there is a 
clear increase in the MI ratio of the probe due to the presence of Fe3O4 MNPs and ML-LLC. The 
change (i.e.	Δߟ) had similar feature with the applied H field giving rise to a maximum value near 
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the Hk, which is consistent with our previous observations. We obtained a detection sensitivity 
Δߟ௓ of 3.67 % and 2.92 % for Fe3O4 MNPs and ML-LLC with respect to LLC cells. Results 
showed that the GMI probe was successful in detecting the magnetic markers but the difference 
between the Δߟ௓	for the MNPs and the ML-LLC was very small.  
In the present case, the MNPs and the cells were in complex fluid that likely resists the 
markers from reaching to the sensor surface. Also when the markers were inserted into the cells, 
there was a larger separation between the markers and the sensor surface. Both of these could have 
caused a decrease in the stray field reaching to the sensor surface and resulting a weak field 
interaction, hence giving rise to a small	Δߟ௓. Recall that this probe (Type II) had sub-micron holes 
of unspecified dimensions which might not trap the cells. 
We repeated the experiment with a probe fabricated by patterning four holes, each of 
dimension 2 m × 2 m, using the FIB technique (Type III probe) and analyzed the data based on 
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Figure 6.19 Magnetic field dependence of MI ratio for a Type II probe with drop-casted LLC 
cells, magnetic markers, and the cells that have taken up the magnetic markers (ML-LLC). 
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MI and MX response. The H field dependence of the MI (at f = 2 MHz) and MX (at f = 0.5 MHz) 
ratios for the probe itself and with 10 L of the cell medium, LLC cancer cells, and ML-LLC cells 
are shown in Figure 6.20 (a) and (b), respectively. These figures show that the sensor probe, cell 
medium, and label-free LLC cells did not have significant difference in their GMI profiles (MI 
and MX ratios) while the ML-LLC cells had higher values. Similar variation of the MI effect of a 
GMI probe for the test cells with and without magnetic-labelling was observed in previous studies 
Figure 6.20 Magnetic field dependence of MI (a) and MX (b) ratio for Type III ribbon and 
with cell medium, LLC cells, and magnetically-labelled LLC cells (ML-LLC). (c) MI and MX-
based detection sensitivities of the probe for ML-LLC with reference to LLC. 
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as well [23]. However, Kumar et al. [12] showed that there could be a decrease in the MI ratio due 
to the presence of magnetic-labelled HEK cells.  
As expected, the change in the GMI profiles due to the presence of the ML-LLC was higher 
near the peak values (i.e. near to Hk) than at any other H. The MI and MX sensitivities, Δߟ௓ 
and	Δߟ௑, calculated using Eq. (6.1) at Hk by considering the LLC cells as the reference and ML-
LLC cells as the test sample were found to be 2.8 % and 7.3 %, respectively which are shown in 
Figure 6.20 (c). From the results, we see that the FIB-patterned probe can successfully distinguish 
the ML-LLC cancer cells from unlabeled ones with a higher sensitivity than that obtained for an 
acid-etched probe. The improvement of Δߟ௓ for detecting ML-LLC cells using the FIB-patterned 
(Type III) probe can be attributed to the microholes of larger and defined dimensions. Figure 6.20 
also showed that the ML-LLC cells were detected by the probe with a higher sensitivity when the 
change in imaginary component of the MI ratio (i.e. MX ratio) was considered. The measured MX-
based detection sensitivity of the sensor was about 2.6 times the MI-based detection sensitivity for 
the ML-LLC cancer cells. Finally, we propose that patterning the holes with the diameter sufficient 
to trap single cell could lead to its detection using a GMI-based sensing probe.  
6.8 Summary 
 First we demonstrated the detection of Fe3O4 nanoparticles using the GMI effect of an 
amorphous ribbon. We showed the possibility of using the GMI effect of combining the AC 
magneto-resistance, magneto-reactance, and magneto-impedance effects to develop an integrated 
magnetic biosensor with tunable and enhanced sensitivity. The magnetoreactance based biosensor 
shows the highest sensitivity, which is comparable to that of a SQUID-based biosensor. The 
proposed biosensor can detect superparamagnetic nanoparticles (less than 10 nm in size) low 
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particle concentrations, which is of practical importance in biosensing applications. Finally, we 
demonstrated further enhancement of detection sensitivity of a GMI biosensor when patterning 
nano/micro holes on the ribbon surface via the detection of Nanomag-D beads.      
The GMI biosensor probe with improved sensitivity was used for detection and 
quantification of Curcumin tagged to Fe3O4@Alginate nanoconjugates. Detection was performed 
using MI and MX effect of the ribbon.  In either case, the detection of nanoconjugates was found 
to be sensitive in a low concentration range and had an upper limit for high concentrations. 
However, the MX-based analysis was achieved with a higher (~ 4 times) sensitivity while MI-
based analysis gave a wider range of linear sensitivity. 
Finally, we demonstrated that the designed GMI probes can successfully detect the 
presence of complex biological systems like BSA proteins and Lewis lung carcinoma cancer cells 
that have been magnetically labelled. When reactance-based analysis of a FIB-paterned ribbon was 
used, the LLC cells were detected with a higher sensitivity. These results are promising for 
developing giant magnetoimpedance platform as a new generation diagnosis system for a reliable 
and quick biodetection at room temperature. It can also be used as a new, low-cost, fast and easy 
pre-detection method before MRI. 
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7. SOFT FERROMAGNETIC MICROWIRES FOR ADVANCED MICROWAVE 
ENERGY SENSING  
  
Note to Reader 
 Portions of this chapter have been previously published in two peer-reviewed journal 
papers (Devkota et al., Journal of Applied Physics 115, 17A525, 2014; Colosimo and Devkota et 
al., Sensors and Actuators A: Physical 210, 25, 2014) and have been reproduced with permission 
from the respective publishers. 
 In this chapter, we report on a novel type of electromagnetic field sensor that we have 
developed by exploiting the microwave absorption (MA) effect of soft ferromagnetic microwires 
in combination with the fiber Bragg grating (FBG) technology. A nearly zero magnetostrictive Co-
rich GCAW is glued on to the cladding of a FBG element and the transmission pattern of a 
broadband light passing through the FBG is recorded for a microwave propagating through a 
transmission line in the transverse direction. The performance of the sensor is evaluated by 
considering shifts in the wavelength of the reflected light for a microwave propagation and the 
perturbation of the microwave due to the presence of a sensor probe. The sensitivity of a GCAW-
based FBG probe is compared to that of a gold film-based probe. The optimal performance of the 
GCAW-based sensor is achieved by tuning the magnetic softness of the GCAW.  
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7.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 5, we discussed the magnetic properties of soft ferromagnetic GCAW and their 
GMI response in the ~MHz frequency range [1]. A variety of sensor applications of the microwires 
have been proposed and developed based their outstanding magnetic properties and GMI effects 
[2]. In addition to these properties, they are also known to exhibit excellent ferromagnetic 
resonance (FMR) and microwave absorption (MA) effects, making them potential candidates for 
use in the microwave frequency regime [3-10]. In particular, Co-based amorphous microwires with 
vanishing magnetostriction have been reported to exhibit all GMI, FMR, and MA effects [5, 10, 
11]. Vazquez and coworkers have attributed the GMI and FMR effects of a GCAW to the same 
origin and established a correlation between them [3, 5, 6]. Similarly, Valenzuela and coworkers 
have shown a correlation between the MA and GMI effects [10, 12]. Based on the MA and FMR 
effects, novel applications of the microwires as the electromagnetic materials such as in microwave 
devices can be explored [5, 13]. For instance, GCAW have recently been exploited for applications 
in metamaterials and structural health monitoring [4, 9, 14]. Developing electromagnetic (EM) 
field sensors by exploiting the high frequency responses of the microwires could be their novel 
and potential applications. However, the research in this field is still in its infancy and further 
efforts are needed to drive this technology towards a practical application.  
Many complex EM field sensors are being developed using a variety of techniques 
including fiber optics [15-17]. Based on the optical fiber techniques, several types of EM field 
sensors have been reported, including the one at which the EM wave absorber surrounding its 
cladding plays an important role for determining the sensor sensitivity [18-22]. Among the fiber 
optic techniques, FBG is considered a more mature and reliable technique over others. This 
technique has already been popular for developing a variety of sensors including temperature, 
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strain, pressure, and magnetic field, and the EM field sensors. However, most of these sensors are 
either very large [23, 24]) and/or are point sensors [20, 25].  In addition, they have a large 
perturbation to the EM source and possess limited sensitivity. Therefore, developing efficient and 
sensitive EM field sensors based on the FBG and other fiber optic techniques requires finding 
novel EM absorbers which have reduced dimensions, excellent absorbance, and minimal 
perturbation of the EM signal to be detected. 
In this context, we have integrated the GCAWs with the FBG technology to develop a 
novel class of EM field sensors [26-28] for monitoring microwave energy fields. This newly 
developed sensor possesses a high sensitivity with the possibility for further optimization, and 
reduced dimensions. The use of such GCAWs can be ideal for developing a new generation of 
high-performance EM field sensors. 
7.2 Microwave Absorption by Magnetic Microwires 
Figure 7.1 shows a set of infra-red thermal images for ten second microwave exposure of 
(a) a polymer, (b) the composite composed of a Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 amorphous ribbon and the 
polymer, and (c) the composite containing a Co68B15Si10Mn7 glass-coated amorphous microwire 
and the polymer. From this figure, we observe that the increase in temperature of the polymer and 
the polymer-ribbon composites was only 5 and 10 degrees, respectively while that of the polymer-
microwire composite was 67 degrees. This clearly indicates that the Co68B15Si10Mn7 microwires 
are excellent microwave absorbers. Excellent magnetic properties of the microwire such as large 
permeability, high saturation magnetization, well defined magnetic anisotropy in combination with 
the dielectric properties of the polymer could be considered for the large absorption of microwave. 
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7.3 Working Principle 
 The FBG technique can be used to measure the strain or temperature directly while other 
physical parameters can be derived using the relationship with them. The sensor presented here 
relies on Joule heating of a GCAW microwire or gold film due to the absorption of microwave to 
change the temperature of an FBG core. This change in temperature causes the change in the 
effective refractive index of the core and hence changes the reflection pattern of the wave incident 
on the grating element. By measuring the shift in the reflected wavelength, the power of the 
microwave energy absorbed by the microwire can be estimated. Below is a short explanation on 
the working principle of the FBG and the designed sensor. 
 An FBG is a periodic variation of refraction index along the axis in the core of an optical 
fiber. The periodic perturbation in the fiber can be made by exposing it to an intense ultra-violet 
laser light [29] such that it behaves as a wavelength selector. When a broadband light travels 
through the fiber, it gets partially reflected at each tiny steps of the index but most of the 
wavelengths suffer destructive interference so that they pass out of the grating element. However, 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7.1 Infra-red thermal camera images for ten second microwave exposure of (a) a polymer, 
(b) the polymer/Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 ribbon composite, (c) the polymer/Co68B15Si10Mn7 glass-
coated microwire composite. 
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the light in a particular narrow band of wavelength suffers a constructive interference and returns 
towards the source. It has been identified that the maximum reflection occurs at the wavelength 
ߣ୊୆ୋ that satisfies the following condition, known as the Bragg condition:  
ߣ୊୆ୋ ൌ 2݊௘௙௙Λ,  (7.1) 
where ߣ୊୆ୋ is the Bragg wavelength, ݊௘௙௙ is the effective refractive index of the core, and Λ is the 
period of the grating element.  Wavelengths of light at and near the Bragg condition will be 
reflected while other wavelengths will pass through the grating with their amplitudes virtually 
unaffected. In case of a single wavelength reflecting FBG core, only the light with ߣ୊୆ୋ	is 
reflected.  
The effective refractive index or the period of the FBG core can get changed when any 
mechanical or physical changes occur in the fiber. For example, if the temperature at the core is 
changed or stress is applied, ݊௘௙௙	or both (݊௘௙௙	and	Λ) can be altered, respectively. It is important 
to note that either or both of these changes bring a shift in the location of ߣ୊୆ୋ. In this study, we 
employ the shift at the center of the reflected spectrum caused by the change in the temperature at 
the fiber core, which is given as [28], 
∆ߣ୊୆ୋ ൌ 2݊௘௙௙ߣி஻ீ ൥ߙ ൅
൬೏೙೐೑೑೏೅ ൰
௡೐೑೑ ൩ ∆ܶ,    (7.2) 
where ߙ is the coefficient of thermal expansion and ∆ܶ is the change in the temperature. This 
wavelength shift can be exploited to use an FBG as a temperature sensor.  The conversion between 
the temperature change and the Bragg shift can be defined for a given wavelength through a 
specific FBG core. Therefore, one can determine the average temperature of the FBG core by 
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monitoring the transmitted or reflected optical spectrum through it. In this study, however, we are 
interested in testing the performance of a GCAW-based probe in sensing the microwave energy 
field as compared to a gold-based probe and in tuning the sensitivity of the GCAW-based probe 
by tailoring the magnetic softness of the GCAW.  
7.4 Materials and Methods 
A commercial optical fiber (Corning SMF-28) was used as the FBG fiber, while sputtered 
gold and GCAWs of the nominal compositions Fe4.97Co64.63B16Si11Cr3.4Ni0.02 (GCAW-A) and 
Co68B15Si10Mn7 (GCAW-B) were used as the microwave absorbers. The microwires were 
provided by Dr. V.S. Larin of the MicroFir Technologii Industriale, Moldova and the FBG-based 
measurements were performed at the University of Washington, in collaboration with Dr. Antao 
Chen and Dr. Philip Colosimo. 
7.4.1 Sensor Fabrication 
The schematics of the gold-based and microwire-based probes are shown in Figure 7.2 (a) 
and (b), respectively. The GCAW-based sensing probes were created by gluing a microwire onto 
the FBG cladding while the gold film probe was created by sputtering approximately 120 nm of 
the metal onto the cladding.  The GCAWs were of similar metallic diameter and glass thickness 
and were prepared by the Taylor-Ulitovsky technique [30]. The sensor probe was designed using 
a segment of length ~ 3 cm of the microwire so that it is slightly longer than the FBG fiber (~2.5 
cm).  The probes were then placed at the center of a microstrip transmission line as shown in the 
schematic given in Figure 7.2 (c). The transmission line was designed of two parallel copper plates 
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such that it had a total impedance of 50 Ω and produced a quasi-transverse electromagnetic (TEM) 
mode. In this study, we treated it as a pure TEM mode, which we refer as the ‘TEM cell’.  
 
The TEM cell was connected with a microwave source so that the microwave propagated 
down to its length. The sensor probe in the cell was connected with a broadband light source and 
an optical spectrum analyzer. A broadband light wave with its wavelength centered at ~1550 nm 
was passed through the fiber probes. It is important to note that the conversion from ∆ߣ୊୆ୋ to 
temperature rise was about 10 pm/ºC for the combination of the FBG element and the light wave 
of wavelength ~1550 nm [28], used in this study. When a microwave absorber (GCAW or gold 
Figure 7.2 Schematic of a FBG probe. Cross-sectional view of (a) the gold-based probe and (b) 
the microwire-based probe. (c) A sensor probe in the microstrip transmission line (TEM cell).
The sensor was perpendicular to the length of the TEM cell conductors.  
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film) was exposed to the microwave, any rise in their temperature due to Joule heating was 
transformed to the FBG core. This ultimately appeared as the shift in the notch at the transmission 
spectrum through the FBG core.  
7.4.2 Measurement Setup 
Figure 7.3 (a) and (b) show the schematics of the experimental setup to measure the 
scattering parameters and the shift in the location of the Bragg wavelength (ߣி஻ீ), respectively. 
As shown in Figure 7.3 (a), the scattering parameters due to the presence of a FBG probe and 
standard optical fiber was measured for the microwaves of various frequency and power, delivered 
through the transmission line.  
 
Figure 7.3 Schematic of the experimental setup for measurements of S11 parameter (a) and optical
transmission/reflection spectrum (b). ASE: amplified spontaneous emission; TEM cell: 50 Ω 
microstrip transmission line; OSA: optical spectrum analyzer; D.C.: directional coupler. 
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An HP M/N 8703A light wave component analyzer was used as the microwave source and 
as the analyzer for the reflection (S11) parameter. It was connected to one end of the TEM cell 
through a coaxial cable while the other end of the cell was terminated with a 50 Ω load. The S11 
parameters were recorded sequentially for the empty TEM cell and the cell occupied with the bare 
optical FBG fiber (ordinary SMF28e fiber with original coating provided by the company), gold-
probe, and GCAW-probes. During the measurement, care was taken not to disturb the position of 
the TEM cell when changing the optical fibers in between its plates. 
Finally, the measurement of the Bragg wavelength shift, i.e. the sensor response, was 
performed using a setup as shown in the schematic of Figure 7.3 (b). In this case, the microwave 
of desired power and frequency was generated by an HP M/N 8703A and amplified by either a 
Mini-Circuits M/N ZHL-42W or Avantek M/N APT-10555 before supplying it to the TEM cell. 
The transmitted microwave was monitored with an HP M/N E4419B. One side of the FBG probe 
was connected to an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source of model number JDSU M/N 
BBS1560+1FP to launch broadband amplified light onto it. The second end of the FBG probe was 
connected to an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) of model number HP M/N 70951B in order to 
monitor the transmitted light. Standard optical fibers were used to make all the connections 
between the ASE, OSA, and FBG fiber. The optical spectrum transmitted by the FBG probe was 
recorded for a microwave propagating through the transmission line with particular a frequency 
and power. The microwave power delivered through the transmission line was measured by a 
power meter using a directional coupler of 20 dB. It is important to note that the OSA signal took 
up to 2 sec to stabilize after changing a step in the frequency or power of the microwave. 
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7.5 Sensor Performance 
When an end of the TEM cell was connected to a microwave source, the EM energy 
propagated along its length so that the electric field was confined to the volume between the plates.  
A schematic of the electric field distribution in between the plates for an instant of time is given 
in Figure 7.4.  When an alternating voltage is applied to the top conductor keeping the bottom 
conductor grounded, the electrical current flows out of the page. The density of black lines in this 
figure is intended to qualitatively indicate the electric field strength. On the other hand, the induced 
magnetic field was perpendicular to the length of the cell with the strongest value in between the 
plates. In the configuration used here, the magnetic field was predominantly parallel to the axis of 
the FBG probe (in the plane of the page). Detail of the field distribution in a microstrip transmission 
line can be found in the literature [31-33]. Because of the EM field distribution, it is likely that the 
microwave signal gets perturbed due to the presence of any optical fiber in between the plates. 
This perturbation causes a change in the impedance of the transmission line thereby reflecting a 
larger amount of signal towards the source.  
Figure 7.4 Electric field distribution (black lines) around a cross-section of the microstrip (gray 
rectangles) transmission line.   
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In order to quantify the change in the impedance of the transmission line due to the presence 
of an optical fiber in between the TEM cells, we recorded the reflection parameter (S11) for the 
empty TEM cell, bare FBG fiber, and the FBG probes with each microwave absorber (gold and 
microwire). A set of S11 scans for the empty TEM cell and the cell occupied by a bare FBG fiber 
and a GCAW-A FBG probe is shown in Figure 7.5 (a). First, the measurement was calibrated with 
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Figure 7.5 (a) S11 measurements made with the microwave transmission line empty, occupied
with bare FBG fiber that still has its factory coating, and occupied with the GCAW-A probe. (b) 
S11 increase in the transmission line due to the presence of a microwave absorber. 
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the empty TEM cell over the frequency range 130 MHz to 12 GHz which helped us obtain an S11 
parameter better than -30 dB over the range. Then we measured the S11 parameter for the bare 
FBG fiber (ordinary SMF28e) in the TEM cell as the reference scan and similar scans were 
performed for the gold and microwire probes as well. The repeatability test for each of these was 
successfully achieved with the scans for several insertions and removals into and from the 
transmission line cell. The Figure 7.5 (a) shows that there was a clear increase in the reflection of 
the microwave signal during the presence of the GCAW-A probe. It is important to note that the 
S11 scans for the gold and GCAW-B probes were also observed to be similar to those observed in 
this figure. We subtracted the S11 parameter for the bare FBG fiber from that for the gold and 
microwire probes to calculate the relative perturbation of the microwave due to the presence of a 
sensing probe. The relative increase in the scattering parameter S11 due to the presence of a 
sensing probe is given as, 
ܵ11ூ௡௖௥௘௔௦௘ 	ൌ 	ܵ11௦௘௡௦௢௥	௣௥௢௕௘	– 	ܵ11௕௔௥௘	ி஻ீ  (7.3)  
  
 The calculated increase in the S11 parameters for the gold and GCAW-A probes relative 
to the bare FBG are shown in Figure 7.5 (b). From the figure, it is seen that the S11 increase for 
the gold-based probe is usually higher than that for the microwire-based probe. This indicates that 
the latter probe perturbs the EM field less than the former probe does, making the microwire more 
suitable for use as a microwave sensing probe in the studied frequency range. A detailed discussion 
on the comparative performance of the probes will, however, be given below.  
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Figure 7.6 (a) shows a set of representative optical spectra transmitted through the GCAW-
A based FBG probe as recorded in the OSA for the microwave of frequency 7.5 GHz, delivered 
through the transmission line with varying power. As expected, the data clearly show 
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Figure 7.6 (a) OSA scans for microwave delivered to the transmission line with various powers
at f = 7.5 GHz. (b) Comparison of sensor performance i.e. FBG shift with and without a magnetic 
microwire bonded to the FBG and corresponding linear fits. Average electric energy density in the 
TEM cell was evaluated from the microwave delivered to it, using Eq. (7.4). 
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that	ߣ୊୆ୋ,	which corresponds to the minimum of the notch in the spectra, shifts to a higher value 
with increasing the amount of microwave energy in the transmission line. Similar experiment was 
performed with a bare FBG in the transmission line to determine whether or not ߣ୊୆ୋ was 
influenced by any factors other than the microwire.  However, the shift in the	ߣ୊୆ୋwas very small 
due to its presence, indicating that the shift was due to the presence of the microwire.   
To better understand the relationship between the ߣ୊୆ୋ shift and the microwave delivered 
in the transmission line, we evaluated the shift as a function of average microwave electric energy 
density ൏ ܷ ൐	in the TEM cell for the GCAW-A probe and the bare FBG, the results of which are 
shown in Figure 7.6 (b).  The location of the	ߣி஻ீ	was obtained by fitting a Gaussian to the 
background-subtracted OSA scan while the average electric energy density was calculated as 
below. 
We have the energy density, 
 ܷ ൌ ఢబாమଶ ൌ
ఢబ
ଶ ቀ
௏
ௗቁ
ଶ ൌ ఢబଶ ቀ
ோൈ௉
ௗమ ቁ      
where E = V/d is the electric field and V is the voltage between the plates separated by a distance 
d. Here, d ~ 0.69 mm and R = 50 Ω while the microwave power ܲ	 ൌ 	100 ∗ ௠ܲ௘௔௦௨௥௘ௗ because a 
20 dB directional coupler was used to measure the microwave power. In order to account the time 
averaging, it was multiplied by ½ so that  
൏ ܷ ൐ൌ 0.25 ൈ ߳଴ ቆହ଴ൈଵ଴଴ൈ௉೘೐ೌೞೠೝ೐೏ቀ బ.లవభబబబቁమ
ቇ mJ/m3  (7.4) 
From the Figure 7.6 (b), it is clearly seen that the FBG shift due the presence of the 
microwire-based probe increased linearly with the delivered power and possessed a large slope. 
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However, the line due the presence of the bare FBG in the transmission line (TEM cell) had a very 
small slope indicating little increase in 	ߣ୊୆ୋ	with increasing the microwave power. The negligible 
increase in S11 due to the presence of the bare FBG could be due to the heating effect of the 
transmission line being coupled to it. These results confirmed that the change in the FBG shift was 
solely due to the microwave absorbed by the microwire. As the delivered power was increased, 
the magnetic microwire absorbed more microwave energy and heated more. This raised the 
temperature of the FBG to alter the neff and consequently shifted the λFBG to a higher value. To get 
a reproducible result, it is important to note that the removal and installation of the probe has to be 
done carefully so that it does not alter the position of the TEM cell and the probe inside. A small 
twist of the microwire in the probe, in the position of the probe, or the cell itself could  alter the 
FBG shift significantly, as the electromagnetic properties of the magnetic microwire are highly 
sensitive to the twist or its inclination to the direction of the microwave propagation [13].  
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Figure 7.7 ΔλFBG vs. microwave energy density at several microwave frequencies for the GCAW-
A probe and corresponding linear fits.   
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Figure 7.7 shows the microwave energy density (i.e.൏ ܷ ൐) dependence of the FBG shift 
for the GCAW-A probe at various frequencies.  The slope of ∆ߣ୊୆ୋ vs. microwave energy density 
at a given microwave frequency is of special interest from the sensing point of view as it represents 
the sensitivity of the sensor probe at that frequency. As seen from this figure, the slopes for 
different microwave frequencies were different, indicating the frequency selective performance of 
the probe in absorbing the microwave.  From the slope of the ∆ߣ୊୆ୋ vs. microwave energy density 
curves for the GCAW-A probe, the most sensitive results were obtained at a frequency of 10.25 
GHz. At this frequency, the probe was able to detect AC electric fields which have an average 
electric energy density of 1.3 mJ/m3 RMS. From the conversion for the setup used here, this energy 
density corresponds to measuring a temperature change of approximately 0.22 °C. The sensitivity 
was extracted from the greatest slope of the ∆ߣ୊୆ୋ vs. microwave energy density curve by 
considering the standard deviation (σ) of nominally identical OSA scans. To be specific, there was 
an uncertainty of ߪ୊୆ୋ in determining the location of ߣ୊୆ୋ when calculated for more than 150 
identical OSA scans. To reliably determine a shift of the ߣ୊୆ୋ	due to the external EM field, we 
assume that a shift of a shift of 6ߪ୊୆ୋ is needed. 
To evaluate the comparative performance of the gold-based and the microwire-based FBG 
probes in sensing the microwave energy, we computed the FBG response and S11 for both probes 
at various frequencies, the data of which are shown in Table 7.1.  From the data, there was no clear 
information about the choice of the materials, for microwave energy sensing when considering 
only the FBG response. However, the table shows the S11 parameters for the gold-based probe are 
higher than those for the microwire-based probe. At this point, it is important to recall Figure 7.5 
which showed a higher perturbation of the microwave signal by the microwire-based probe than 
that by the gold-based probe at some frequencies. Therefore, an overall performance of the probes 
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has to be evaluated by considering both the parameters: the FBG response and the S11 parameters 
at a particular frequency. We define a figure of merit (FoM) below by considering the slope of the 
FBG shift versus microwave energy density and the reflectance S11 that accounts for both 
parameters: 
ܨ݋ܯ ൌ ௅௜௡௘௔௥	௦௟௢௣௘	௢௙	ఒಷಳಸ	௩௦.		௠௜௖௥௢௪௔௩௘	௣௢௪௘௥
ଵ଴ቀ
∆ೄభభ భబൗ ቁ
   (7.5)  
Table 7.1 Performance of gold and GCAW-A probes at representative microwave frequencies.  
The ‘Response’ and ‘S11 Increase’ columns represent the slope of the plot of ΔλFBG vs. 
microwave energy density and the increase of the scattering parameter S11 due to the presence of 
a sensor probe compared to bare FBG, respectively. 
 
where ΔS11 is the increase in the reflection parameter S11 of the TEM cell with the probe relative 
to the S11 of the TEM cell with the bare optical fiber (see Figure 7.5).  The results of the FoM 
evaluated for the GCAW-A probe and the gold film probe up to the microwave frequency of 11.5 
GHz as computed by Eq. (7.5), are displayed in Figure 7.8.  From the figure, we can observe that 
the FoM for the GCAW-A based probe was higher than that for the gold based probe in general. 
The higher sensitivity of the microwire-based probe than that of the gold-based probe could be 
explained by considering their microwave absorption phenomena [8, 13]. The absorption of the 
Microwave 
Freq. (GHz) 
Response Gold   
( pm/(mJ/m3) ) 
S11 Increase 
Gold (dB) 
Response Microwire 
(pm/(mJ/m3) ) 
S11 Increase 
Microwire (dB) 
0.5 31.91 7.54 31.82 5.86 
1 86.15 20.80 136.32 18.00 
2 166.88 17.17 235.12 12.90 
3 322.82 16.78 330.83 8.53 
5 1574.42 25.95 1447.19 21.83 
6 1162.39 23.21 1326.86 20.15 
7 4500.43 24.45 1556.41 17.22 
9.5 3977.52 18.92 2697.43 15.05 
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microwave by the glass-coated magnetic microwires has contribution from both permittivity and 
permeability while the absorption by the non-magnetic gold is limited to the contribution from 
permittivity only (permeability is unity). This likely favors the microwire for a greater absorption 
and hence a higher sensitivity. As the permeability of the microwire changes with frequency, it is 
reasonable to expect the resonances at multiple frequencies and consecutively larger absorption of 
the microwave. This makes the microwires perform better in absorbing the energy. From a sensing 
perspective, we observed the greatest performance of (~ 10 times) of the GCAW-A probe at f = 
3.25 GHz relative to the gold probe when considering the sensor response relative to the 
perturbation of the microwave field. This clearly indicates that the microwire-based probe has 
better performance compared to the gold-based probe for the microwave energy sensing 
application. Given that the bonding of the microwire on the cladding of the fiber is very weak 
Figure 7.8 FoM of the GCAW-A microwire-based probe and the gold-based probe.	
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compared to the gold film, there is a possibility of further improving the performance of the 
microwire-based probe.  
7.6 Improving Sensor Performance by Tuning Magnetic Softness 
In the previous section, we have demonstrated a high capacity of a microwire-based FBG 
probe in sensing microwave energy fields with a minimal perturbation. To optimize the overall 
performance of the sensor, a better understanding of the relationship between the magnetic 
properties and microwave absorption effects in the microwires is essential. To address this, we 
have performed a comparative study of the magnetic properties and microwave absorption effects 
of GCAW-A and GCAW-B microwires which have negligible magnetostriction and similar glass 
thickness (~3 m) but slightly different diameter. The metallic diameter of GCAW-A was ~ 20 
m while that of GCAW-B was ~25 m. Figure 7.9 shows the magnetic hysteresis M(H) loops 
taken at 300 K for the microwires which indicates that both the microwires are extremely soft 
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Figure 7.9 Room temperature M(H) loops of the GCAW-A and GCAW-B microwires. 
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ferromagnets, with a small coercivity (HC ~0.5 Oe) and high Ms (~500 emu/cm3 and ~560 emu/cm3 
for GCAW-A and GCAW-B microwires, respectively). It is noted that while the effective magnetic 
anisotropy field is almost identical for both microwires, the Ms of the GCAW-B microwire is 
higher that of the GCAW-A microwire.  
To study the effect of the variation in Ms of the microwires on the microwave energy 
sensing performance, we designed two FBG probes using the same length (~3 cm) of each 
microwire and performed the S11 and ߣ୊୆ୋ shift measurements as described above. Then we 
computed the figure-of-merit for the each probe using Eq. (7.5) at several frequencies. The results 
of the FoM characterization for the microwire based probes at various microwave frequencies are 
displayed in Figure 7.10. As observed from this figure, the sensor probe using a GCAW-B has 
better performance compared to that using a GCAW-A. Given that the magnetic anisotropy, 
Figure 7.10 FoM of the GCAW-A and GCAW-B microwire-based probes. The performance of 
the GCAW-B probe was better than that of the GCAW-A probe in the frequency range of 1 – 7 
GHz. 
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coercivity, and the thickness of the glass coating layer are almost identical for both types of wires 
and under the same measurement conditions, the larger values of the FoM achieved for the GCAW-
B are likely attributed to the higher Ms of the material (Figure 7.9). This finding demonstrates a 
possibility of improving the microwire-based FBG sensor probes for sensing microwave energy 
fields by tuning the magnetic properties of the microwires. 
7.7 Summary 
We have demonstrated that the Co-rich glass-coated amorphous microwires can be 
exploited as an excellent microwave absorber for the fabrication of FBG-based microwave energy 
sensors. We have shown that the microwire-based probes have a better performance in terms of 
the sensitivity and the perturbation of the fields being monitored. We have also performed a 
comparative study on the influence of the magnetic properties of the GCAWs on the microwave 
absorption effects. We have found the larger microwave absorption effects in the microwires with 
higher saturation magnetization, given that the coercivity, the effective anisotropy field, 
magnetostriction, and the glass thickness of the wires are identical. The microwire-based probes 
could favor the applications that require a strong response and minimal perturbation of EM fields. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
 
8.1 Summary 
The results obtained from my dissertation research demonstrate the potentially important 
applications of Co-rich soft ferromagnetic amorphous ribbons and microwires with desirable 
magnetoimpedance and microwave absorption properties for biodetection and microwave energy 
sensing. The major findings of the research are summarized below:  
We have systematically investigated the influence of varying width from 4 mm down to 
300 µm on the GMI effect in Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 amorphous ribbons. In the frequency range of 100 
kHz – 10 MHz, we find that the reduction of width to the microscale degrades the GMI effect at 
low frequency range (f < 5 MHz), but enhances it in the high frequency range (f > 5 MHz). The 
MR dominance, skin effect, and the characteristic frequency at which the GMI peak occurs are 
shown to shift to a higher frequency with a decrease in the sample width. A simplified skin depth 
model is applied to explain a correlation between the skin depth and high-frequency GMI in these 
reduced dimension ribbons. Our studies provide important insights into the correlation between 
the GMI effect and ribbon dimensions towards the GMI optimization and demonstrate the 
usefulness of soft ferromagnetic microribbons for high frequency sensor applications. 
We have studied the influence of CoFe2O4 coatings with thicknesses varying in between 0 
- 600 nm, on the GMI response of a Co65Fe4Ni2Si15B14 amorphous ribbon. The CoFe2O4 films 
grown on the amorphous ribbons are found to have a structural transition from amorphous to 
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crystalline as the thickness of the CoFe2O4 film exceeded a critical value of 300 nm. We have 
found that the coating of amorphous CoFe2O4 films significantly improves the GMI response of 
the ribbon while crystalline CFO films decreases them considerably. The maximum GMI response 
is achieved near the onset of the structural phase transition of the film. These findings are of 
practical importance in developing high performance ribbon-based sensors. 
A comparative study of the MR, MX, and MI effects in single and multiple glass-coated 
amorphous Co68B15Si10Mn7 microwires has been performed. We show that the MR, MX, and MI 
ratios and their corresponding magnetic field sensitivities strongly depend on the number of 
microwires in an array. Increasing the number of microwires increases the MR and MI ratios and 
their field sensitivities (R and Z, respectively) but decreases the MX ratio and its field sensitivity 
(X). A similar trend is observed for the frequency dependence of these parameters. From a sensor 
application perspective, it is interesting to note that for the case of a single microwire, the X 
reaches a value as high as 960 %/Oe at a frequency of 1 MHz, which is about 192 times the R or 
Z (~5 %/Oe), demonstrating the way of developing MX-based magnetic field sensors with 
ultrahigh sensitivity.  
A systematic study of the longitudinally excited magneto-inductive (LEMI) effect in a non-
magnetic copper wire coil with a filler composed of multiple Co-rich amorphous microwires has 
shown that the LEMI ratio and field sensitivity of an inductive coil depend strongly upon the filler-
to-air ratio inside the coil, the magnetic softness, and the anisotropy axis distribution of the 
microwire. Relative to a single-microwire based sensor, the LEMI ratio and field sensitivity of a 
multi-microwire based sensor are enhanced by 3 to 4 times, when varying the number of 
microwires inside the inductive coil. The sensitivity of the sensor using four glass-coated 
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Co68B15Si10Mn7 microwires in the core reaches a maximum value of 1957 %/Oe. This study paves 
a pathway for the development of novel room-temperature electric contact free magnetic sensors 
for use in industry, biomagnetism, space science, and geoscience. 
Based on our aforementioned studies, we have incorporated the GMI technology with 
functional magnetic nanoparticles to develop a novel biosensing platform for highly sensitive 
detection of cancer cells and biomolecules. Two innovative approaches to improving the detection 
sensitivity of the biosensor have been proposed.  
 In the first approach, we have demonstrated the possibility of combining the MR, MX, 
and MI effects to develop an integrated biosensor with enhanced sensitivity and tunable 
frequency. A systematic study of the 7 nm Fe3O4 nanoparticle concentration 
dependence of MR, MX, and MI ratios of a Co-rich amorphous ribbon shows that these 
ratios first increase sharply with increase in particle concentration (0 - 124 nM) and 
then remain almost unchanged for higher concentrations (124 nM – 1240 nM). The 
MX-based biosensor shows the highest sensitivity. With this biosensor, ~2.1x1011 7nm 
Fe3O4 nanoparticles can be detected over a detection area of 2.0×105 m2, which is 
comparable to a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) biosensor that 
detects the presence of ~1×108 11nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles over a detection area of 
6.8×104 m2.  
 In the second approach, we have shown the large enhancement of the detection 
sensitivity of MI and MX biosensors when the surface of a sensing element is patterned 
with micro-sized holes, using the etching or focused ion beam (FIB) technique. As a 
proof of this concept, an MI biosensor was fabricated by pattering microholes on the 
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ribbon surface by etching the ribbon with an appropriate concentration of nitric acid 
and used to detect functionalized Nanomag-D magnetic beads. We find that the 
patterning enhances the detection sensitivity of the ribbon-based GMI sensor by about 
3-4 times. This is of potential interest in developing novel biosensors for highly 
sensitive detection of bioanalytes. 
Using these two approaches, a novel biosensor has been fabricated and successfully 
employed for detection and quantification of anticancer drugs (Curcumin), bovine serum albumen 
(BSA) proteins, and Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC) cancer cells.   
 We have performed the detection of Fe3O4-Alginate-Curcumin nanoconjugates at 
various concentrations using the optimally designed MI and MX sensing probes. A 
quantitative analysis yields the maximum detection sensitivities of ~ 7% and ~30 
% with the linear regimes of 0 – 200 ng/mL and 0 - 50 ng/mL for the MI and MX 
probes, respectively. Since the magnetic nanoconjugate of Fe3O4 nanoparticles 
encapsulated by Alg and Cur is a very promising nanosystem for applications in 
drug delivery and hyperthermia, the present biosensor can be integrated with these 
technologies to develop a multi-purpose medical dialogue system.  
 We have demonstrated the high capacity of using the MX biosensor to detect BSA 
proteins tagged to Fe3O4@SiO2@Au nanoparticles and LLC cancer cells that have 
taken up the surface-functionalized Fe3O4 nanoparticles. We have found that while 
both the MI and MX probes can successfully detect the magnetic markers in 
solution (0.05mg/ml) and inside the cells at low concentrations (8.25104 cells/ml), 
the MX probe yields a much higher detection sensitivity. Since the Fe3O4 
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nanoparticles are a promising contrast agent for MRI, our biosensing technique can 
be developed as a pre-detection method for MRI of lung cancer cells. 
Finally, we have explored the excellent microwave absorption response of Co-rich soft 
ferromagnetic microwires (Co68B15Si10Mn7) and integrated the microwires with the FBG 
technology to develop a novel class of electromagnetic field sensors for microwave energy sensing 
applications. The proposed sensor probe relies on Joule heating of the soft ferromagnetic glass-
coated amorphous microwire bonded to the cladding of the grating element and transmission of 
this heat to the core.  A comparative study of the microwire- and gold-based probes indicates that 
the microwire yields a sensor with greater sensitivity (~10 times at f = 3.25 GHz). We have 
established a correlation between the magnetic softness and microwave absorption in the 
microwires, which paves the way to improving the performance of this sensor by tuning the soft 
magnetic properties of the microwires.   
8.2 Future Research 
Our research also opens up new and exciting opportunities for fundamental and applied 
studies of soft ferromagnetic materials. Some of the examples are given below: 
 Our study has shown that the high-frequency GMI effect is a surface-related 
phenomenon. Therefore, probing surface magnetism to understand the origin of the 
high frequency GMI effect would be a very interesting and important research 
direction. For this, we have recently developed a new longitudinal magneto-optic Kerr 
effect (MOKE) magnetometer in our laboratory at USF. A combination of GMI and 
MOKE studies would yield deeper insights into the surface magnetic behavior of a 
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material, knowledge of which is key to tailoring the material properties for high-
frequency sensing applications.  
 We have observed that etching magnetic ribbons/ microwires with corrosive chemicals 
such as nitric acid reduces the GMI ratio significantly. This effect can be utilized in 
designing a new class of disposable chemical sensors that can monitor the strength of 
corrosive chemicals, which can be a promising approach for chemical hazard 
management at low cost. We have successfully monitored variations in the 
concentration of nitric acid using this type of sensor. However, the research is at an 
early stage, and further efforts are needed to exploit this technology and its applications 
fully.   
 In the present study, the ferrofluids used for biodetection were exposed to the sensor 
surface by the drop-casting method. This method requires relatively large amount of 
sample volume, takes a longer time for the sample to settle on the sensor surface, and 
offers limited control over the physical motion of the magnetic particles. To make it 
more practical, the present biosensor should be integrated with microfluidic devices. 
For this purpose, the soft lithography technique can be employed to create microfluidic 
channels on the ribbon surface, leading to the development of a new and more reliable 
biosensing system for medical dialogistic tests. 
 We have shown that the Co-rich glass-coated microwires are a promising candidate 
material for the fabrication of a new generation of electromagnetic field sensors. The 
performance of the sensor can be further improved by incorporating magnetic 
nanoparticles into a microwire/polymer matrix, as each particle acts a local microwave 
absorber and promotes heat transfer to the optical fiber.
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